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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Federal tax Incentives have often been used to encourage taxpayers to undertake various 

types of projects. Research and development has been encouraged by the research and development 

tax credit, energy conservation by the energy tax credit, and investment in pollution control 

facilities by pollution tax incentives. This stud/ is concerned with tax incentives enacted to 

encourage the preservation of historic property. 

Historic preservation became a national pr ior i ty with the passage of the National Historic 

Preservation Act of 1966. This legislation created the National Register of Historic Places and 

established a program of matching grants-in-aid to the states. To Congress, however, it soon 

became apparent that the grants provided by this legislation were not going to be enough to curb 

the high rate of demolitions of historic property. Consequently, additional legislation was enacted 

to encourage historic rehabilitation. This legislation began with the Tax Reform Act of 1976 

which liberalized depreciation policies and discouraged demolition of the structures. The Revenue 

Act of 1978 provided a 10% historic rehabilitation tax credit (HRTC) for expenditures mede on 

historic rehabilitation projects and the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 increased the HRTC to 

2 5 * . Together, these tax incentives were intended to lead to additional spending on historic 

rehabilitation and to the larger goal of the preservation of historic property. However, there is 

little evidence in the literature to determine whether this has been accomplished. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Congress has often used tax incentives to stimulate spending in areas deemed beneficial to 

society. Some of these incentives ere intended to have an impact on business decisions [ Nikolai 

andElam,1979 lp.119]. Although much has been written about tax incentives, there is little 

agreement on how effective tax credits ere in stimulating additional spending in business 

situations. This is especielly true of the HRTC because there are few studies in the area. Some 

evidence is needed as to the effect of this credit. It may have bem an unnecessary cost to the 

government if it did not stimulate spending and additional rehabilitation projects. On the other 
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hand, it may have been very effective in stimulating spending and additional rehabilitation. This 

lack of evidence could result in Ineffective tax policies or tax policies that are effective but not 

understood. Therefore, further analysis Is necessary. 

Most tax credit studies have had to rely on simulations and models based on highly 

aggregated data because data on actual projects were difficult to obtain. Bentsen [ 1983] , for 

example,, used a simulation to examine the effects of rehabilitation tax Incentives on internal rates 

of return, but was forced to limit the scope of the study because of Inherent data limitations. 

Feigenbaum and Jenkinson [ 1984] used an econometric approach to examine the effects of tax 

Incentives on historic rehabilitation. They used morjrceconomlc data aggregated on a state by state 

basis and relied on various data surrogates. In addition, their study focused on only two time 

periods: 1975-76 and 1979-80. The Infrequent use of empirical data In studies of tax 

incentives, including the HRTC, Is unfortunate because it would be a useful contribution to the 

literature. 

The effect of noneconomlc factors on spending Is an important yet often overlooked area. 

Composition factors such as the age of the building and Its proposed use could be Important 

determinants of rehabilitation spending. The omission of noneconomlc effects In studies has often 

been due to the difficulty of measuring these effects. However, some tax Incentive studies [e.g. 

Carpenter and Chester, 1984] have Included locatlonal, housing, and environmental factors. Other 

studies [e.g. Feigenbaum and Jenkinson, 1984; Fisher, Lentz, and Stern, 1984] have mainly been 

concerned with economic factors. Economic factors are not unimportant In the historic 

rehabilitation spending decision. The first evaluation of syndlcators and developers of potential 

rehabilitations is from a financial perspective [Opsata, 1987,p.38], However, the significance of 

noneconom Ic factors on rehabilitation as well as economic factors, Including the historic 

rehabilitation tax credit, Is an important Issue and should not be ignored. 

Besides formal studies In the literature, there occasionally Is anecdotal evidence In news 

stories In the Wall Street Journal and other such sources. An example of Increased spending as a 

result of the HRTC is stated by Guy S. McClell&i, n principal partner Involved in historic 
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rehabilitation activity in St. Louts, "We counted on the tax law to allow us to spend 4 0 * more on 

our units than the typical new units In (St. Louis) county" [Guenther,t987]. Such stories 

convey impressions of effectiveness of the HRTC but are not conclusive. 

In summary, the literature on tax Incentives, specifically, the historic rehabilitation tax 

credit, has not fully evaluated the effectiveness of tax Incentives. Part of the reason for this may 

have been the reliance on simulated and highly aggregated data rather than the use of actual project 

data. Also, the omission of noneconomlc variables may have been significant. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The objective of this study is to provide additional evidence on the effects of the HRTC on 

historic rehabilitation spending. This contributes toward filling the gap In the literature as to the 

effectiveness of this tax credit. To accomplish this, actual rehabilitation projects are analyzed 

from a large database of well-documented historic rehabilitation projects Significant 

determinants of historic rehabilitation including the HRTC, economic factors, and composition 

characteristics are examined for their effect on the spending, number, and character of the 

rehabilitation projects. Multiple regression analysis Is used to determine the effect of the HRTC 

and other factors on spending on the historic rehabilitation projects. This provides some evidence 

Into the responsiveness of the owners to the Incentive. The results of this research contribute 

toward a better understanding of the HRTC effects which in turn contribute to a better 

understanding of tax credit and Incentive effects in general. 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE LITERATURE 

The effect of tax Incentives has not been fully evaluated empirically. Relatively little has 

been done to determine the effectiveness of the historic rehabilitation tax credit. This study is e 

contribution to the historic rehabilitation tax credit literature in particular and the tax Incentive 

literature in general. 

The first contribution Is the project-based approach. It Is rare in tax research to be able 

to gather empirical information on the effect of specific tax laws. Tax returns are not available to 
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be examined and corporate records are not open to the public. The ability to examine data for 

specific rehabilitation projects is a rare opportunity. 

The second contribution is the exploration of a database that enables the project-based 

approach. This database of rehabilitated historic properties has not been used before In a tax 

credit stud/- No previous tax credit stud/ has used such a large and well maintained database for 

research on project spending. Since the database is extensive and uniformly coded, it provides a 

unique opportunity to use the data-consumptive technique of regression with several factors. This 

database provides new and valuable insights for future tax policy research. 

Another contribution is the use of noneconomlc factors along with economic factors to 

determine the effects on rehabilitation spending. The noneconomlc or composition factors could be 

Important determinants In the area of historic preservation because of the rwneconorolc reasons 

that projects are rehabilitated. 

An Interesting policy aspect of historic rehabilitation as a research area is that it 

represents a national priority with high emotional content. Consequently, It is possible that tax 

incentives for these particular rehabilitation projects may have little effect beyond other 

incentives which may serve as the primary motivation for spending. Therefore, if it Is shown that 

the HRTC provides Incentive effects for these particular projects, then it could be postulated for 

future consideration that the effect of tax credits, In general, may be stronger than previously 

determined 

This research provides many other Interesting policy implications. It provides a great 

deal of descriptive Information on the historic rehabilitation projects from which policy 

Implications can be made. It determines if the HRTC had a significant effect on the spending on 

projects given the size of the project and the other economic and composition effects. The stud/ 

investigates the issue of the elasticity of the rehabilitation owners' demand for historic 

rehabilitation. The results of this stud/ provide Interesting Information for policy making 

regarding the HRTC. They also provide useful information on the stud/ of tax credits and tax 

incentives in general. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This section Is a very brief review of the content of Chapters 2 through 8 of this 

dissertation. 

The following chapter, Chapter 2 , Background of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit, 

contains Important information as to the procedures necessary In order for a historic 

rehabilitation project to qualify for the HRTC. It also summarizes the tax law applicable to 

historic rehabilitation since the 1970's. Lastly, the chapter provides statistics of the HRTC 

program, such as the number of projects which applied for the HRTC and the estimated spending of 

the approved projects. 

The Literature Review, Chapter 3 , summarizes the studies In the general area of tax 

Incentives and in the specific area of historic rehabilitation. Some of the studies are interesting 

background information and provide information into the effectiveness of tax incentives In general. 

Other studies are of particular relevance to this dissertation in terms of the methodology and 

factors used 

Chapter 4, Economic Theory, discusses externality theory and the importance of it with 

respect to the benefits of historic rehabilitation. Excise subsidy theory Is then discussed as a 

remedy to the unfulfilled external benefits of historic rehabilitation. This theory is discussed 

with reference to the HRTC as en excise subsidy. Lastly, the elasticity of the historic 

rehabilitation owners' spending is discussed in terms of the effectiveness of the HRTC in 

Increasing the owners' spending on historic rehabilitation. This theory leads into the model for 

this study which Is discussed in Chapter 5. 

The Methodology, Chapter 5 , presents e description of the factors of interest in this study 

from which descriptive results are obtained. The regression models used In this stud/ are also 

presented In this chapter and they are used to examine the effect of the HRTC and other factors on 

spending 

The Descriptive Statistics, Chapter 6 , presents the results of the descriptive information 

on the HRTC and economic and composition factors. 
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Chapter 7 , Regression Results and Implications, presents the results of the regression 

analysis which tests the effect of the HRTC and other factors on spending. The implications of the 

results are discussed In terms of the owners' responsiveness to the HRTC 

Chapter 8 , Conclusions, presents a summary of the stud/, future research possibilities, 

end a review of the policy Implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND OF THE HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT 

This background information on the HRTC Is divided into three sections. The first Is the 

description of the procedures that must be followed in order for the rehabilitation of a historic 

building to qualify for the HRTC. The second section contains a review of the tax law which affects 

historic rehabilitation property. The last section contains a summary of the available statistics on 

the historic rehabilitation tax credit program. This Includes the number of projects which 

applied for the HRTC and the estimated spending on the approved projects. 

TAX CREDIT ELIGIBILITY 

A building must satisfy three sets of criteria to qualify for the historic rehabilitation tax 

credit. First, it must be certified es having historical significance. Second, its rehabilitation 

must be certified es consistent with the historic character of the building. Third, it must comply 

with several other provisions of the tax law. These criteria are discussed In detail below. 

Certification of Historical Significance 

The historical significance of a building is generally certified by listing the building In the 

National Register of Historic Pisces (National Register).' (Seated by Congresses port of the 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), this listing currently contains more 

than 250,000 properties [Walter, 1985]. It is ths U. S. Government's official Inventory of 

districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history, architecture, 

archeology, engineering, and culture. 

The National Park Service, a division of the Department of the Interior, maintains the 

National Register and attempts to protect the properties. While listing does not block demolition, 

it does provide certain protective benefits. For example, it requires that the federal Advisory 

Council on Historic Preservation comment on the effect of federally assisted projects on the 

1A building can also have historical significance if it is in a historic district or a comparable local 
district and certified es contributing to the district. 
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National Register or unregistered but eligible properties2 [Weinberg, 1982]. Listing also 

requires that certain compliance standards be met with respect to the rehabilitation if federal 

action is involved. Therefore, more costly materials and additional workmanship may be required 

in some cases in order to protect the historical significance of the building. Listing enables 

owners who do certified rehabilitations to become eligible for the HRTC. 

There are many ways fore property to be nominated to The owner 

of the property can nominate it as well as private citizens, organizations, and other groups. 

Nomination can also occur following a federal, state, or local survey of historical resources which 

focuses attention on the property. 

Once the property is nominated, an evaluation is made at the state level by technicians on 

the State Historic Preservation Office staff. A state review board recommends either approval or 

disapproval of the building based on certain criteria These Criteria for Evaluation 136 CFR 60.4] 

have been set forth by the U.S. Department of the Interior as follows-. 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, 
and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association, and 

(a) that are associated with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or 

(b) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in 
our past; or 

(c) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, 
or method of construction, or that represent the work of a 
master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent 
a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may 
lack individual distinction; or 

(d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history. 

Also, a historic property must generally be more than 50 years old to be listed in the 

National Register Upon approval by the state review board, the National Park Service staff 

2 A National Register-eligible property is a property that has met the requirements for listing in 
the National Reositer but its owner has decided not to list it. 
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reviews the nomination and, if acceptable, the property Is listed In the National Register. An 

objection by the owner of the property can prevent actual listing but not eligibility for the 

National Register. 

Certification, of ReJMIlfflfQn 

After a building is certified as having historical significance, its rehabilitation work must 

be certified as being consistent with the historic character of the building. The certification of the 

rehabilitation work is generally achieved by satisfying the Standards for Rehabilitation 

(Stoflarft). These standards are a section of Standards for Historic Preservation Prelects 

[ 1963] [36 CFR 67.7] that have been set forth by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. These are 

used to determine if a historic rehabilitation project qualifies as a certified rehabilitation which 

would make It potentially eligible for the HRTC. 

The rehabilitation Is evaluated on two aspects: ( I ) Identification of the building's 

materials and features which are important in defining its historical character and (2) 

assessment of the potential impact of the rehabilitation necessary for efficient contemporary use. 

The overriding concern Is that the historical nature of the building and its setting be preserved In 

the rehabilitation process. The following are the Standards, all of which must be considered: 

1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a 
property which requires minimal alteration of the building, structure, 
or site and its environment, or to use a property for its originally 
intended purpose. 

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of e building, structure, 
or site and its environment shall not be Destroyed The removal or 
alteration of any historic material or distinctive architectural features 
should be avoidad when possible. 

3. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of 
their own time. Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek 
to create an earlier appearance shall be discouraged 

4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence 
of the history and development of a building, structure, or site and Its 
environment. These changes may have acquired significance in their own 
right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected. 

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which 
characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with 
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sensitivity. 

6. Deteriorated architecture! features shall be repaired rather than 
replaced, wherever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, 
the new material should match the material being replaced In 
composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair 
or replacement of missing architecture! features should be based on 
accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historic, physical, 
or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the 
availability of different architectural elements from other buildings 
or structures. 

7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest 
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will 
damage the historic building materials shall not be undertaken. 

6. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archeologlcal 
resources affected by, or adjacent to any project. 

9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties 
shall not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not 
destroy significant historical architectural or cultural materiel, and 
such design Is compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and 
character of the property, neighborhood or environment. 

10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shell 
be done in such e manner that if such additions or alterations were to 
be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the structure 
would be unimpaired. 

These Standards are subject to interpretation by the National Park Service regional 

offices. Other sources ere also consulted throughout this certification process. The Guidelines for 

Rehabilitatino Historic BuUdinos provide general design and technical recommendations. They ore 

not codified and are Intended only to assist In applying the Standards on e general basis. There Is 

also a set of case decisions In this area. 

Tax Law Compliance 

Following the certification of the historical significance of the property and certification 

of the rehabilitation, certain other requirements of the tax law must be fulfilled These ere 

summarized here and discussed in detail in the next part of the chapter, Review of the Tax Law. 

Two forms must be completed by the owner and approved In order for the rehabilitation to 

qualify es a certified rehabilitation. The first form certifies that the rehabilitation Is in 

accordance with the historic character of the property. This is required under the OX HRTC m 
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order for a historic rehabilitation project to qualify for the incentives brought about by the Tjgx. 

Reform Act of 1976. When the rehabilitation project Is complete, another form Is filed to certify 

completion and the placement of the building Into service and therefore eligibility for the tax 

Incentives. The forms are filed at the state historic preservation office and upon approval 

transferred to the appropriate National Park Service regional office for their approval. 

The qualifications for the 10X (assuming a useful life of the Improvements of at least 7 

years) HRTC (Revenue Act of 1978) do not differentiate between certified historic property and 

other rehabilitated property. However, rehabilitations of certified historic structures have to be 

certified as appropriate by the Secretary of the Interior In order to qualify for the HRTC. The 

basic requirement of a qualified rehabilitation for tax credit purposes is that the rehabilitated 

building (nonresidential only) be used for business or productive activities. It is also required 

that the age of the historic building be at least 50 years and the rehabilitation constitute a major 

portion of the building. 

The 2 5 * HRTC (Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981) Is available only to certified 

historic structures. Residential and nonresidential income producing historic properties qualify. 

In order to be a qualified rehabilitated building, which is required for the HRTC, the building has 

to be substantially rehabilitated, placed in service before the beginning of the rehabilitation, and 

at least 7 5 * of the existing walls retained in place as external walls during the rehabilitation 

process. The substantially rehabilitated requirement states that the expenditures In the 24 month 

period (or 60 months for phased- In rehabilitations) selected by the taxpayer must exceed the 

greater of either $5 ,000 or the adjusted basis of the building, Oleye [ t987,p.5] states that there 

is much criticism of this requirement because it encourages the destruction of many Interiors. 

This requirement led to massive rehabilitations even when it was unnecessary. It also led to 

adaptive use buildings (used for other than their original purpose). He suggests that 

rehabilitation incentives should not only encourage the large scale rehabilitations but also the 

rehabilitations In which less work Is needed. 
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The Tax Reform Act of 1984 allows an alternative to the existing wall requirement in 

order to promote more flexibility with regard to the external walls and less flexibility with 

regard to the Internal structure. The alternative to the 75X of existing walls being retained In 

place as external walls Is the following: ( 1 ) at least 50X of the existing walls retained In place as 

external walls, ( 2 ) at least 75X of the existing walls retained in place as Interna) or external 

walls, and ( 3 ) at least 75X of the existing internal structure retained In place. 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 went Into effect In 1987 following the period of Interest (n 

this stud/. However, the changes It made with respect to historic rehabilitation are summarized 

for background information. This Act decreases the HRTC percentage available for historic 

rehabilitation expenditures incurred after 1986 to 20X. It also waives the existing well 

requirement for the rehabilitations In order to give the Secretary of the Interior more flexibility 

with respect to the approval of certified historic rehabilitations. 

In summary, in order to qualify for the HRTC, the property has to be a certified historic 

structure which generally means listing in the Register. The rehabilitation has to be- ( I ) 

certified, which generally means meeting the Standards for Rehabilitation and (2 ) qualified, 

which means adhering to other provisions in the tax law, many of which differ between the I OX 

end 25X HRTC periods. 

REVIEW OF THE TAX LAW 

This section summarizes the major effects of the tax laws since 1976 on historic 

rehabilitation. The effects of the tax laws are summarized in chronological order and the timing of 

these tax law changes is presented in Figure 2-1. Also Included in this section is a brief statement 

on the overall intention of each tax law and its Intended effect on areas of Interest concerning 

historic rehabilitation such as business end real estate. 

Prior to 1976 

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (TRA76). many historic buildings were demolished 

because it was not profitable to preserve them. Real estate tax incentives were generally aimed at 

the encouragement of capital Investment In new buildings. Specifically, accelerated depreciation 
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incentives for new buildings (not existing buildings) encouraged construction to the extent that 

many historic buildings were torn down to make room for the new buildings. There were not only 

no incentives for the rehabilitation of historic buildings but there were actually Incentives for 

demolition of the buildings. Deductions were allowed for the expenses of demolishing historic 

buildings and for the losses on demolition. Preservationists attempted to eliminate this bias In the 

tax law against the rehabilitation of historic buildings by advocating a change In the tax law. One 

objective was to encourage redevelopment of urban downtown areas which had greatly dBcayed over 

the years. The result was the first tax Incentives for historic preservation which were included 

intheTRA76. 

T y Reform Act of 1976 

TheTRA76 (P.L. 9 4 - 4 5 5 ) was enacted on October 4 . 1 9 7 6 and Instituted many changes 

in almost every area of the tax law. Its purpose was to spur Investment In new structures and 

locations. However, It was realized that this did not necessarily promote economic recovery If the 

new structures were at the expense of older structures, neighborhoods, and locations. The 

incentives for rehabilitation expenditures (Including nonhistone buildings) were intended to 

contribute toward the revitalization of the economic prospects of older locations and prevent the 

deterioration of distressed economic areas. 

This Act encouraged historic rehabilitation and also discouraged the demolition of historic 

structures. Historic generally meant listing on the National Register of Historic Places or 

otherwise certified by the Secretary of the Interior. The rehabilitation had to be certified as 

consistent with the historic character of the property. 

The TRA76 provided two major incentives for the rehabilitation of buildings of historical 

significance: accelerated depreciation and rapid amortization. The Act provided that accelerated 

depreciation alternatives (for expenditures after June 3 0 , 1 9 7 6 ) were available for the 

substantial rehabilitation of historic property as if It were new. Therefore, not only was the 

original cost of the building able to be depreciated but the rehabilitation expenditures were also 

depreciated The substantially rehabilitated requirement stated that the rehabilitation 
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expenditures (after June 3 0 , 1 9 7 6 ) during a 24 month period had to exceed the greater of $5000 

or the adjusted basis of the property determined at the beginning of the 24 month period. The 

other Incentive Instituted was the rapid amortization of the rehabilitation expenditures over 60 

months. This was allowed for certified rehabilitations of depreciable historic buildings used In 

trade or business or held for the production of Income. This applied to expenditures after June 

14,1976 and could only be used If the accelerated depreciation option was not chosen. 

Besides providing these Incentives for historic rehabilitation, ttwTRA76 discouraged the 

demolition of historic buildings by disallowing deductions for demolition expenses and for the 

remaining undepreciated basis of the property for demolitions after June 3 0 , 1 9 7 6 . It provided a 

further discouragement by requiring that any new building built on the property of the destroyed 

building (or substantially altered building that Is not certified) be depreciated by the straight-

line method for its life. Therefore, the new building was no longer able to use accelerated 

depreciation as it otherwise would have been able to do. 

Revenue Act of 1978 

The Revenue Act of 1978 (RA78) ( P L 95 -600) was enacted on November 6 .1978 for 

the purpose of increasing economic growth by stimulating consumer and investment spending, A 

couple of examples of this were the reduction of business taxes and the increase of I OX in the 

percentage of long term capital gains which was deductible. Reel estate was favored because the 

adverse "at risk" rules (loss deduction limited to amount the investor has at r isk) were expanded 

to many areas but not to real estate. 

The major contribution of the RA78 with regard to historic rehabilitation was the 

institution of an Investment Tax Credit or historic rehabilitation tax credit (HRTC) of 10X for 

qualified rehabilitation expenditures. The Act expended the eligibility of the investment tax credit 

to rehabilitation expenditures on buildings over 20 years old. Historic buildings generally were 

required to be at least 5 0 years old The reason for this HRTC was the following: 

In 1962 when the ITC was enacted, "Congress was primarily 
concerned about the substantially greater average age and lower 
efficiency of machinery and equipment in domestic manufacturing 
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facilities in comparison with the facilities of major foreign 
producers of the seme products....The Congress believed that 
it was appropriate now to extend the Initial policy objective 
of the investment credit to enable business to rehabilitate and 
modernize existing structures." [Joint Committee on Taxation, 
1979]. 

The HRTC was not available if the 60 month rapid amortization of rehabilitation 

expenditures was chosen. Accelerated depreciation was also allowed on properties qualifying for 

the HRTC. Qualified expenditures were expenditures on existing buildings used in ell types of 

business or productive activities except residential. In order to be a qualified rehabilitated 

building, the building had to be placed in service prior to the rehabilitation and at least 75X of the 

existing external walls had to be retained as external walls. The rehabilitation costs were 

required to be the type of costs that would be capitalized under existing law. The improvements 

were required to have a useful life of at least 7 years to get the full 10X HRTC. The rehabilitation 

of a major portion of a building was treated as a separate building. The major portion was 

determined by the floor area and other factors. The acquisition cost of the building and any 

enlergements to it did not qualify for the HRTC All of these rules related to any property over 20 

years old historic or nonhistoric. 

The rehabilitation expenditures on historic buildings were required to be certified es 

appropriate by the Secretary of the Interior in order to be eligible for the HRTC. The HRTC 

became available for all Qualified rehabilitation expenditures on historic rehabilitation property 

incurredafter October 31,1978. This Act continued the trend begun with the TRA76 of treating 

the rehabilitation of a historic building on a similar basis to the construction of a new building. 

Technical Corrections Act of 1979 

This Act (P.L. 96-222) was enacted on April 1,1980. Among the minor changes it made 

which affected historic rehabilitation was the rectifying of en unintended result of the RA78 by 

confirming the permanency'of the I OX HRTC. 

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA81) (P.L. 97- 34) was enacted on August 

13,1981 to increase savings and spur investmant. The law encouraged real estate limited 
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partnerships by the enactment of the accelerated depreciation rules and shorter property lives f x 

depreciation purposes. Other provisions of the law encouraged business activity such as lower tax 

rates for small businesses. 

The major contribution of the ERTA81 to historic rehabilitation was the 25X HRTC for 

the rehabilitation of historic buildings: residential and nonresidential. ERTA81 also contributed 

toward the rehabilitation of nonhistone property with a 15X credit for the rehabilitation of 

buildings at least 30 years old and a 20X credit for the rehabilitation of buildings at least 40 

years old The reason for the increased tax credit was the following: 

"The tax Incentives for capital formation provided in other 
sections of this bill might have the unintended and undesirable 
effect of reducing the relative attractiveness of the existing 
Incentives to rehabilitate and modernize older business 
structures. Investments in new structures and new locations, 
however, do not necessarily promote economic recovery if 
they are at the expense of older structures, neighborhoods, or 
regions. A new structure with new equipment may add little 
to capital formation or productivity if it simply replaces an 
existing plant in which the new equipment could have been 
installed. 
"The Increased credit for rehabilitation expenditures Is 
intended to help revitalize the economic prospects of older 
locations and prevent the decay and deterioration characteristics 
of economically distressed areas." [House Ways and Means 
Committee, 1981]. 

The HRTC was available for rehabilitations begun after December 31,1981 and for 

expenditures of projects In progress at December 31,1982 if they met the substantially 

rehabilitated test. For rehabilitation work begun before January 1,1982, If the expenditures 

after December 31,1981 were not sufficient to meet the substantially rehabilitated test, the 

project could continue to get the benefit of either the 10X HRTC or 5 year amortization. 

In order to qualify for the HRTC, the Secretary of the Interior had to certify the 

rehabilitation as being consistent with the historic character of the property. This meant that the 

certified historic structure was required to be listed In the National Register of Historic Places or 

located In e registered historic district and certified as being of historic significance to the 

district. 
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Another requirement for the HRTC was that the historic building be e qualified 

rehabilitated building. This meant the historic building had to satisfy three criteria: ( 1 ) 

substantially rehabilitated, ( 2 ) placed in service before the beginning of the rehabilitation, and 

( 3 ) at least 7 5 X of the existing external walls retained in place as external walls In the 

rehabilitation process. The substantially rehabilitated requirement meant that the qualified 

rehabilitation expenditures during the 24 month period selected by the taxpayer and ending with 

or within the taxable year had to exceed the greater of $5000 or the adjusted basis of the building 

and its structural components, determined as of the beginning of the f irst day of the 24 month 

period. A 60 month period was allowed for rehabilitations which could be expected to be completed 

In phases. The portion of the basis attributable to qualified rehabilitation expenditures had to be 

depreciated by the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) straight-line method over 15 years 

rather than by the accelerated ACRS rules. Qualified rehabilitation expenditures did not Include 

the acquisition cost of the property or any enlergements or additions to the property. 

The Act repealed the 6 0 month rapid amortization and special depreciation rules. The 

disincentive of having to take straight- line depreciation on property built on the site of e previous 

historic building was repealed for expenditures after December 3 1 , 1 9 8 1 . Davis and Coady 

[ 1983] summarized the tax law provisions in EBIAJLL which related to historic rehabilitation and 

also discussed a few tax planning opportunities. 

With this Act, Congress continued with its policy of not encouraging new structures and 

new locations at the expense of the old. Other items of this act, such as ACRS, encouraged 

investment in new buildings. Congress compensated for this by the establishment of the 2 5 X 

HRTC to increase spending on the rehabilitation of historic buildings which would lead to the 

revltaUzatfon of these buildings and their surrounding areas. Based only on the number of 

projects, the HRTC appears to have been effective since there were 6 1 4 historic rehabilitation 

projects approved In 1980 (prior to the 25X tax credit) and 3,214 projects approved In 1984 

(after the 25X tax credit) [Andersen,1965], 
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Tax Eoultv and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA82) (P.L. 97-248) was 

enacted on September 3,1982. It was designed to produce additional revenue pertly by 

restrictions on business taxpayers including cutbacks In the use of accelerated depreciation and 

theiTC. This Act provided a disincentive f x the rehabilitation of historic property. It required 

the basis of the historic property ( f x depreciation purposes) to be reduced by one-half of the 

HRTC taken f x property placed in service after December 31,1982. However, a transition rule 

exempts property pieced In service before January 1,1986 If the rehabilitation was begun 

pursuant to a contract entered into after December 31,1980 which was binding on July 1,1982 

and at all times thereafter. Under the genxal rule, the basis of the historic property was Initially 

reduced by 12.5X of the rehabilitation expenditures prlx to the calculation of depreciation. This 

reduction in the basis was Instituted because the previous tax laws were viewed by some as too 

generous. However, this basis reduction was not discriminatory against rehabilitation 

expenditures because the basis of new personal propxty also had to be reduced by half of the HRTC 

taken. 

Technical Corrections Act of 1982 

This Act (P.L 97-448) was enacted on January 12,1983. It made some minx changes 

to generally amend unintentional results of ERTA81. This Included confirming that the 25X HRTC 

wes not eligible f x rehabilitation projects begun pr lx to January 1,1982. It also stated that f x 

purposes of the substantially rehabilitated test, the adjusted basis of the building did not Include 

land costs. These amendments applied to rehabilitation expenditures incurred after December 

31,1981 

Tax Reform Act of 1984 

ThisAct was a division of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ( P I . 98-369) and was enacted 

on July 18,1984. Its purpose was to reduce budget deficits to safeguard economic recovery and 

also prevent further erosion of the tax base as a result of tax shelters. Incentives f x continued 

economic growth included the reduction of the holding pxlod f x long term capital gains from one 
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year to 6 months. The Act Instituted some minx changes in the tax laws affecting historic 

rehabilitation. The shortest period of time In which the rehabilitation expenditures were able to 

be recovered by depreciation wes extended from 15 years to 18 years f x property placed In 

service after March 15,1984. This was true of all new and used depreciable reel property. 

This Act also Instituted an alternative test to the 75X external well test of p r l x law. 

Congress changed the law to enable histxic buildings of other than square x rectangular shape to 

qualify more readily f x the HRTC [Joint Committee on Taxation, 1985]. Less of the external walls 

had to be retained but there were stricter requirements with respect to the Internal structure. 

The alternative test had three requirements: ( I ) at least 50X of the external walls retained In 

place as external walls, (2 ) at least 75X of the external walls retained in place as either external 

x Internal walls, and (3 ) at least 75X of the building's Internal structure retained in place. 

This rule wes effective f x rehabilitation expenditures Incurred after December 31 ,1983 . The 

disallowance of deductions f x demolition costs and losses sustained on account of the demolition 

was broadened from only histxic properly to all properties f x tax years beginning after 

December 31 ,1983. The changes in this Act did not appear likely to affect historic rehabilitation 

to any great extent. 

Tax Reform Act of 1986 

ThfsAct(P.L. 99 -514) was enacted on October 22,1986. It does not affect the time 

pxiod examined In this study but the changes it brings to the tax lew of historic rehabilitation are 

summxized in order to provide a complete picture of the tax law with regard to histxic 

rehabilitation. This Act reduces the tax credit available f x the rehabilitation of certified histxic 

structures to 20X f x expenditures after December 31,1986. ft also eliminates the existing 

wall requirement in order to provide the Secretary of the Interior with total flexibility as to the 

approval of rehabilitation projects. 

The Act also requires a full reduction in the depreciable basis f x the HRTC received. This 

repeats the previous one-half basis reduction. The depreciation of the rehabilitation expenditures 

is also lengthened to 27 and one- half years from the previous 19 years. A broad change in the Act 
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limits losses and credite from passive activities such as Investment in historic rehabilitation to 

$ 25,000 per year unless the losses are able to be offset by passive income. The $25,000 

allowance f x tax credits and losses Is phased out f x Investxs with income over $200,000 and is 

totally disallowed f x Investors with Income over $250,000. Many of the rehabilitations are 

organized as partnerships and therefore may have difficulty in getting investors because of this 

change in the tax law. Because of these adverse changes In the tax law with respecttothe 

rehabilitation of histxic buildings, some say the credit Is "practically unusable".3 Ian D. Spate, 

legislative counsel f x the National Trust f x Historic Preservation stated that applications to the 

National Pxk Service f x the histxic rehabilitation tax credit have decreased to about 150 p x 

month as of mid-1987 from 270 px month in mid-1986.4 

Summary 

The following is a summary of the tax laws reviewed They are presented in chronological 

order m Figure 2 - 1 . The 5 year emxtlzation was available fx rehabilitation expenditures 

between June 15,1976 and December 31,1981 and f x rehabilitations begun before December 

31,1981. Accelerated depreciation was available between July 1,1976 and December 3 1 , 

1981 The 10X HRTC was available f x expenditures between November 1 , 1978 and December 

31,1981. Only one of the two Incentives could be taken at any one time: 5 y e x amortization x 

I OX HRTC. The 25X HRTC was available f x rehabilitations started after December 31,1981 

and f x expenditures through December 31,1985. Straight line depreciation over 15 years was 

required If the HRTC was taken. The depreciation pxiod was lengthened to 18 years fx property 

placed in service efter March 15,1984. Beginning January l, 1983, half of the HRTC evallable 

had to be subtracted from the basis in order to compute depreciation. The disallowance of the 

deduction of demolition expenses and losses began on July 1,1976 and continues to the present. 

3 Guy S. McClellan, a principal in Meed-McClellan Pxtnership, in "Historic Rehabilitations Drop 
Despite Continued Tax Credit," by Robxt Guenthx in The Wall Street Journal. June3,1987, 
p.29. 

4 Guenthx, Robxt, "Historic Rehabilitations Drop Despite Continued Tax Credit," The Wall Street 
Journal. June 3.1987, p.29. 
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The use of straight line depreciation on future buildings built on the site of e demolished histxic 

building was required f x demolitions between July 1, 1976 and December 3 1 , 1 9 8 1 . 

SUMMARY STATISTICS ON HRTC PROGRAM 

There is some summary Infxmatlon available concerning historic rehabilitation projects 

throughout the HRTC pxlods. The infxmatlon Is limited however, because many presentations of 

the statistics represent only one x two years rather than infxmatlon from all HRTC pxlods 

which Is what is of interest in this study. Only the comprehensive statistics which Include all 

years of the OX, 10X and 25X HRTC pxlods are Included In this summary. This aggregate 

summary infxmatlon Is of interest because (t provides general infxmatlon on the HRTC program. 

It also provides some statistics that are not available tn the database used in this study. Few 

projects were completed p r l x to the 10X HRTC and data are not readily available. Therefore the 

number of projects In the OX HRTC pxiod Included in the summary infxmatlon Is small. 

Tables 2 - 1 through 2 -4 present some results of the OX, I OX, and 25X HRTC programs. 

F x purposes of these tables, the OX HRTC pxiod includes the years 1977 and 1978, the I OX 

HRTC period includes the years 1979 through 1981, end the 2 5 X HRTC pxiod Includes the years 

1982 through 1985 These were the years each HRTC percentege was In effect. The yeers 

Included In the HRTC pxlods vary slightly from the dates f x the HRTC used In this study because 

the date of enactment of the HRTC pxcentages is used in this study to distinguish the HRTC pxlods. 

The reason f x this is explained in the Methodology (Chapter 5 ) 

Table 2 - 1 presents aggregate summary Information on tta historic rehabilitation 

program organized by the HRTC pxiod. The number of applications received by the National Pxk 

Service f x certification of the historical significance and eligibility f x the HRTC Increased 

greatly with the I OX HRTC and Increased again with the 2 5 X HRTC. In total, more than 19,000 

applications w x e received in the HRTC pxiods from 1977 through 1985. While the lowest 

percentege of these applications was approved in the 25X HRTC pxiod, there wes still ovx three 

times the number of projects approved In that pxiod than In the 10X HRTC px iod Just short of 

14,000 projects were approved in total. The rehabilitations actually completed and eligible f x 
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TABLE 2-1 

SUMMARY INFORMATION ON HISTORIC REHABILITATION PROGRAM BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD 

Of HRTC 100 HRTC 291 HRTC TOTflL 
6/76-10/78 11/78-7/81 8/81-12/85 

Applications received 

AahabllltatloRs qpprouad 

Estiaatad expand i t t r a 
far approved projects 
(in Billions) 

Avaraga estiaated 
txpandituras par 
approved project 

Coaplstsd certified 
rehabilitations 

949 

912 

$ 140.0 

f 273,430 

0 

3,392 

2,024 

f 1,384.9 

$927,030 

1,327 

19,090 

10,709 

% 7,832.2 

* 731,039 

4,914 

19,031 

13,841 

$ 0,390.7 

$ 070,013 

0,241 

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office, "Tax Policy and Administration, Historic 
Preservation Tax Incentives," August 1,1960, p.20. 
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the 10X HRTC and 25X HRTC totalled 6,241 which was a significant amount less than the numbx 

of approved projects. This was due to the fact that many projects were not completed by the end of 

1985 and some did not receive final approval upon completion of the project. 

The estimated expenditures f x all approved projects in the HRTC periods totolled ovx 

$9.3 billion. This avxagad $676 ,013 p x approved project. The average estimated spending p x 

approved project was greatest In the 25X period. It should be noted however, that not all of these 

approved projects were completed and eligible f x the HRTC. 

Table 2 - 2 breaks down the totals of Table 2 - 1 into yearly numbers. The applications 

received Increased each y e x and the number of approved projects increased in all years but 1980 

and 1985. The estimated expenditures f x approved projects leveled off in the last two years of 

the 25X HRTC and the average expenditures per approved project decreased In these last two 

yeers compared with 1983. These numbers indicate an overall leveling off of the stimulatory 

effect of the 25X HRTC. 

Certain characteristics of the projects are summxtzed in Table 2 - 3 . This presents the 

percentage of projects in the HRTC pxlods with the stated characteristics. The database used to 

obtain this infxmatlon is the seme database from which projects ere examined In this study. It is 

not clex from the source, however, the characteristics and approval status of the projects that 

were examined to detxmlne these statistics. The majority of projects examined wxe In 8 historic 

district and the xlglnal structures were built before 1900 . Small projects were encouraged by 

the HRTC policy since the majority of projects cost less than $200,000 to rehabilitate. Less than 

2X of the rehabilitations cost o v x $ 1 million to rehabilitate. One-third of the larger 

rehabilitations were adaptive use projects (buildings rehabilitated to be used in other than their 

xlglnal use). Almost all of the residential use projects were in buildings which were originally 

built es residences end one-half of the commercial use projects were In originally commercial 

buildings Therefore, more commercial use buildings were adaptive use projects then residential 

buildings because many offices and shops were built into previous residences, factories, and 

public buildings such es schools. 
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TABLE 2 - 2 

SUMMARY INFORMATION ON HISTORIC REHABILITATION PROGRAM BY YEAR ENDED 

01 HRTC 

1977-1078 1979 

lOfHRTC 

1080 1981 

Appl icotions received 949 807 931 1,694 

Rehabilitations approved 912 039 014 1,379 

Estimated expenditures 
for approved projects 
<In el I lions) $140 $300 $340.2 $738.3 

Average estfooted 
expenditures par 
approved project $ 273,438 $ 472,441 $ 503,304 $ 936,949 

Completed certified 
rehabilitations 0 • 752° 579 

Applications received 

Rehabilitations approved 

Estieated expenditures 
for approved project 
<ineil l ions> 

Average estiaated 
expenditures per 
approved project 

Coepieted cert i f ied 
rehabilitations 

1082 

2,219 

1,802 

$ 1,128.4 

$ 026,193 

563 

1033 

3,030 

2,972 

$ 2,104.9 

$ 841,719 

1,102 

258 HRTC 

1084 

4,461 

3,214 

$ 2,123.1 

$ 660,979 

1,424 

1089 

4,7754 

3,117 

$ 2,419.8 

$775,040 

1,735 

o 792 is the total mater of certified rehabilitations coepieted in 
1979 and 1980. 

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office,"Tax Policy and Adeinistration, Historic 
Preservation Tax Incentives," August 1,1966, p.26. 
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TABLE 2-3 

SUMMARY INFORMATION ON REHABILITATION PROJECTS (CUMULATIVE) 

Characteristic Percentage 

in Historic District 74 

Built before 1890 13 

Built before 1000 64 

Estieated rehab i I i tat ion costs under $100,000 37 

Estieated rehab 111 tat I on costs under $200,000 96 

Estieated rehab i I i tat ion costs over $1 ei 11 ion 1.3 

Large projects ehich are adaptive use 33 

Residential projects in originallu residential buildings 89 

Coeeercial projects In originally coeeerclol buildings 92 

Source: Ualter,J. Jackson, "Historic Rehabilitation Tax Incentives: Stieulating 
Economic Development Uhile Preserving Aeerica's Heritage," Oliver neent 
Finance Rev lee. February 1900, pp. 7-8. 
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Table 2 -4 presents Infxmatlon on the use of the projects In the 2 5 * HRTC period The 

majority of projects were residential. These projects tended to be smaller than commercial and 

other use projects [Walter, 1986,p.6]. Buildings were rehabilitated f x othx uses significantly 

less often. 

In summary, these statistics provide background Infxmatlon on the characteristics of the 

historic rehabilitation projects that are Investigated In this study. Applications, approvals, and 

completions all Increased ovx the HRTC pxlods as well as total expenditures and p x project 

expenditures. The y e x l y figures, howevx, Indicate a leveling off of the 2518 HRTC Incentive In 

the last two years of the credit. Most projects were completed f x residential use, at a cost of less 

than $200,000, located In a histxic district, and on buildings built before 1900. While this 

infxmetlon is Interesting, it dees not provide insight into othx xeas such as the economic factors 

in existence when the projects began, the time needed to complete the rehabilitations, the size of 

the buildings, and othx Infxmatlon It also does not Indicate If the HRTC was a statistically 

significant determinant of the increases In spending x If the owners w x e responsive to the HRTC. 

These Issues are not possible to examine by only a brief summary of date. Therefore this study 

examines these issues in depth with the use of statistical methods. Desxiptive results and results 

of the statistical tests, using the database of this study, are discussed In Chapters 6 and 7. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter provides background Infxmatlon into three areas of the HRTC: the 

procedures necessary In order f x a project to be eligible f x the HRTC, the tax law affecting 

historic rehabilitation, and the statistics available on the HRTC program. Now that the procedural 

and statistical details of the HRTC are known, the background of the HRTC In txms of literature is 

reviewed. The next chapter, Literature Review (Chapter 3 ) , reviews studies pxfxmed in the 

HRTC x e e and in othx tax incentive areas. 
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TABLE 2-4 

SUMMARY INFORMATION ON USE OF HISTORIC REHABILITATION PROJECTS ( 2 5 * PERIOD) 

Type of Use Percentage in 29f HRTC 

Residential U M 94 

Hixed Use (residential, office, cueeercial > 19 

Office Use 14 

Coseercial Use 8 

Other Use 9 

Source: U.S. Gmeral Accounting Office, "Tax Policy and Rdeinistrotion, Historic 
Preservation Tax Incentives," August 1,1086, p.28. Taken froe National 
Park Service, Preservation Technical Services Division. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The extent of research Into the effectiveness of tax Incentives In encouraging various types 

of investment in the private sector vxies according to the Incentive. Much research has been done 

into some tax Incentives such as the investment tax credit (ITC), but few studies have been 

interested In the effectiveness of more specialized incentives such as the HRTC. This literature 

review summxizas many studies in the tax incentive area and demonstrates that the effectiveness 

Issue has not been settled. The literature is examined to determine the extent to which project-

based approaches have been used as in this study. The methodologies and results of each study will 

be discussed with specific interest in regression analysis. The use of any relevant noneconomlc 

factors is also discussed This lays the groundwork f x Interpreting the design and results of this 

project-based dissertation which uses regression analysis to study the economic end noneconomlc 

factors' effects on the HRTC. 

This review begins with literature In the area of tax incentives f x histxic preservation. 

Then the literature tn the area of real estate Is reviewed because of its direct relationship to 

histxic rehabilitation. Following that, a review of the ITC literature Is presented along with 

othx tax incentive areas: pollution, energy, and research and development. There x e two 

reasons this review is broad and includes studies in many areas of tax incentives. First, the HRTC 

Is one of many tax incentives. These incentives x e all Interrelated: it is difficult to study one 

Incentive in isolation without examining the others. Second, the literature in the area or the tax 

incentives f x historic rehabilitation (s limited; therefore the broader area of tax incentives 

contributes toward providing a base f x this study of the HRTC. 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION TAX INCENTIVES 

The U.S. Department of the Interior, Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service 

[ 1979] surveyed owners of rehabilitated property and others Involved with histxic 

rehabilitation to determine the perceived effectiveness of the TRA76 and the RA78. Some 
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questions involved the noneconomlc nature of the projects Including the cxtlftcatlon process and 

the effect of the tax incentives on the community. Seme comparison of projects was done using 

tabulations of the data and descriptive statistics. The results indicated that ( I ) 9 3 * of those 

polled believed the laws brought about an increased awareness and interest in the preservation of 

historic buildings, ( 2 ) many believed the laws made the difference between an uncertain future 

end financial success, and ( 3 ) 8 0 1 believed the tax laws were achieving Congress' goal of 

Increasing Interest In and maintaining and rehabilitating historic buildings. 

The National Bureau of Standards f 19791. analyzed the effect of the TRA76 on the after tax 

costs of two alternatives facing the owner: to rehabilitate x demolish. A simulation was 

perfxmed using a life-cycle cost minimization model with six different tax situations. The 

TRA76 was found to make the rehabilitation option significantly more attractive than p r t x when 

it was mxe advantageous to demolish historic buildings. 

Dunning and Longsworth [ 1983] studied two rehabilitation projects in the eastxn United 

States which used different methods of financing. The study of the first project, which used 

private financing, examined cxtlflcation fxms, detailed breakdowns of expenditures, and cash 

flow statements. It reached the conclusion that the 2518 HRTC offset the costs associated with 

certification and Increased the return on investment. It also concluded that the effect of the basis 

reduction requirement of TEFRA82 was a decrease tn the net present value of the project by 5X 

and Internal rate of return by 2 . 9 * . The second project was xlglnally owned by a not-fx-proflt 

organization an? was financed with a limited pxtnership. The study of It Included descriptive 

infxmatlon only; no conclusions were made. 

Bentsen [ 1983] attempted to detxmlne the strengths and weaknesses of the tax and nontax 

incentives f x historic preservation available before ERTA81 and whether the tax Incentives 

available after ERTA81 were an Improvement An after-tax intxnal rate of return simulation 

was used to analyze the tax alternatives available to historic property owners. There is a 

discussion of the financing and grants available f x rehabilitations. The study concluded that 

chanoes made bv ERTA81 were favxable f x most Investxs and the chances made bv the TEFRA82 
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reduced the tax benefits to Investors. It was found that under ore-ERTA8l law, the 60 month 

amxtlzatlon and accelerated depreclatlon/HRTC alternatives were both viable Incentives, it also 

appeared that the govxnment could provide simllx incentives to the 2 5 * HRTC with less cost by 

using a nontaxable grant. The combination of the 2 5 * HRTC and straight- line cost recovery 

provided the consistently highest rate of return. 

Shlaes and Co. [ 1984] reported on histxic rehabilitation In Illinois during the post-ERTA 

of 1961 pxiod when the 2 5 * HRTC was in effect. Included In this study were the results of a 

survey of developers Involved with historic rehabilitation, two case studies of rehabilitation 

projects, and desxiptive Infxmatlon and statistics on rehabilitation activities in Illinois. The 

survey contained questions about the certification process, the financing of the project, the 

perceived impxtance of the HRTC, and the costs of the rehabilitation along with othx costs 

associated with It. It concluded that ( 1 ) approximately 6 7 * of the projects would not have been 

undxtaken without the 2 5 * HRTC, ( 2 ) 8 0 * of the projects did not rely on public financing, ( 3 ) 

the majxi ty rated the 2 5 * HRTC very impxtant in securing investxs, and ( 4 ) it was believed 

that there was virtually no long term tax loss to the govxnment 

Chittenden [ 1984] provided a statistical summary of a sample of properties listed In the 

National Register of Historic Places. Date obtained from the National Register nomination fxms 

included noneconomlc chxacterlstfcs of the propxtles. The results were that ( I ) 3 3 * were 

private residences, 6 7 * were a mixture of commxcial, govxnmentel, educational, and others, 

and ( 2 ) 4 0 * were In the South, 2 5 * In the Nxthcentrel region, 2 2 * In the Northeast region, 

1 5 * In the West. A detailed discussion of the certification process of the National Register was 

also included. 

Sowick [ 1984] provided a desxiptive summary of the historic rehabilitation projects In 

the Preservation Research and Rehabilitation Impact Estimation (PRIME) database that were 

cx t i f l ed fx tax benefits from 1977-1983. The study examined only a few chxactxtsttcs of the 

projects, such as the tax law under which the projects were begun and the size of the projects in 

txms of total dollars. The results of a National P x k Service date sheet (1980-1983) were 
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tabulated, some project owners completed this date sheet upon final certification f x the tax 

benefits. The following are some of the results: 4 3 * more projects qualified f x the HRTC in 

1963 than in 1 9 8 2 , 8 7 * more than In 1981 , and 3 2 0 * more than in 1980. In addition, dollars 

Invested Increased ovx this time pxiod to an even greater extent; average cost p x project 

increased significantly; and since ERTA8I. there has been a trend toward more housing 

rehabilitations than office building rehabilitations. After ERTA81.63* of the owners stated that 

they would not have rehabilitated without the tax incentives. 

Feigenbaum and Jenkinson [ 1984] pxfxmed e cross-sectional regression analysis on the 

sensitivity of historic preservation expenditures to vxious factors, most of which w x e economic 

in nature. These factors included the Changs In real p x capita Income, a composite of the grants 

and HRTC received, and the existence ( x lack of It) of propxty tax relief In the state, and the 

change in the stock of histxic landmarks. All of these factors wxe found to have a significant 

positive effect on preservation expenditures Date aggregated by state were collected on 

presxvetton projects f x two sepxate two y e x pxlods. This data set wes limited to the 

examination of p x capita expenditures on projects applying f x fedxel subsidies. The results 

predicted that the change In the HRTC from 1 0 * to 2 5 * would stimulate an additional 2 4 * In 

annual rehabilitation expenditures. 

Holden [ 1985] modeled the relationship between cxteln tax laws and the before-tax rate 

of return needed to achieve a given after-tax rate of return. Using sensitivity analysis, the 

simulation predicted that a decrease of the HRTC from 2 5 * to 1 0 * x lower would have a very 

negative impact on the profitability of projects. However, a decrease of the HRTC from 2 5 * to 

2 0 * (proposed currently) would have only a slight impact on the before-tax rate of return 

required. 

This summary of the historic presxvatlon literature indicates that the tax incentives f x 

the rehabilitation of historic buildings have generally been found to be effective In Increasing 

public awareness of rehabilitation activity [U.S. Department of the Inter tor, 1979] and In 

Inxeasing rehabilitation expenditures [National Bureau of Starioxds, 1979; Shlaes and Co., 1984; 
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Sowlck ,1984; Feigenbaum and Jenkinson, 1984]. However, there were some mixed results 

[ Dunning end Longsworth, 1 9 8 3 ; Bentsen, 1963] mostly due to TEFRA82. The studies were based 

on limited sources of date and restrictive methodologies. The methodologies consisted of cross-

sectional regression [Feigenbaum and Jenkinson, 1964), simulation [National Bureau of 

Stefitixds, 1979; Bentsen, 1963 ; rlolden, i 985], arid d 

Interior, 1979; Dunning and Longsworth, 1983; Shlaes and Co., 1984; Chittenden, 1984; 

Sowlck, 1984]. The only studies that wxe project-based were the Shlaes and Co. [ 1984] survey 

and case studies, the case studies by Dunning and Longswxth [ 1983], and the desxiptive 

summary of Sowlck [1984] . The U.S. Department of the I n t x l x l 1979] was project-based In 

part, due to the property owners who completed the questionnaire. None of these project- based 

studies used regression analysis. 

While all of these studies are of genxal interest in this dissxtation because they x e In 

the same subject area, the study which Is of the most Interest Is Feigenbaum and Jenkinson 

[ 1984] . This stud/ has s i m l l x methodology and vxiables and therefore is of specific Interest to 

this dissxtation and is discussed In further detail In the Methodology (Chapter 5 ) and Regression 

Results and Implications (Chapter 7) . 

REAL ESTATE 

Three types of real estate literature are discussed in this section: real estate valuation, 

housing, and real estate tax incentives. This Is Important infxmatlon f x this study because 

historic rehabilitation involves the rehabilitation of real estate. Real estate valuation and housing 

studies provide genxal Insights Into the factors and methodologies that x e used In real estate 

studies. These studies used many factors of Interest in this dissertation. Many of the studies also 

used regression analysis which Is also of Interest tn this dissxtation. Results of these studies are 

discussed In the Regression Results and Implications (Chapter 7) . These studies x e drawn upon 

in the formulation of the model In the Methodology (Chapter 5 ) . The real estate tax incentive 

studies are then reviewed because tax laws which affect real estate affect the rehabilitation of 

historic buildings. 
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RWlEgWBYfllWtlon 

Masx, Rlkx , and Rosett [ 1977] examined the economic and noneconomlc dBtermlnants of 

the sales price p x acre of land plus the sales price of the structure. They randomly sampled real 

estate transactions in Rochester, New r x k ovx a three y e x pxiod. The factor they were 

pxt lculxly Interested tn was the zoning of the propxty. The regression results Indicated that no 

price effect was attributable to the dummy vxiables Indicating the zoning categories. Along with 

zoning, they examined several othx vxiables Including the effect of the mxtgage rate on the 

price of the land, residential versus commercial use of the land, end uses of adjacent propxty. 

Therefore, in order to examine the effects of zoning on the price of land p x acre, they also 

examined many othx potential Influences on the land price. 

M x k [ 1980] sampled sales of single family residences In the St. Louis, Missouri area 

ovx a two y e x pxiod. He examined by regression analysis the effect of noneconomlc vxiables on 

the sales price p x unit and on the log of sales price p x unit. The noneconomlc factors included 

the age of the unit, the year it was sold, the square feet, and vxious netghhxhood chxactxistlcs 

such as distance from school districts end business districts, the existence of flood plains, and 

noise problems. These environmental chxactxistlcs were found to significantly affect spending. 

Mxk also tested f x multlcolllnexlty. 

Jud [ 1980] examined the effects of noneconomlc factors on the mxket price p x squxe 

foot of single family residential propxty sampled from e North Carolina county. The dependent 

vxtable of mxket price p x square foot gave the most consistent results in the regression 

analysis. The most significant dBtermlnsit of tha price was the structure size, lot size, and 

quality of the building which included the age of the building and type of construction. 

Neighbxhood chxactxistlcs w x e also examined along with zoning. 

M x k and Goldberg [ 1981 ] focused on the price of housing (n the Vancouvx, British 

Columbia area f x one and one-half years. A linear regression was pxfxmed with the sales price 

es the dependent vxiable. The Independent vxiables were noneconomlc factors conexned with 

zoning, structure, and location of the house. The structural chxactxistlcs included the square 
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feet, construction type, condition, and y e x built, all of which were significant. They also tested 

f x multlcolllnexity. 

Shonkwllx and Reynolds [ 1986] Investigated the effects of physical and location 

chxactxistlcs on the sale price of rural land p x acre nex the urban area around Sarasota, 

Florida. Some of the noneconomlc x qualitative factors examined were commercial versus 

residential use, the months sold, and the size of the tract tn acres. Regressions were run and the 

use and size were found to be significant in determining the sales price of the land. 

Housing 

Orethx end Mleszkowski [ 1974] examined housing values in New Haven, Connecticut 

ovx a seven y e x pxiod They examined the effects of the structural chxactxistlcs, including 

the size, construction type, and condition of the building, as well as the yex built, and 

nelghbxhood chxactxistlcs on the housing prices and price p x square foot. These vxiables 

were found to be significant in the regression. 

Mendelsohn [ 1977] analyzed census date of rehabilitation expenditures of ovx 5,500 

homeowners ovx a six month pxiod The location and age of the house, as well as the age and 

Income of the homeownx w x e some of the factors which were used to estimate the probability of 

home improvement expenditures. The probability of nonzero expenditures increased with the ege 

of the building and age and income of the ownx. 

Mayer [ 1981 ] examined the effects of nelghbxhood, structural, zoning, and ownership 

chxactxistlcs on the likelihood of home rehabilitations. The Bxkley, Califxnia housing mxket 

was sampled f x this study. The size of the houses was not a significant factor on the likelihood of 

home rehabilitations. Howevx, nelghbxhood chxactxistlcs, structural chxactxistlcs 

Including the square feet, and condition of the building along with the yex built, zoning, and ownx 

chxacteristics w x e significant. 

Dowall and Landls [ 1982] examined the effect on new housing prices of development 

controls, housing mxket conditions, community chxactxistlcs, and size of the building. A 

dummy vxlable f x y e x the housing prices were recorded was also Included. Log and l inex 
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regressions were run. The community chxactxistlcs were of the most Interest and the 

development controls such as land availability and development fees were not significant. 

Shex [ 1983] analyzed national rehabilitation date f x homeowners f x a three y e x 

pxiod. The dependent vxlable was w h e t h x x not the house was rehabilitated. Many 

noneconomlc factors concerning the households were examined such as the age of the owners and 

the numbx of people tn the households. Many uneconomic factors concerning the buildings were 

examined such as the age of the nouses, and their condition end neighborhood. The decision of 

whethx the household moved was also a factor because it was found that rehabilitation and move 

decisions w x e Interrelated The age and condition of the house were impxtent determinants of 

whethx the house was rehabilitated. Some nelghbxhood chxactxistlcs w x e not significant. 

Palmqulst [ 1984] examined the demand f x single family houses in seven Metropolitan 

areas. Linex and log regressions were run with many Indepenoent vxiables including square 

feet, constructlx type, condition, y e x built, aiidnelobbxhood chxactxistlcs. The coefficients 

had the expected signs and magnitudes end most were highly significant. 

Dodl and Adlbt [ 1985] exam ined the p x capita single and multiple residential units In 

Orange County, Florida ovx a sevxal y e x period. The mxtgage rate and construction costs were 

examined as well as othx economic factors. These vxiables were all found to be significant 

detxminants of reel estate valuation. They used that fnfxmatton to project real estate values into 

the 1990s. 

Boehm and Ihlanfeldt [ 1986] found that Internal and external factors were Impxtent In 

explaining home Improvement expenditures. Ovx a three y e x pxiod, single family residences In 

20 neighbxhoods were examined Material and construction costs were examined, the last of 

which were significant. Household chxacteristics, structural chxactxistlcs (Including age and 

condition which wxe significant) and nelghbxhood factors were all examined f x their effect on 

home improvement expenditures. 

in summary, the real estate valuation section and this housing section are reviewed 

because of the impxtence of real estate to histxic rehabilitation end also because the factors and 
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methodology In these studies are useful Infxmatlon f x this dissertation There x e a great many 

studies in these areas and the studies reviewed here ere only a few of them. However, each of the 

studies reviewed is referenced in the Methodology (Chaptx 5) f x Its use of the factors mentioned 

in this review and f x any othx relevant methodology Issues. Then each study Is referenced In the 

Regression Results and Implications (Chapter 7 ) f x purposes of the compxlson of the results 

with the results of this study. These studies all used Infxmatlon from actual real estate projects 

and examined it by some type of regression analysis. Most of the factors are noneconomlc and 

represent the structure and condition of a building and its use and nelghbxhood. These 

composition factors are very Impxtent In the determination of the real estate prices. The 

significance of the factors Is discussed in detail tn the Regression Results end Implications 

(Chaptx 7). 

Reel Estate Tax Incentives 

Since the TRA76 there have been many studies on real estate tax Incentives which ere 

relevant to this review because they affect historic rehabilitation. D x r [ 1979] examined the 

impact of the TRA76 and the RA78 on the investment In real estate tax sheltxs by constructing a 

simulation model to test the effects of the laws on new housing and new commercial propxty. 

Besides the tax factors, the study also examined different marginal tax rates, exned Incomes, 

lengths of investment pxiod, and assumed selling prices of propxty in determining the rate of 

return. The result was that the TRA76 had a negative effect on the profitability of real estate 

investments. The main tax provisions which contributed to this result were those limiting front 

end deductions f x construction pxiod interest and taxes and prepaid Interest. 

Stern [ 1979] analyzed the effect of the TRA76. the RA78. and proposed tax law changes on 

the Internal rate of return and optimum holding pxiod of income producing propxties. A 

simulation model was used which addressed assumptions about chxactxistlcs and size of the 

investors' income as well as encompassing vxious tax alternatives. A few of the genxal results 

obtained w x e ( 1 ) the combined effects of the two laws were minx f x many Investxs tn 

commercial and residential propxty, ( 2 ) the Congressional Intent was not suppxted by the tax 
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laws as a whole, ( 3 ) the changes In net opxating income and propxty values as small as 2 * could 

cause large changes in the after-tax intxnal rate of return and the optimal holding pxiod of 

Income producing real estate, and ( 4 ) the use of the maximum allowable declining balance 

depreciation method rather than straight line yielded no appreciable advantage f x Investors. 

Dickens f 19831 examined the impact of ERTA81 and I£LBAfi2on investment In 

apartments by cxpxetlons and pxtnerships. A simulation was pxfxmed to generate after-tax 

Internal rates of return. Among the results were that ERTA81 caused an Increase In mean after

tax returns and that TEFRA82 caused them to decrease. Ovxell, these returns Increased as the 

holding pxiod Increesed. Also, the returns available from pxtnerships were consistently highx 

than those from cxpxatlons. 

Bxn [ 1984] developed a model to Include cyclical Inflation's impact on real estate 

investment analysis This had not been explicitly included previously In the traditional real estate 

Investment analysis framewxk. The model incxporated several analysis techniques including 

capital budgeting and was then tested on a case study. It was found that ( 1 ) cyclical Inflation was 

significant in reel estate investment analysis, ( 2 ) an increasing Inflation rote was more 

significant than a decreasing Inflation rate, and ( 3 ) the type of asset acquisition financing was 

sensitive to cyclical Inflation. 

Fisher, Lentz, and Stern [ 1964] examined the effects of tax law changes since 1976 on 

the relative tax benefits available to investors tn new and selected categories of existing 

nonresidential propxty including rehabilitations. The present value simulation model focused on 

the long run mxket response and used several financial and tax vxiables, Including total cost, 

credite received, and the y e x construction ended The results Indicated that p r l x to 1976 there 

was a bias In the tax law in favx of investment in new structures but since then the bias has 

shifted in favx of the rehabilitation of older and historic structures. Inflation was found to have 

x Immaterial effect on the findings. 

In summxizlng the literature In the real estate taxation area, the tax laws must be 

considered sepxetely because of the very different impacts each can have on investment. There 
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were mixed results of the TRA76 and the RA76. D x r 11979] concluded that the TRA76 had a 

negative effect on the profitebility of real estate investment and that the RA78 restored some of the 

equity, whereas Stern [ 1979] concluded that the laws had a minx effect on Investxs. Fisher, 

Lentz, and Stern [ 1984] concluded that since the TRA76 the bias of the tax law has shifted away 

from new construction and in favx of oldx and histxic buildings. It is the genxal conclusion 

that ERTA8I Increased the return of investment in real estate and TEFRA82 decreased it 

[ Dickens, 1983]. All of the studies reviewed here were simulations; no actual real estate projects 

were studied. 

These studies provide background infxmatlon as to the type of issues examined and the 

results determined (n the real estate tax Incentive area. The factors and methodologies are not of 

direct interest to this study because of the different approaches compered to this dissertation. 

OTHER TAX INCENTIVES 

Investment Tax Credit 

An ITC of 7 * was adopted in 1962 to promote capital formation in certain business 

properties. 11 was suspended from October 1966 to March 1967, a shxter pxiod than planned. 

It was repealed tn December 1969 end reinstated In Decembx 1971. In January 1975, the rate 

was Increased to 10* . The ITC was repealed again f x expenditures after Decembx 31,1985. 

Much of the ex ly literature on the ITC (late 1960s and e x l y 1970s) concluded that It 

provided a positive impact on Investment. The central wxk of this time was by Hall and 

Jorgenson [ 1967; 1969; 1971 ] who used a pxt la l equilibrium Investment model to examine the 

Impact of the ITC. They concluded that the ITC had a positive impact on Investment spending. Many 

subsequent studies found simllx results [Frallck, 1970; Johnson and Carey, 1970; 

Bischoff, 1971; Pitts and Whltakx, 1971 ] however, there were a few that disagreed with those 

flrxJlng3(Elsnx,1969iCoen,l971i Klein andTaubman,1971]. in the 1970s, many of the studies 

round that the ITC dtd not significantly stimulate investment. Among the findings were ( 1 ) the ITC 

may have only altered the mix of investment spending [Elsnx, 1973] , ( 2 ) the effective ITC rate 

was much smallx than the nominal rate [Sunley, 1973], and ( 3 ) In many cases, the ITC 
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Office, 1978]. 

Many of the recent studies analyzed the weaknesses of the previous studies. Bird [ 1980] 

reviewed many tax Incentive studies and concluded that researchers knew little about the 

effectiveness of tax incentives and that research techniques were Incapable of Improving their 

knowledge. In addition, the tax incentives did not effectively x efficiently achieve most of their 

objectives, Henoxahott and Hu [ 1981 ] pointed to the problem of previous studies of examining 

the ITC in a closed system. Summers [ 1981 ] suggested that the design of the Incentives was 

impxtent as well as their size and that Interactions between tax policy and Inflation must be 

considered. 

Wundx [ 1978] used the Hall and Jxgenson model with Industry tax return data to test 

the relationship between the ITC and Investment in certain industries during the pxiod 1965-

1974. The results were ( i ) a significant relationship between Investment end the change (n the 

optimum level of capita) (which included the ITC), (2 ) a t-test found that labx-Intensive 

industries used the ITC to a greater degree than capital-intensive industries, and (3 ) Industries 

responded to the ITC in a firm-specific mennx. 

Posey [ 1978] pxfxmed a desxiptive historical analysis of the ITC f x the purposes of 

understanding the past and being able to project future tax policies. Some of the findings of the 

study were (1) Congress was responsive to inputs, (2 ) tax legislation was Intertwined with 

political considerations, and (3 ) the legal interpretation of qualifying ITC propxty has been 

llbxalizedovx time in favx of taxpayers. 

Beit-Elmal [ 1978] Investigated the effectiveness of the ITC In Increasing the availability 

of investment funds to cxpxations. He examined the COMPUSTAT date of 20 firms f x five years 

p r l x to the ITC and five years when the ITC was In effect. The results of the regression and 

correlation analysis on the time series data were that the ITC significantly increased capital 

expenditures and that it appeared to improve the relationship between capital expenditures and net 

income. 
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The primary objective of Foster [ 1981 ] was to determine if the ITC had a significant 

Impact on capital formation. Linex multiple regression econometric models using 20 years of 

time sxies data were analyzed f x each of the FORTUNE 500 firms. The model with no ITC was the 

best predictx of corporate investment and the model with ITC was the worst predictx. Therefore, 

the result was an insignificant Impact of the ITC on capital formation. 

Rose [ 1983] surveyed cxpxa te executives in Virginia as to their perceived impxtance 

of the ITC in their decision making f x new equipment. The results of the statistical analysis were 

that those decision makers who operated relatively close to full output capacity perceived the 

Investment tax Incentives es more Impxtent than did the others. Howevx, the Impact of the ITC 

on decision making was only modest. The lowest perceived impxtance of the ITC wes during an 

economic recession. 

Moloney [ 1984] used Intervention analysis to examine the association between the ITC and 

investment activity around the pxlods when the ITC was enacted end when It was increased from 

7 * to 10X. A two step analysts was pxfxmed: ( 1 ) regression isolated the level of investment 

that could have been attributed to Influences othx than the economic factors specified In the 

financial model and ( 2 ) residuals from the regression were analyzed using Intervention analysis 

(a time-series technique). It was concluded that investment was positively impacted by the 

enactment of and change in the rate of the ITC; meaning that there was a significant intervention 

effect of the ITC. There was no Intervention effect of the control group (property which did not 

qualify f x the ITC) which supports the assertion that there wes not a shift of Investment away 

from those Investments that did not qualify f x the ITC and to those Investments that did qualify. 

Ovxall , this review of the recent ITC studies Indicates that no conclusion can be reached 

as to the effectiveness of the ITC In encouraging Investment. Some studies concluded that it was 

effective [Balt-Elmal,! 978; Moloney, 1984], others that the results were mixed [Wunox,1978; 

Rose, 1983] and anothx found that the ITC was ineffective [Foster, 1981]. Regression analysis 

was the most commonly used methodology. Aggregated data by firm x Industry was used In the 
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studies rathx then project date. The only stud/ reviewed that did not use regression was the 

historical analysis by Posey [ 1978]. 

This review of the ITC studies Is f x background purposes, only. Because of the different 

Issues and factors involved in these studies, the studies do not provide a direct Input into the 

approach of this dissxtation. However, ft is notable that all but one stud/ used regression 

analysis which Is the methodology used tn this dissxtation. 

Pollution Control 

Nikolai end Elam [ 1979] used a present-value federal income tax impact model to 

detxmlne the effectiveness of a provision in the tax taw (Sec. 169 (internal Revenue Coda of 

1954. as amended); rapid amxtlzation of pollution control facilities and eligibility f x the 1 0 * 

pollution tax credit) which was enacted to stimulate investment In pollution control facilities. The 

result was that It was r x e l y (when the pollution facility had a long life) that the incentive wxked 

as planned. 

Tat [ 1981 ] developed present value decision models f x not-fx-proflt institutions 

making pollution control Investment decisions by adapting capital Investment decision models used 

by proftt-xlented institutions. The study evaluated whethx pollution control tax incentives 

designed f x profit-xiented institutions could also stimulate not-fx-proflt institutions to invest 

in pollution control facilities. Most of the date set was taken from interviews of two not-for-

profit institutions. A simulation was pxfxmed to incxpxate risk Into the models. Results 

showed that certain of the pollution control tax Incentives, Including the pollution tax credit and 

tax-exempt industrial development bonds, can act as a stimulus f x not-fx-proflt Institutions to 

Invest In a certified pollution control facility. Therefore, tax incentives designed f x profit-

xiented Institutions con provide an Indirect incentive f x not-fx-proflt institutions. 

Keuox [ 1982] surveyed firms in six industries which were regarded as majx polluters. 

Empirical date were obtained on Sec. 169 In order to Investigate the process managers use when 

they choose between multiple tax Incentive alternatives. The questionnaire consisted of the 

following areas: legal ;soclo-psychologlcal; economic; accounting; and demographic. Statistical 
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analyses were pxfxmed Including ANOVA, discriminant analysis, and correlation analysis. There 

were many results Including; age of the equipment end size of the firm were associated with the 

decision to select Sec. 169, and the level of knowledge of the Incentive was not found to be related 

to the firms' decision to select x reject Sec. 169. 

Murphy [ 1983] pxfxmed e simulation analysis to determine the ability of Sec. 169 to 

encourage compliance with pollution standards and make the required Investment In pollution 

control assets. His decision model Incxporated financial, tax, and regulatory vxiables and took 

Into account the Intent of Congress In the enactment of the law. The results Indicated that sec. 169 

was not effective in encouraging compliance with pollution control standards. 

In summary, the literature In the pollution control tax Incentive area suppxts the 

conclusion that the incentives w x e not effective [Nikolai end Elam, 1979; Murphy, 1983] with 

the exception that the Incentives could have possibly been used effectively by not-fx-profl t 

organizations [Tai, 1981 ] . Simulation was the most common methodology [Nikolai and 

Elam,1979; Tal, 1981 .Murphy, 1983]. Howevx, Kaudx [ 1982] used sevxal other 

methodologies: ANOVA, discriminant analysis, and correlation analysts. Kaudx [ 1982] was the 

only study that resembled a project-based study since it was based on actual firms' decisions In 

the pollution control tax Incentive area. These studies are of genxal interest because they 

examined the effectiveness of tax incentives. Howevx, none of the factors used tn these studies is 

appropriate f x purposes of this dissxtation. 

Energy 

There are two types of energy tax credits f x homeowners. The first is f x enxgy 

consxvatlon expenditures, such as Insulation ( 1 5 * of the first $2,000 of expenditures). The 

second Is f x renewable energy source propxty, such as solx energy panels ( 4 0 * of the first 

$ 10,000 of expenditures). Cxpenter and Chester [ 1984] were the first to use household level 

data to evaluate the effectiveness of the federal energy tax credits. They sampled homeowners in 

the Western U.S. to determine awxeness and use of the energy tax credit, the role of climate, and 

the type, age, and location of the dwelling. The use of the tax credit was found to be related to each 
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of these factors along with the following socioeconomic factors: marital status, employment, 

education, and income. Their analysis Included loqltjnodels end logHlnex contingency tables. The 

study concluded that 9 9 * of homeowners who made an energy improvement would have done so 

anyway without the credit. This percentage was much lower f x those making majx energy 

improvements. 

Petersen [ 1985] replicated Cxpentx and Chester [ 1984] using more recent date and 

more specific questions in the questionnaire. The Incentive effect of the energy tax credit 

Increased with the level of expenditures which was a similar result of Cxpentx end Chestx. The 

reply by Cxpentx end Durham [ 1985] to the replication cleared up some of the confusion in the 

xfginal study. 

Procter and Tynx [ 1984] developed an analytical model f x compxlng the life-cycle cost 

of alternative home heating systems under varying energy prices, govxnment energy and tax 

policies, and electricity pricing schemes. The tax credit had varying impact depending on the 

electricity pricing. 

In summery, the effectiveness of the energy tax Incentives varied with the amount 

expended [Cxpentx and Chester, 1984; Petersen,! 9 8 5 ] and with electricity pricing [Procter 

and Tynx , 1984). The methodologies used were legit models, contingency tables [Carpenter end 

Chestx, 1984; Petersen, 1985] a id simulation [Procter end Tynx, 1984]. Project-based studies 

were pxfxmed using data on households [Cxpentx and Chester, 1984; Petersen, 1985]. 

White the mathodologles of these studies are not useful f x purposes of this dissxtation, 

the factors used In the project-based studies are of Interest, especially In the study of Cxpentx 

andChester[1984]. Thlstsbecaueeafttestmllxltyofthedate^ 

examined (n this dissertation. 

Research and Development 

Eisner, Albert, and Sullivan [ 1984] studied the effectiveness of the research end 

development tax xedlt ( 2 5 * of the excess research and development expenditures o v x a base 

amount) by using COMPUSTAT and survey data. The tax credit was estimated using a constant 
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eligibility ratio from firms' resexch and development Infxmatlon. Compxisons of the estimated 

tax xedlt were then made. It was found that the credit had a limited potential f x stimulating 

expenditures and sometimes actually discouraged them. This study Is useful f x this dissxtation 

from the broad tax credit perspective. It is interesting to examine the effectiveness x lack of 

effectiveness of othx tax credits. 

SUMMARY 

As is evident from this review of the tax incentive literature, the Issue of the 

effectiveness of tax Incentives has not been settled. More research must be dona Into the 

effectiveness of tax incentives before any conclusions can be made as to the policy Implications of 

the incentives. No conclusion has been reached as to the effectiveness of the HRTC. 

A project-based approach Is used infrequently In the literature. Of the studies reviewed, 

the few project-based approaches are used in the historic preservation, energy tax incentive, and 

real estate valuation, and housing areas. The limited use of project date is very likely because of 

the unavailability of the information. This dissxtation samples a database of historic 

rehabilitation projects that has not been used In previous research. This Is a unique opportunity 

to p x f x m a project-based study of a specific tax Incentive: historic rehabilitation. 

The methodologies of the studies reviewed are generally basic and subject to the 

availability of data. Simulations are often used as well as descriptive statistics and case studies. 

Except f x the real estate valuation end housing studies, regression analysis is used rarely and 

when it is used the data are highly aggregated by state [ Feigenbaum and Jenkinson, 1984] . The 

real estate valuation and housing studies comprise the majx l ty of studies reviewed that examined 

noneconomlc factors such as the structure of the house, and the nelghbxhood chxacteristics. 

None of the tax Incentive studies combined regression analysis, project data, and noneconomlc 

factors 

in summary, this dissxtation fills a gap In the literature on tax incentives. It studies the 

HRTC: the effectiveness of which has not been determined. This is a comprehensive project-based 

study of the HRTC which includes both economic and noneconomlc factors. 
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In the next chapter, economic thexles are examined which provide the basis f x the model 

which Is used to test the effectiveness of the HRTC. 

r 
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CHAPTER 4 

ECONOMIC THEORY 

Economic thexles attempt to explain the behavtor of mxket pxticipants at vxious levels 

within the economy. With respect to the HRTC, the theory of externalities, f x example, explains 

why the private sectx on its own might not rehabilitate histxic buildings to an acceptable level. 

The theory of excise subsidies suggests that a tax subsidy might remedy some externalities by 

stimulating the private sectx to undxtake more projects than it might otherwise undxtake on its 

own. 

Most tax credit research to date has focused on economic behavix at the mxket level. 

Howevx, the effect of the HRTC can not be evaluated directly by the aggregate thexies of 

externalities and excise subsidies. Project level analysis provides evidence on individual 

behavix. The owners'reactions to the HRTC ere examined by elasticity theory. These aggregate 

and project level theories are examined separately. 

THEORIES CONCERNED WITH AGGREGATE BEHAVIOR 

Externality Theory 

An externality is a side effect of an activity that is borne by people not directly involved in 

the activity. An externality occurs when ( I ) the utility derived from a set of goods and services 

depends on the consumption x production of othx people, x ( 2 ) the cost of production of a set of 

goods x services depends upon the consumption x production of othx people [Pogue and 

Sgontz,l978,p.49], Histxic rehabilitation can genxete externalities because people othx than 

owners and occupants can be affected. Locally, the residents of e nelghbxhood may benefit from 

improved aesthetics and additional commerce. Nationally, histxic rehabilitation projects can 

provide benefits to outsiders and future generations who benefit from having a p x t of history 

preserved The nature and extent of these externalities depends, of course, on the location and 

significance of the histxic rehabilitation project. 

Conditions. Externalities x e produced by ( 1 ) the Interftcenojnjaof production and 

utility functions among economic units (owners affect neighbors) and ( 2 ) non-compensation f x 
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these Interdependencles (owners do not receive full compensation from users f x benefits 

received). These two conditions cause private costs (ownx) to diverge from social costs (Includes 

external benefits) [Hymen,!973,pp.46-48]. 

Characteristics. Had [ 1974, p. 187-189] provides a seven-category taxonomy which 

can be used to discuss some of the characteristics of externalities. These chxactxistlcs x e ( I ) 

positive versus negative (historic rehabilitation Is mainly a positive service to others), ( 2 ) 

production versus consumption (owners are producers, benef iclxies x e consumers), ( 3 ) joint 

supply versus separate supply (histxic rehabilitation involves joint supply because it does not 

cause a reduction In benefits to some only because others increase their consumption), ( 4 ) small 

numbers versus large numbers (rehabilitation could affect small x large numbers of outsiders), 

( 5 ) marginal versus tnframarginal (historic rehabilitation must be marginal In x d x f x a tax 

credit to be called f x ) , ( 6 ) reciprocal versus nonreclprocal (rehabilitation can have reciprocal 

effects when the benefits of the nicer nelghbxhood reflect back to the rehabilitated propxty), and 

( 7 ) private versus govxnment (histxic rehabilitation Is typically private Investment f x 

private use) 

Effects. Because externalities are outside the price system, they can lead to inefficient 

resource allocations [BrowningandBrown1ng,l983,pp.34-36]. Consequently, their Impact 

cannot be determined by mxket forces. Depending on the situation, there can be either external 

costs x external benefits. Since the mxket reflects only those costs and benefits of Its 

pxtlcipants, those outside the mxket who receive benefits x Incur costs of the activity do not 

affect the mxket. 

With respect to histxic rehabilitation, only the Interests of those directly affected ere 

reflected in the mxket . Consequently, the mxket fails to consider all the Interests of the people 

who x e effected by histxic preservation. Walter [ 1986 ,p.6] states this in another way by 

suggesting that In the absence of tax incentives, the mxket contributes toward the abandonment 

and destruction of historic properties rather than their rehabilitation and protection. 
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Figure 4-1 depicts these effects. Assuming the historic rehabilitation industry Is constant cost 

competitive, SQ is the aggregate supply curve and Dp is the aggregate private demand curve of the 

rehabilitation owners. Dp (s the demand of the ownxs f x histxic buildings to rehabilitate end 

f x supplies and labx with which to rehabilitate. This demand does not take into account 

externalities. The downward sloping demand curve indicates that as the price of histxic 

rehabilitation drops, the owners' demend f x histxic rehabilitation Increases because they can get 

more rehabilitation f x their Investment. The owners may demand a largx building x mxe labx 

x materials f x a more expensive x highx quality rehabilitation due to the decrease In the cost 

of these factors. SQ represents the mxket of histxic buildings end the suppliers of rehabilitation 

materials and labx. At any given time the mxket of available historic buildings and supplies 

(materials, labx, etc.) available f x histxic rehabilitation Is fixed Upon completion of the 

historic rehabilitation projects, the owners become the suppliers of the rental propxty. That is 

beyond the scope of this study. The equilibrium is at Point X where Dp Intersects SQ. PQ is the 

price end % is the quantity. This level of spending, howevx, does not take into account the effects 

of externalities on the projects undxtaken. 

The demand of those who gain extxnal benefits is taken into account in the marginal 

extxnal benefit curve (MEB). The demand curves (Dp one? MEB) cm be vxtically summed 

because the benefits derived by one person do not diminish the benefits derived by others. The 

total demand f x histxic rehabilitation, Dj , includes both Intxnal (private) end extxnal 

(public) benefits. Point Z represents the equilibrium point which equates aggregate total demand 

f x histxic rehabilitation, Or, and aggregate total supply of histxic buildings end supplies, SQ. 

Due to the mxket forces, the government may have to step in to encourage ownxs to take 

into account the extxnal benefits of the activity through their spending decisions. If ownxs do not 

take these extxnal benefits into account they are mxe apt to destroy a building than save it which 

was the case pr lx to the tax Incentives when the owners had no Incentive to act In othx than their 

own Interest. The govxnment can Induce owners to consider extxnal benefits by Instituting an 

incentive that adjusts the equilibrium (Increase output) of histxic rehabilitation to account f x 
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FIGURE 4-1 

HISTORIC REHABILITATION EQUILIBRIUM WITH AND WITHOUT EXTERNALITIES 

SQ • supply 
Dp * private demand of rehabilitation ownx 
Dr - total demand of rehabilitation ownx (includes MEB) 

MEB » marginal extxnal benefits 
Ooa quantity at Dp=So 
QE = quantity at DT=So 
Po = price at Dp=Sn 
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the external benefits. There x e many possible Incentives, Including deductions and tax loopholes. 

Howevx, x excise subsidy is a populx means of cxrective action in dealing with externalities 

[Browning and Browning, 1983,p.42]. 

Mx i t Wants. The theory of m x l t wants also attempts to explain why govxnment 

Intervention is sometimes necessary [Musgrave, 1959,pp. 13 -14] . The theory holds that public 

policy may dictate that thxe should be an allocation of resources which deviates from that which 

is reflected by mxket forces. This may be because Individual values do not lead the mxket to 

produce at a level that Is satisfactory to the govxnment's desires. An elite group is assumed to 

exist which can make these decisions better than the mxket. Therefore, consumx preferences 

x e Interfered with. This theory allows f x the govxnment to Intervene even when no 

externalities x e involved [Pogue and Sgontz, 1978,p.78]. 

Subsidy Theory 

Definition. The HRTC reduces the cost of a rehabilitation project by the HRTC percentage. 

The quantity, howevx, is still determined by the mxket. In effect, then, the HRTC Is an ad 

valorem excise subsidy [ Browning end Browning, 1983,p. 105]. 

There is genxal agreement that tax credits can be viewed as subsidies 

[Wiseman, 1983,p.36]. When thxe x e externalities, the mxket equilibrium is inefficient (as 

discussed in previous section) and an excise subsidy general ly would be expected to improve 

resourcea11ocatfon[BrowningandBrown1ng,l983,p.110]. In some cases though, the cost of 

cxrectlng small mxket Inefficiencies that are due to externalities could exceed the benefits 

[ Browning and Browning, 1983,p.320]. Nevxtheless, tax credits have remelned a populx device 

f x making such corrections because ( 1 ) the rate can be easily adjusted, (2 ) there x e few 

administrative problems, and (3 ) the mxket is able to adjust to these changes [Browning and 

Browning, 1983 ,p.42-43]. 

In many respects, the HRTC has the same basic effect as a direct subsidy because In both 

cases the govxnment subsidizes a percentage of the cost of the rehabilitation project. Howevx, 

since the HRTC is received on completion of a project and a direct subsidy would generally be 
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received before x during construction, thxe Is a timing difference. There Is a cost to the 

government of both fxms of subsidy since the funding must come from sources such as tax 

revenues x borrowing. 

The HRTC is available to all qualified rehabilitations of historic buildings regardless of the 

externa) benefits each rehabilitation creates. Although some buildings involve more external 

benefits than others (as discussed In the previous section), it would be very difficult and Involve 

much subjective judgment to determine which buildings wxrant a tax credit end whtch do not 

wxrant a credit on the basts of their extxnal benefits. Therefore, the HRTC Is available to all 

historic buildings and It Is assumed that ovxall , the tax credit leads to an increase in 

rehabilitation which takes Intoconsldxetlon the extxnal benefits. 

Effects. The effect of an excise subsidy x tax credit (HRTC) Is to reduce the price of the 

good by the amount of the subsidy. This stimulates more output. If tin price cut Is passed along to 

the consumer (the renter of the historic building), consumption of the good will also increase. 

Therefore, as long as the lew of demand is valid (as It always Is) the subsidy will stimulate output 

and consumption [Browning and Browning, 1983,p. 106]. The substd/ doss not reduce the true 

cost of production but re thx a portion of the cost Is provided by the govxnment. It reduces the 

percentage of costs incurred by private ownxs of rehabilitated buildings. The govxnment 

assumes p x t of the risk and becomes, in theory, a co-owner of the project because it is pxttelly 

subsidized by the govxnment [Mayshx, 1977], 

The HRTC reduces the marginal cost of rehabilitation. This shifts the aggregate supply 

curve of the histxic rehabilitation mxket, SQ, downwxd. Thxefore, investors will be 

interested in histxic rehabilitations, their quantity will increase, and more money will be spent 

on them. 

This discussion is presented graphically in Figure 4 - 2 which is derived from Figure 4 - 1 . 

P r i x to the HRTC, SQ is the supply curve. Thxefore, P 0 is the price of histxic rehabilitation 

and Qo is the quentity of histxic rehabilitation. The demand curve is Dp: the private demend of the 

rehabilitation ownx f x histxic rehabilitation without taking external benefits Intoeccount. The 
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Qo <* 
Historic Rehabilitation 

FIGURE 4-2 

HISTORIC REHABILITATION WITH A SUBSIDY (OR TAX CREDIT) 

So = supply before HRTC 
S| = supply after HRTC 
Dp - private demand of rehabllltiition ownx 
DT = total demand of rehabilitation ownx 

MEB - mxginal external benefits 
Qo = quantity at Dp=So 
Po = price at Dp=So 
QE = quantity at Dp=Sj 
Pi = price at Dp=S1 
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spending on the rehabilitation of Po * Qo Is the amount spent by the owners of their own money 

(Point X). The total spending = private spending. The mxket output of Qo does not consldx the 

extxnal benefits. 

It Is assumed the HRTC Is then implemented in ordx to induce the owners to consldx the 

external benefits. Figure 4-2 shows that the HRTC decreases the price of historic rehabilitation 

toP| and thxefore the supply curve decreases to S|. Because of the subsidy (HRTC), the owners 

can do the same amount of rehabilitation at a lowx cost x mxe rehabilitation at the same cost as 

without the HRTC. The xedit Induces the owners to take external benefits of others Into account 

because elthough the owners opxate on their private demand curve, where Dp = Sj (Point Y), that 

quantity translates to Point Z on the ownxs' total demand (Dj ) curve. The total spending = 

private spending • HRTC. The quantity increases to Of. Assuming demand is not perfectly 

inelastic, total spending increases as a result of the HRTC due to the decrease in the price of 

histxic rehabilitation. This increase in spending is possible because it is assumed in this theory 

(and in this study) that the ownxs have not made their decision of how much to spend and 

thxefxe can alter their spending decisions 83 a result of the HRTC. The total spending is the 

amount spent by the rehabilitation ownxs including their own spending and the HRTC they 

receive It Is based on the total demand (Dj) which takes Into account extxnal benefits of others 

because the MEB is built into i t The private spending is the total amount spent by the ownxs less 

the HRTC. it istheamountof their own money spent (P1 *Q | ) which Isdoterminedby the 

Intersection of Dp and St. Assuming an elastic demand, this private spending in the HRTC pxiod is 

greater than private spending pr lx to the HRTC (Po*Qo). 

In x d x to set an optimum HRTC ( PQ-P I ), the aggregate demand curve, D-r, the private 

demand curve, Dp, the aggregate supply curve before the tax xedit, So, and the aggregate supply 

curve after the tax xedit, S i , must be known f x each ownx. These effects x e not obsxvable and 

thxefxe not possible to calculate. Howevx, any tax credit which decreases the price by an 

amount up to ( PQ-P i ) encourages more rehabilitation than In the no tax credit situation. 
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Figure 4 - 2 is not likely to be a perfect representation of reality. If the ownxs Increase 

totel spending by at least as much as the HRTC then the HRTC policy is cost effective because the 

Increase In spending offsets the cost to the govxnment of the HRTC. Cost effectiveness, In this 

study, Involves the comparison of the 'tax expenditure'5 to the government and the change In 

spending on histxic rehabilitation due to the HRTC. 

If the ownxs spend less than without the HRTC (Inelastic demand), the HRTC Is not cost 

effective because the spending does not Increase by the cost to the govxnment of the HRTC. The 

ownxs may spend more of their own money howevx In order to receive a highx HRTC since the 

HRTC is a percentage of spending. This indicates the "coupon effect". F x example, coupons are 

given to retail customers to encourage them to use the coupons and In the process they may spend 

more on the coupon Item than they would have without the coupons. Spending may be redirected 

from othx items to the coupon Item. The end result 1s more spending on the coupon Item. With 

respect to histxic rehabilitation, the ownxs are Tooled" Into spending more money because the 

govxnment pays f x a percentege of the cost of the project. There is evidence of this "coupon 

effect". One instance is described by an ownx of a historic castle in England: "Today the 

Department of the Environment provides 40 percent matching grants- In-aid f x repairs of 

histxic buildings. 'It encourages you to put your own money In,' says the commander, who has 

received sevxal grants. 'You spend more than you might otherwise.'" [Leccese and 

McCormlck, 1986], 

Desxiptive statistics (Chaptx 6 ) provide the total and private spending levels In the 0, 

1 0 * , and 2 5 * HRTC pxlods. The significance of the HRTC on totel spending end private spending 

are determined in the regression analysis. This Infxmatlon provides evidence Into the cost 

effectiveness of the HRTC policy. If total spending stays the same x Increases (and therefore 

private spending does not decrease by more than the HRTC percent) then the HRTC Is cost effective. 

5 Pechmen[ 1977 ,p.356] presents the definition of tax expenditures as defined in the 
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 as "revenue losses attributable to 
provisions of the Federal tax laws which allow a special exclusion, exemption, x deduction from 
gross income x which provide a specie) credit, a preferential rate of tax, x a defxral of tax 
liability." 
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F igure 4 - 3 provides anothx view of how the HRTC generates additional rehabilitation 

activity. This demonstrates that care must be taken not to Institute too high a tax credit 

percentage because this could cause costs to exceed benefits. The total cost curve, TC, and total 

benefit curve, TPB, are derived from the Dp and SQ curves in Figure 4 - 1 [Browning and 

Browning,! 983,pp.42-44l . Expanding rehabilitation would nevx be profitable without a 

subsidy, in this case, because costs would always exceed benefits. The total benefits, which Include 

the extxnal benefits, are represented in the total social benefits curve (TSB). When taking the 

extxnal benefits into account, expending output would be desirable up until Point Oat Oj because 

the total benefits exceed the total costs. Beyond Point 0 rehabilitation would not be profitable 

because the costs exceed the benefits. 

The quantity at the x ig in of the graph Is Q j , the competitive output which assumes no 

HRTC. The optimum x most efficient level of rehabilitation In which the maximum difference 

between the totel benefits and total costs is achieved occurs et Point N with e quentity of 0= and 

price of Pg. At this point the slopes of TC and TSB x e equal as well as the marginal cost and 

marginal social benefit. A tax credit can be used to Induce the expansion of rehabilitation to Point 

N. Howevx, care must be taken not to increase quentity beyond Q3 beceuse the costs would exceed 

the benefits It is difficult to detxmlne when this point Is reached Howevx any HRTC which 

increases rehabilitation beyond Q| and p r l x to Q3 would be better than no HRTC. It is not the 

purpose of this study to determine the "best" HRTC rate which would achieve the most efficient 

rehabilitation level, but rathx the purpose Is to examine the effect of the two actual HRTC 

percentages of 1 0 * and 2 5 * . 

Inframxalnal Externalities. The above discussion relates to "marginal externalities" 

which involve shifts in equilibrium due to effects at the margin. Howevx, "inframarginal 

extxnalities" (inside the margin) also exist. These do not result in an inefficient allocation of 

resources as do marginal extxnalities because the value of the extxnal benefit Is zero at the 

margin in private equilibrium. The equilibrium output Is therefore no different with 

Inframarginal externalities than it is without such externalities. The effect of these externalities 
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Historic Rehabilitation 

FIGURE 4 - 3 

HISTORIC REHABILITATION EQUILIBRIUM WITH VARYING COSTS AND BENEFITS 

TC - total cost 
TPB = total private benefit to ownx of additional rehabilitation 
TSB - total social benefit to owner of additional rehabilitation (including extxnal benefits) 

Qi = competitive quantity (no tax credit) 
QE = quantity at which TSB-TC Is greatest 
Q3 = maximum quantity at TSB=TC . 
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would be small relative to private demand [Browning and Browning, 1983,pp.46~47]. 

Inframarginal extxnalities would be one reason to have no use f x govxnment subsidies f x 

historic rehabilitation projects. 

Figure 4 - 4 demonstrates this concept. As in Figure 4 - 1 , the total demand which Includes 

the ownxs' demand (Dp) and externalities (MEB) is curve DT. Rehabilitation levels beginning 

with Q] at Point G, where Dp - DT, have no mxginal extxnalities (MEB - 0). Thxefore only the 

owners receive the benefits if the rehabilitation exceeds Q\. Qg, the equilibrium f x the owners 

where Dp intersects MC ( mxginal cost) at Point H, is greater than Qj , therefore thxe is no 

marginal value of external benefits. Therefore a tax credit would not be called f x to Induce the 

owners to take into account extxnal benefits because there x e no mxginal external benefits. The 

HRTC should not be offered f x thts reason although It may Increase the quantity of historic 

rehabilitations. Rehabilitation should not be increased beyond Of because the costs would exceed 

the benefits to the owners. 

THEORY CONCERNED WITH INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR: SPENDING ELASTICITY 

The theory of extxnalities and the theory of excise subsidies are designed to explain how 

the mxket responds in vxious ways to tax and othx Incentives. Most resexch on tex incentives 

has focused on this aggregate mxket behavix. This study examines the aggregate issue by using 

project level Infxmatlon. As well as providing evidence on the aggregate thexles of externalities 

and excise subsidies, this study contributes infxmatlon on the individual theory level. 

In pxt lculx , this study focuses on the effects of the HRTC on Individual ownx's spending. 

These effects are explained in terms of elasticities of spending at the project level. The 

significance of the HRTC In determining the spending on projects contributes towxd explaining the 

ownxs' elasticity of spending (how responsive his spending is to the HRTC). Accordingly, en 

empirical analysis of the HRTC effects is designed to focus on the effects of the HRTC on project 

spending. The theory background f x that analysis follows. 

One way to provide evidence on the effects of the HRTC Is to examine the project level in 

order to determine the owners' reactions to the HRTC policy. This can be done by determining the 
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FIGURE 4-4 

HISTORIC REHABILITATION WITH INFRAMARGINAL EXTERNALITIES 

MC» marginal cost 
Dp - private demand of ownx 

MEB - mxginal extxnal benefits 
DT = total demand of ownx (includes MEB) 
Q] = quantity at Dp=DT 

% = quantity at Dp=MC 
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approximate demand elasticity of the rehabilitation ownx. If the HRTC is a significant factor in 

the spending decision of the ownx, his demand Is not perfectly inelastic because the spending Is 

responsive to the change tn price of historic rehabilitation due to the HRTC. 

Definition 

Elasticity of demand f x historic rehabilitation is the percentage change in one factor 

(histxic rehabilitation) due to the percentage change In another factor (HRTC). The results 

(Chaptx 6 ) do not measure this elasticity directly but rathx provide insight Into the genxal Idea 

of whethx x not demand Is elastic. If the HRTC has a positive effect on historic preservation, the 

ownx must have an elastic demand: the increase In HRTC significantly affects the ownx's 

spending. In equation f x m elasticity Is: change In historic rehabilitation/change in 

HRTC*HRTC/htstx1c rehabilitation. 

The genxal case f x each Individual ownx is demonstrated in Figure 4 - 5 . The downward 

sloping demand Indicates the elasticity is negative beceuse es the price of histxic rehabilitation 

decreases due to the HRTC, spending Increases because the same goods cost less. The negative slope 

does not imply an elestlc x inelastic demand curve because that depends on the slope of each 

individual ownx's demand curve and whxe he operates on that demand curve. In the pxtion of the 

curve from e=0 toe— 1 , x |e|<1, the demand Is Inelastic: downward movements on the price axis 

result in a less than propxtional movement to the right on the quantity axis. In this study, this 

means that a dexeese in price es e result of the HRTC causes a less than propxtional Increase In 

spending. In this case, spending decreases In response to a decrease in price. 

At the point e = - 1 , x |e|= t , the downward movement along the price axis results tn a 

propxtlonate movement to the right along the spending axis. This means that a decrease in price 

due to the HRTC causes spending to remain unchanged 

Demand Is elastic when the e< -1 , or |e|> 1. A downward movement along the price axis 

results In a more than propxtlonate move to the right along the quantity axis. In this case, the 

drop in price due to the HRTC causes spending to increase because spending is very responsive to 

the drop in price. This is the desirable case from e policy standpoint. 
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Historic Rehabilitation 

FIGURE 4-5 

ELASTICITY 

e » elasticity 
D = demand of rehabilitation ownx 

w 
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Effects 

The effect of the HRTC vxies depending on the elasticity of demand of the ownx. The 

ownx's total and private demand is examined through the ownx's total and private spending 

amounts. The effect of the HRTC on spending is tested through the regression which is discussed in 

the Methodology (Chaptx 5). If the HRTC does not have a positive effect on spending then the 

ownx Is opxating in the Inelastic pxtion of his demand curve (|e|< I ) . Total spending does not 

increase due to the HRTC if the ownx's demand is pxfectty Inelastic because of the ownx's 

unresponsiveness to the drop In price of historic rehabilitation. Private spending decreases in an 

inelastic demand situation. Resource allocation in the direction of maintaining the stock of histxic 

properties may be affected in this case because of the increased numbx of buildings rehabilitated. 

Howevx, resource allocation is not affected as a result of the ownx's unresponsiveness to the tax 

policy. 

An ownx opxating at the point where |e|=I is opxating between the elastic and inelastic 

pxtlons of his demand curve. In this case the decrease in the price of histxic rehabilitation due 

to the HRTC leaves private spending unchanged. Total spending would therefore Increase. 

An ownx with ejajtjc. spending (|e|> 1) Increases his totel end private spending due to the 

HRTC. If the HRTC Is a significant determinant of spending, the demand is not perfectly inelastic 

and the ownx Is responsive to the HRTC. Resource allocation is positively affected. 

In summary, examining spending changes in response to the HRTC provides evidence of the 

elesticity of demand f x histxic rehabilitation. An Increase in private spending Implies an elastic 

demand of the rehabilitation ownxs. No change In private spending Implies that |ej=1. A dexease 

In private spending implies an inelastic demand and owners that are not responsive to the HRTC. 

The effect of the HRTC on spending, which is tested through the regression analysis, provides 

additional evidence Into the elasticity. 

SUMMARY 

Excise subsidy theory predicts that the HRTC would encourage rehabilitation owners to 

take extxnal benefits into account through their spending decision and to Increase the quantity of 
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rehabilitation projects. There Is some evidence (Chaptx 2) that the HRTC policy litcreesed 

spending and the numbx of projects. Evidence on the cost effectiveness of the HRTC Is obtained 

from the database used In this stud/ and Is examined In Chaptx 6. The reaction of rehabilitation 

ownxs to the HRTC (s examined by project level Infxmatlon. This wil l provide evidence into the 

demand elesticity of the owners: the degree of responsiveness of spending to the HRTC. Because of 

the project level Infxmatlon available f x this study this testing wi l l also provide a closx look 

Into HRTC policy than had previously been possible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODOLOGY 

This study is designed to essess empirically the effects of the HRTC and othx factors on the 

nature and spending on historic rehabilitation projects. The desxiptive Infxmetion included in 

the project-based database is discussed f irst This includes a discussion of the database and the 

factors of Interest in this study. Then the development of regression models to test two hypotheses 

concxning the ownxs' responsiveness to the HRTC is discussed. 

DATA GATHERING 

This first section of the methodology discusses the data that are used to determine the 

desxiptive statistics (Chaptx 6 ) and regression results (Chaptx 7) regarding the HRTC and 

historic rehabilitation. The development and content of the database are then discussed followed 

by e discussion of the factors used in this study. Lastly, the process used to select the* projects 

from the database f x this study is discussed. 

Database 

The database used in this study was discovered by the authx of this study after a long 

search f x data on histxic rehabilitation projects. Throughout the search, there was always the 

sense that there was information available on the projects because of the requirements for 

eligibility f x the tax credit. After much background reading in the area, it was discovered that 

the National Pxk Service of the U.S. Depxtment of the Interlx is the govxning body ovx the 

histxic buildings in the country. The National Register of Historic Places was of Interest because 

a building must be a histxic building to be eligible f x the histxic rehabilitation tax credit. 

These buildings x e listed in the Fedxal Reoistx 6 when they enter the National Register but 

m x e specific infxmatlon on the buildings was needed such as the y e x each was built, the type of 

construction, the location, and the size. These features of the buildings w x e expected to be helpful 

in determining the reasons f x diffxent spending levels on rehabilitations. After talking with 

6 The Fedxal Reoistx is published daily and contains the govxnment agency rules and regulations 
issued each day. 
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people at the Washington D.C. office of the National Reoistx branch, Interagency Resources 

Division of the National Pxk Service, ft was discovered that their records were available. They 

stated It might be easlx howevx to visit one of their five regional offices to gethx the 

Infxmatlon. The next step involved talking with people at the Technical Presxvation Services 

Branch of the National P x k Sxvlce who supervise the tax credit program. They stated the fxms 

the project owners must fill out f x the tax credit are kept at the National Pxk Service Regional 

offices. Employees at a couple of the regional offices said it was possible to visit their offices and 

examine the fxms to get the Infxmatlon on the projects. 

Howevx, thnxjghout alt of this searching it was disappointing that It was not possible to 

examine projects throughout the entire country without visiting all five of the regional offices 

Including Alaska and San Francisco. Ovx this sevxal month pxiod the authx lexned a great deal 

about histxic preservation. One way was by subsxlbing to sevxal pxtodlcals and joining 

organizations in the histxic presxvation area. One organization joined was the National Trust f x 

Histxic Presxvation, an organization chxtxed by Congress to promote histxic preservation. 

Material was received concerning an annual conference they were having in Seattle and as p x t of 

the information there was the mention of a database they collected on histxic rehabilitation 

projects throughout the country. This wes surprising and the authx immediately called the 

National Trust. The Director of Public Policy Research, Dr. Margaret Drury, was very helpful in 

discussing the database, sending Infxmatlon, and extending an Invitation to visit and use the 

database f x this dissxtation. Because of the coding and othx unique chxactxistlcs of the 

database, the database could not bu accessed outside of the National Trust. The conference tn Seattle 

was very helpful In lexnlng mxe about the database and sevxal months (mid-1986) later the 

authx visited the National Trust headquxtxs In Washington D.C. to gather the data and run 

statistical tests. They had a great deal of infxmatlon on the buildings and projects in their 

computerized database which saved a trip to each of the regional offices and a great deal of hand 

coding from fxms. Dr. Drury and h x staff were very helpful In Interpreting the coding of the 

database, checking f x possible errors, and running statistical tests on a pxtion of the database. 
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The National Trust's process of collecting the database and the content of it are discussed in the 

following sections. 

Development The National Trust f x Historic Presxvation, Public Policy Research 

Division, started collecting infxmatlon in 1984 from the cx t i f ication fxms which project 

owners submit at the start of the projects as p x t of their application process f x the HRTC. Their 

data collection went back to the start of tax Incentives f x historic preservation with the lax. 

Reform Act of 1976. which provided five yex amxtlzatlon of qualified rehabilitation 

expenditures and which predated the HRTC. The purpose of the collection was "to help establish 

informed estimates of the magnitude of the program nationally." [Chittenden, DeLalttre, and 

Drury, 1985,p. I ] . They found the Infxmatlon Invaluable and began coding It f x computer use. 

The collection of the database Infxmatlon involves photocopying end coding the 

infxmatlon from the cx t i f ication and completion fxms. This Is done at each of the five National 

P x k Sxvlce regional offices and Is constantly updated It is an expensive undxtaking. The 

National Trust has spent o v x $ 125,000 which was matched by contributions from developers. 

Therefore ovx $250,000 has been spent In total on the development of the database 

[Holden,l985,p.iii]. 

The result is the PRIME (Preservation Research and Rehabilitation Impact Estimation) 

database. ltlstr«()nVcBtaoeseontr«r^rv*111t8t1onofhtstx1cbu1ldlrxjs, The content of the 

database is discussed In the next section. 

Content The National Trust f x Histxic Presxvation's PRIME database contains 

Information on ovx 10,000 historic rehabilitation projects. These projects are In different 

stages of completion. They also have different statuses with regard to the HRTC. Some wxe 

completed p r i x to the 1 0 * HRTC, others received the 1 0 * HRTC, and others received the 2 5 * 

HRTC Some projects were denied a tax credit, others have incomplete infxmatlon, and others 

may receive the HRTC in the future. 

The database contains Infxmatlon from the two fxms the ownxs of each historic 

rehabilitation project must complete in ordx to qualify f x the tax Incentives ( p r i x to the HRTC) 
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and the HRTC: the certification form and the completion f x m . These fxms are discussed in the 

Tax Credit Eligibility section of Chapter 2. The Information In the PRIME detebase is presented in 

Table 5 - 1 . It consists of the following Infxmatlon from the c x t i f Ication fxm: estimated cost, 

use of govxnment funding, date project started, square feet of the building, construction material 

of the building, yex the building was built, use of the building before and after the rehabilitation, 

whethx x not located In a historic district, state located, and housing units before and after the 

rehabilitation. 1 he infxmatlon from the completion f x m Includes: actual costs which qualify f x 

the HRTC, associated costs which do not qualify f x the HRTC, completion dote, and status of the 

HRTC approval ( x disapproval). 

Limitations. The limitations of the fxms from which the database is obtained can be 

categorized Into four xeas-. availability of project infxmatlon, building chxactxistlcs, ownx 

characteristics, and environmental characteristics. These limitations are not xucial to this study 

but rathx would have been Interesting to analyze. The first limitation Is the lack of available 

Infxmatlon on rehabilitation projects which were completed p r l x to the 10* HRTC. Fxms were 

required to be filed certifying the rehabilitations f x purposes of obtaining the amxtlzatlon tax 

Incentives of the 0 * HRTC pxiod. Howevx, there ere not many of these projects Included in the 

database. No infxmatlon Is available on projects p r i x to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 because 

project owners did not complete forms such as these due to the fact that there were no Incentives 

f x historic rehabilitation. 

A related limitation Is the lack of any projects which did not apply f x the HRTC. Many 

historic rehabilitation projects were completed without an application f x the HRTC. Projects 

completed by governments, othx entities, and individuals who could not qualify x did not want to 

apply f x the HRTC did not complete the fxms and therefore were not available to be Included In 

the database. An example of this Is ownxs who rehabilitated a histxic house and lived In It 

themselves rathx than rented it out to others. They were not eligible f x the HRTC and therefore 

did not complete the application fxms. Analysis of these projects would be interesting but would 

go beyond the purpose of this study. Limitations as to the representativeness of the projects in tho 
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TABLE 5 - 1 

INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM DATABASE 

Certification Fore Completion Fore 

Estieated Cost 

Government Funding 

Oats Project Started 

Square Feet 

Construction Type 

Veer Building Built 

Use Before Rehabilitation 

Use After Rehabilitation 

Historic District 

State 

Housing Units Bafinrs Rehabilitation 

Housing Units After Rehabilitation 

Actual Cost 

Associated Cost 

Date Project Ended 

8tatue of HRTC Approval 
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database as compared to the total numbx of completed projects Is discussed In the section of the 

chaptx entitled: Process of Selecting Projects from the Database. 

Another limitation concerning the availability of project Infxmatlon Is the lack of 

Infxmatlon on associated costs f x ell projects. Some versions of the completion fxms did not 

include this Item and therefore It is not available f x all projects. These costs are not eligible f x 

the HRTC, howevx, ft would have been Interesting to determine if this spending changed ovx the 

HRTC pxlods as the spending eligible f x the HRTC changed. 

Building chxactxlsttc limitations Include the fact that the fxms do not include the 

condition of the buildings p r i x to the rehabilitation. Othx factors proxy f x this in this study. 

The appraised value of the buildings before and after rehabilitations would also have been 

interesting because they would have given an indication of the extent of the rehabilitations. 

Anothx omission is the amount of govxnment funding f x the projects which received funding. 

The existence of funding is included on the fxms but the amount of funding (s not Included. 

Thxefxe, the spending of govxnment funding is included in the private spending of the owners in 

this study. Howevx, since only a small percentage of the projects received funding, this is not a 

critical issue. 

Infxmatlon on the owners of the buildings would have been interesting, such as whethx 

each ownx was en individual, pxtnxship, x cxpxation. The National Trust attempted to obtain 

infxmatlon on this area by contacting owners directly. This attempt was not successful due to a 

low response rate. This would have provided Insight into the different ownership formats which 

would have provided Insight Into othx Issues such as additional tax law effects. Insight Into the 

reasoning of the owners as to why they chose to invest in histxic propxty rathx than othx 

investments would also have provided interesting policy Implications. 

Sevxal environmental factors would have provided f x an interesting analysis Two 

examples are the mxtgage rate and the construction cost index faced by each project ownx. These 

x e estimated in this study since the actual figures are not available. The location of each 

rehabilitated building In terms of city x rural area would have provided a useful addition to the 
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nelghbxhood factors. The historic district factor contributed somewhat to this Issue of whethx 

x not the buildings were among s iml lx buildings x Isolated The city x rural information 

would also have provided a useful Insight Into a factor that Is omitted from the database: lend cost. 

Owners of land bought at a low cost could be viewed as receiving a type of subsioy whereas owners 

of land bought at a high cost may need the HRTC to undertake the rehabilitation project and offset 

the high cost of land The benefits to the city from the project (both during and after the 

rehabilitation) In terms of tourism, jobs, and the local economy may have been Impxtent 

considerations of some ownxs but the Information is not available. The oppxtunltles upon 

completion of the project would have been Interesting to know because If the prospects were good 

and the building was rented p r i x to completion, more may have been spent on the rehabilitation 

because the ownx knew the costs would be recouped quickly. 

Source of Factors 

The factors used to examine histxic rehabilitation spending in this study consist of most 

of the factors In the database collected by the Netionel Trust along with two additional factxs. The 

sources of the factxs used is discussed in this section. Table 5 - 2 lists the factors by source. This 

combined date set is used In this study The factors are described in the next sections. 

Factxs from Database. Much of the infxmatlon in the National Trust database is used in 

this study. The f x m from which each of the factxs was obtained is listed In Table 5-2. All of the 

factors are from the certification f x m with the exception of actual cost (does not Include 

associated cost) and completion date which are from the completion f x m . These fxms x e 

discussed In the Tax Credit Eligibility section of Chapter 2. 

From a compxlson of Tables 5 - 1 and 5 - 2 It is obvious that a few of the database factors 

x e not Included tn this study. The housing units before and after the rehabilitation are not 

included because this infxmatlon was omitted on some versions of the forms the owners 

completed The fxms changed somewhat o v x the years and this was a factor that was not 

consistently used. Howevx, residential use was captured by the use after rehabilitation factor, 

thxefxe the housing issue is addressed if not the numbx of units. The use before the 
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TABLE 5-2 

SOURCE OF FACTORS 

Database Additional 

Certification Fort Cnjolttlon Fori 

HRTC Period Actual Cost Mortgage Rate 

OuMon—nt Funding Coepletion Tiee Construction Cost Index 

Square Feet 

Construction Tgpe 

Age of Bui Iding 

Use Rfter Rehabilitation 

Historic District 

Region 
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rehabilitation Is not Included In this study because the use after the rehabilitation was the majx 

Interest. Also, the majority of buildings have the same after rehabilitation use as before 

rehabilitation use. The estimated cost is not Included because this was often guesswxk by the 

ownx. The actual cost upon completion was studied Instead because It determined the HRTC. The 

associated costs were not included because these costs were not eligible f x the HRTC. Some 

versions of the completion fxms did not Include this Item. Therefore, It Is not available f x all 

projects and is not able to be examined In this study. 

Additional Factors. As mentioned in the limitations of the database, some information, 

specifically the economic conditions facing the projects, would have been Interesting to have 

included on the fxms and In the database. Since this infxmatlon Is not available, It Is 

approximated f x each project. The two factors of Interest are the mxket conditions of the 

mxtgage rate and construction cost index each project faced. These mxket conditions x e 

approximated f x each project end are then included in the desxiptive results of the projects. 

These mxket conditions, deflated f x Inflation, x e also Included In the regression analysis to 

determine the effects of these factors on spending. The justification and the description of the use 

of these factors Is discussed in the next section. The process used to approximate these factors 

using national economic statistics f x each project is discussed In this section. 

Because the actual mxtgage rates used by the project owners tn financing the projects are 

not known, e mxtgage rate is approximated f x each project in ordx to consldx the effect of 

financing costs on spending on the projects. The mxtgage rate each project ownx Incurred In 

ordx to receive a loan f x the project is approximated by the 90 day prime rate [Survey of 

Current Business, 1972-1986] the month the rehabilitation was begun. The 90 day prime rete is 

used as a surrogate f x the actual mxtgage rate because It Is a short-term loan rate which Is 

genxally the term of a construction loan. Doti and Adibi [ 1985] also used this prime rate as a 

proxy f x the cost of credit of residentiel building Investment. The construction loan rates are not 

available f x the pxiod of this study. The month the rehabilitation Is begun is the date used to 

approximate the mxtgage rate because construction loans are nxmally taken out at the start of 
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construction f x the entire construction pxiod. Therefore, the rate In effect at the start of the 

project Is nxmally the financing rate the ownx pays f x the project and the rate that affects his 

spending decision. 

The deflator used to deflate this mxtgage rate to real txms f x purposes of the regression 

analysis is the Fixed Weighted Price Index f x ONP-Flxed Investment [Survey of Current 

Business, 1972-1986] (1972= 100). The Fixed Weighted Price Index measures the price change 

of ONP only, holding the composition of GNP constant. This particular Index is appropriate 

because It approximates the Inflation rete of residential and nonresidential Investment (price 

changes only) of the month the project was begun. The implicit price deflator which Is often used 

to adjust costs to real txms is not recommended because it not only reflecte price changes but also 

composition changes of ONP [Survey of Current Business, 1986]. When the mxtgage rate Is 

divided by the Fixed Weighted Price Index f x ONP-Flxed investment, the remaining rate is the 

real rate of Interest. This computation is Illustrated in Table 5-3. The avxage nominal mxtgage 

rate, the avxage deflator, and the avxage real mxtgage rate are presented f x each HRTC pxiod 

These avxages represent the avxage f x all projects In each HRTC pxiod 

The construction cost Index of each rehabilitation project approximates the cost of 

construction materials and wage rates the rehabilitation owners faced. It Is approximated by the 

Index which is obtained from the E. H. Bosckh Building Cost Index [Survey of Current 

Business, 1986] ( 1972 -100 ) . This index Is used because It is the most representative Index of 

historic rehabilitation costs across the country. This is because sevxal types of buildings In 

sevxal cities with sevxal different types of costs are Included In the Index. This Index is the 

avxage of three Indexes on different use buildings: small residences; apxtments, hotels, and 

offices; and commercial and factory buildings. This Index is based on a survey of building costs in 

20 cities. Costs include building materials such as brick, lumber, cement, glass, and paint along 

with wage rates, social security payroll taxes, and sales taxes. The index Includes an inflation 

component. It Is averaged f x the whole construction pxiod of each project because It is assumed 

that construction occurred evenly throughout the pxiod. 
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TABLE 5 - 3 

CALCULATION TO DETERMINE AVERAGE MORTGAGE RATE AND CONSTRUCTION COST 
INDEX IN DEFLATED TERMS BY HRTC PERIOD 

Mortgage Rate0 

(divided) deflator" 

Mortgage Rate <real> 

Construction Cost Index6 

(divided) deflator4 

Construction Cost Index 
(deflated) 

Of HRTC 
0/70-10/78 

0.95 

1.01 

4.31 

173.42 

1.81 

95.81 

101 HRTC 
11/78-7/81 

13.05 

1.09 

O.SO 

198.34 

2.11 

94.00 

q 00 day priee rate the eonth each project began. 

298 HRTC 
8/81-12/85 

11.19 

2.37 

4.72 

230.25 

2.3S 

100.53 

TOTRL 

11.53 

2.26 

5.14 

223.51 

2.20 

98.90 

SYrYW.Sf ftrronA 
Business. 1972-1906. 

•> Fixed Weighted Price Index for GNP-Fixed Investeent the eonth each project 
began, Surveu of Current Business. 1072-1980.1072" 100. 

0 E.H. Boeckh Building Cost Index averaged over each construction period, 
arvtw of MitjaLBifcUiaab ira-igee, 1072-100. 

d Fixed Heighted Price Index fo r ONP-Fixed Investaent averaged over each 
construction period, Surveu of Current Business. 1072-1086.107>100. 
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The deflator used to deflate the construction cost Index f x purposes of the regression 

analysis Is the Fixed Weighted Price Index f x ONP- Fixed Investment [Survey of Current 

Business, 1972-1986] (1972-100) . It Includes the costs of nonresidential and residential 

structures, and additions and altxations to structures. This (s a breeder category of costs than the 

construction cost Index but is the most appropriate deflator f x rehabilitation expenditures. The 

avxage deflator ovx the project construction pxiod Is calculated f x each project because It Is 

assumed that spending occurred evenly throughout the construction pxiod. The construction cost 

index (with Inflation) is divided by the deflator to obtain the deflated (without Inflation) 

construction cost Index. Table 5 -3 presents the avxage construction cost Index, avxage deflator, 

and the avxage deflated construction cost Index. 

This same deflator Is used to deflate the spending on each project f x purposes of the 

regression analysis. The deflation to real txms is needed in x d x to compare projects ovx e nine 

y e x pxiod on en equal basis. Spending is divided by the Fixed Weighted Price Index f x ONP-

Fixed Investment (avxaged ovx the construction pxiod) to obtain the spending adjusted f x 

Inflation which is examined in the regression analysis. Because the spending Is construction 

related, the deflator used to deflate the construction cost Index Is appropriate to determine the 

spending in real terms f x each project. 

Desxlotion and Justification of Factors 

The factors chosen consist of the HRTC (the Issue of primary interest) end sevxal othx 

factors which control f x Influences on histxic rehabilitation othx than the HRTC. These factxs 

x e all expected to Impact on tha histxic rehabilitation spending decision. The factors used in this 

study which x e listed in Table 5 -2 x e grouped Into categories in Table 5 -4 . The categories 

consist of the subsidies used with each histxic rehabilitation project: HRTC and govxnment 

funding; the mxket conditions in effect when each project began: mxtgage rate and constriction 

cost index; the size and e x t x i x chxacteristics of the building: square feet and construction type; 

the condition of the building: egB of the building, completion time, and use on completion; and the 

nelghbxhood and area chxacteristics of the building: histxic district and region. The 
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TABLE 5-4 

CATEGORIZATION OF FACTORS, EXPECTED EFFECTS, AND UNITS OF MEASURE 

Factor 

tafM|c_F.gcAori 

Expected Effect 

Subsidies: 
101 HRTC (TCI) 
258 HRTC (TC2) 
Ooverneent Funding (OF) 

Itarket Conditions: 
Mortgage Rate (HR> 
Construction Cost 

(CCI) 

Coaoosition Factors 

Index 

• 
+ 

+ 

Units of heosure 

1 i f in 108 HRTC period 
1 i f in 298 HRTC period 
1 i f used governeent funding 

approxieate eortgage rate 
approxieate construction cost 

index 

Size and Exterior 
Characteristics^ 

Square Feet (SOFT) 
Uood Construction (CONS) -

Condition of the Building: 
flge (ROE) + 
Coapletion Tiee (TIHE) + 
Rasidontial Use Rfter 

Coapletion (USE) 

Neighborhood and Area 
Characteristics: 

Located in Historic 
District (HD) 

Located in Northeast <NE> • or 
Located in Hidsest ( I I I ) + or 
Located in Southeast (SE) + or 

nueber of square feet 
1 i f eood construction 

age of building ehen rehabilitated 
•onths to coepiete rehabilitation 

1 if residential use after 
>ilftation 

1 if in historic district 
1 i f in Northeast 
1 if in Hldscst 
1 i f in Southeast 
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justification f x the use of each of these factors In the rehabilitation decision of an ownx Is 

examined In this section. Included In this discussion is the expected effect of each factor on 

spending. This Is included f x purposes of the regression analysis which is discussed later in this 

chaptx A factor In which a positive effect is expected on spending is expected also to have a 

positive coefficient In the regression analysis concerning the effects on spending. Therefore as the 

factor level increases, spending is expected to Increase. A negative effect on spending means that 

as the factor level Increases, spending decreases. The expected effects on spending x e Included In 

Table 5 - 4 . Also Included in this section are references to studies that used the vxiables x 

category of vxiables. The studies cited ere discussed In the Literature Review (Chapters). These 

studies x e Included to demonstrate the impxtance of these vxiables In othx real estate spending 

studies. The desxiptive results of these rectors Including co l lx amounts, totals, and percentages 

are categxlzed by HRTC pxiod and by y e x In the Desxiptive Statistics (Chapter 6) . 

Spending Factors The spending factors examined include: the totel amount spent on each 

histxic rehabilitation project, totel spending (TSP) (that Is eligible f x the HRTC); the amount 

of the ownxs own money spent (total spending less the HRTC amount), private spending (PSP); 

and these spending amounts divided by the square feet p x project, total spending p x square foot 

(TSFT) and private spending p x square foot (PSFT). The spending p x square foot Is obtained f x 

each project and then avxeged o v x all projects to determine an overall avxage of spending p x 

square foot The Justification f x examining these spending amounts 1s presented in the Economic 

Theory (Chapter 4). Private spending Is computed by subtracting the HRTC received by the ownx 

from the total spending. The HRTC received is computed by multiplying totel spending by the HRTC 

percentage in effect f x the months of the project. Projects that span two HRTC pxlods, 

t h x e f x e , receive a pxtion of two HRTC percentages based on the numbx of months the project Is 

in each HRTC pxiod The actual HRTC received by the ownx is not available Infxmatlon, 

therefore this is the next best alternative. 

The following research studies w x e helpful In dealing with these spending factors: 

spending on histxic rehabilitation projects, Feigenbaum and Jenkinson [ 1984]; spending on 
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genxal real estate, M x k [ 1980], M x k and Goldbero [ 1981 ] , Dowall and Londls [ 1982]; price 

p x square foot of building, Jud [ 1980]; and price of land per axe , Masx, R lkx , and Rosett 

[ 1977] and Shonkwtlx and Reynolds [ 1986]. 

Economic Factors. Subsidies Used. The subsidies examined In this dissxtation are the 

HRTC and govxnment funding. Feigenbaum and Jenkinson [ 1984] combined these factors into one 

factor. Howevx, this study Is Interested in the sepxate effect of each vxlable. Subsidies should 

Impact the spending decision of the ownx. This subsidy effect is discussed In the Economic Theory 

(Chapter 4) . 

The HRTC represents three time pxlods: the OX tax credit pxiod from 6 - 7 6 to 10-78 

(TCO); the 10X tax credit pxiod from 11-78 to 7-81 (TGI); and the 25X tax credit pxiod 

from 8-81 to 12-85 (TC2). The effective date f x the OX and tOX HRTC pxlods in this study 

x e the dates the expenditures became eligible f x the Incentives. The 25X HRTC was signed into 

law in August 1981 which is the date used In this study. While expenditures were not eligible f x 

the HRTC until January 1982, projects undxtaken from August to Decembx of 1981 did so 

assuming they would receive the 25X HRTC and pxhaps delayed the projects until all 

expenditures qualified f x the 25X HRTC. Project starting dates are used to classify each project 

Into a tax credit pxiod This is because the HRTC pxcentage in offset at the s tx t of the project is 

the percentage that each project ownx used In his spending decision on the historic rehabilitation 

project. He was not able to know of any later Increase in the HRTC even If his project extended 

ovx a long enough time pxtod to get the benefit of e larger HRTC pxcentage f x a pxtion of the 

expenditures on the project. Because each project's starting date Is used to categorize the project 

into an HRTC pxiod, some of the projects classified tn the OX HRTC pxiod actually received the 

10X HRTC (and possibly the 25X HRTC) f x a portion of their spending if the project extended 

beyond the OX HRTC pxiod This Is due to the fact that the HRTC is calculated on the spending 

within each HRTC pxiod and not as of the project starting date. Also, some projects classified tn 

the 10X HRTC pxiod received the 25X HRTC f x a pxtion of their spending. All projects begun 

in tha 25X HRTC pxiod ( f x purposes of this study) w x e completed within the 25X HRTC 
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pxiod Since the government picked up a pxtion of the cost of the rehabilitation project through 

the HRTC, it should have had a positive effect on spending. The effect is expected to be greatest 

with the highx subsidy which occurred with the 2 5 X HRTC. 

The govxnment funding (GF) represents the use of fedxal, state, and local funding In the 

histxic rehabilitation project. Thxe are many types of funding. Fedxal funding includes 

Community Development Block Grants and Depxtment of the I n t x i x grants. States and localities 

also offx many different types of funding. Most projects did not use any govxnment funding but it 

was a viable alternative f x some projects. It Is impxtent to consider the effect of govxnment 

funding on spending because the funding Is anothx type of govxnment subsidy (o thx than the 

HRTC) that takes the place of private funds of the rehabilitation ownx. Govxnment funding Is 

expected to affect spending positively. The stimulatory effect of government funding with regard to 

tax incentives was examined by Tai [ 1981] and Feigenbaum and Jenkinson [1984] . 

Market Conditions. The economic vxiables of this category are expected to affect the 

owners' spending because mxket conditions which are conducive to rehabilitation may encourage 

the owners to spend more than othxwise. The category of mxket conditions wes also used in the 

housing studies of Dowall and Lendis [ 1982] and Boehm and Ihtanfeldt [ 1986]. 

The mxtgage rate (MR) of the month and y e x the project was begun approximates the 

actual construction loan rate the ownx of the rehabilitation project paid. It approximates the 

demand f x money. This factor is impxtent to examine because the mxtgage rate the project 

ownxs face may directly Impact their spending. This assumes the project owners bxrowed 

money f x their projects. It is not known which owners bxrowed f x their projects. There are 

many facets of this mxtgage rate Issue that would be interesting to know, such as, which owners 

bxrowed money and how much, the cost of othx investment oppxtunlties, the after tax cost of 

borrowing money, and the expected return from the project. Howevx, these Items are not 

available which limits the conclusions that can be drawn with respect to this factor. Therefore, 

only a general Idea can be obtained In this stud/ as to the mxtgage rate each project ownx faced 

and whether x not the mxtgage rate affected spending o v x the HRTC pxiods. On avxage, a 
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negative effect on spending is expected because when the mxtgage rata Is high (relative to othx 

HRTC pxlods) spending ts expected to be low because the high cost of bxrowlng money may 

discourage spending. A low mxtgage rate may encourage additional spending on nonessential 

rehabilitation Items. 

The nominal mxtgage rate (Including Inflation) Is examined when constdxlng the 

mxtgage rate the project owners used te make their spending decision. This is because the 

mxtgage rate which includes inflation Is the rate the owners actually pay f x financing. The real 

mxtgage rate (deflated f x Inflation) Is important f x the regression analysis because the 

compxison of mxtgage rates ovx a nine y e x pxiod would have a significant inflation component 

without the adjustment. The mxtgage rates must be compxable across all nine years. It Is 

Impxtent to Include the cost of bxrowlng money f x the historic rehabilitation projects in the 

regression model in ordx to consldx the possible factors which may affect spending. The effect of 

mxtgage rates on the price of real estate was examined by Masx, R l k x , and Rosett [ 1977] and 

DodiandAdlbi[1985]. 

The cost of construction materials is a factor in each rehabilitation ownx's spending 

decision. The construction cost Index (CCi) represents the level of construction costs the project 

ownx faced. It encompasses the demeitd and suppty of to While the 

actual construction cost Index of each project would be more representative than this 

approximated index, the actual Index Is not available. The assumption of this study is that the 

decision has already been mads to undxtake a historic rehabilitation project and therefore the 

spending Is the remaining decision given the economic conditions in effect at the time. Othx 

Investments compete f x the owners' investment dollars. Howevx, once the decision to 

rehabilitate a histxic building is made, a certain level of rehabilitation Is required In x d x to 

obtain certification of the completed rehabilitation and the HRTC. T h x e f x e , if the cost of 

construction materials increases, spending may increase because these materials can not be 

eliminated solely because they cost more than previously. Howevx, an increase in the 

construction cost index can negatively affect the discretionary rehabilitation spending: spending 
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that Is not essential to the historical chxacter of the rehabilitation. The mejx pxtion of the 

rehabilitation spending Is expected to be nondlsxetfonary spending due to all of the requirements 

necessary to qualify as e cxt i f led historic rehabilitation. Therefore, the ovxall effect is expected 

to be positive. 

The construction cost Index (not deflated) Is Impxtent when investigating the factors that 

affect the project owners' spending decisions. The construction cost Index In effect throughout 

each rehabilitation project affects the project owners' spending decisions. This Is useful f x 

compxlson purposes with othx projects. Because the construction cost index may be an 

impxtent determinant of the amount of spending of a rehabilitation ownx, it must be Included In 

the regression analysis. In the regression model ft is impxtent to include the deflated 

construction cost index because the construction costs ovx the nine y e x pxiod of this study must 

be exeminad on an equivalent basis without an inflation component. Construction cost Indices were 

used In the studies of Boehm and Ihlenfeldt [ 1986] with regard to home Improvement 

expenditures, Dotl and Adibl [ 1985] concxning residential building investment, and Holden 

[ 1985] in a simulation model of histxic rehabilitation. 

Composition Factors. Size and Extorter Chxacteristics of the Building. The size of a 

building and Its exterlx can have a large Impact on the cost of rehabilitating it. Since most of the 

extxnal walls must be retained and the histxic chxacter maintained, the type of exterlx will 

affect the spending needed te rehabilitate the building to its xlglnal looks, s iml lx categories 

were used by Boehm and Ihlanfeldt [ 1986] and Grethx and Mteszkowskf [ 1974]. 

The numbx of square feet (SOFT) In the rehabilitated building Is expected to have a 

negative effect on spending on histxic rehabilitation projects. This is due to economies of scale, 

largx buildings will have less spent on them p x square foot than smeller buildings. Tha numbx 

of square feet in buildings is a factor In many housing studies including Grethx and Mieszkowskl 

[ 1974], Mayx [ 1981 ] , Dowell and Lendts [ 1982] , and Palmqulst [ 1984]. Square feet was also 

used in many real estate valuation studies Including those of M x k (1980] , Jud [ 1980], Mxk end 

Goldberg [ 1981 ] , and Shonkwllx and Reynolds [ 1986]. 
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The construction type (CONS) of the building signifies whethx the building is of wood 

construction x brick, stone, x othx construction. It Is expected to affect the spending on the 

rehabilitation. F x example, a wood frame building is expected to be less expensive to rehabilitate 

than a brick x masonry building (everything else equal) and therefore should ttave a n a t i v e 

effect on project spending. Since the frame and exterlx of the building Is often xucial to Its 

histxic chxacter, the ownx has to use the xlglnal construction material in the rehabilitation 

and the spending therefore vxies depending on its construction type. The construction type was 

studied by Mxk end Goldberg [ 1981 land Cxpentx and Chester [ 1984]. The category of brick 

versus othx types of construction was used by Grethx and Mleszkowskll 1974], Jud [ 1 9 8 0 ] , 

and Palmquist [1984] . 

Condition of the Building. The condition of a building can greatly affect spending needed te 

get the building back to its xlglnal state. The worse off the condition, the highx the spending 

needed Condition, p x se, Is not available from the database (because it is not Included on the 

fxms the owners complete) and thxefore three factors proxy f x It: the age of the building, 

completion time, end the use of the building upon completion. Condition of the building was a 

factor in many studies: Boehm and Ihlenfeldt [ 1966]; Grethx end Mleszkowskl [ 1974]; Shex 

[ 1980]; Mayx [ 1981 ] ; Mxk and Goldberg [ 1981 ] ; and Palmquist [ 1984]. 

The age of the building (AGE) when rehabilitated is expected to have a positive effect on 

spending This Is because In many cases the oldx a building 1s the more money that Is needed to 

rehabilitate it to its xlglnal condition and therefore more Is expected to be spent on the building 

than If the building was newer. The age of a building was used In many studies including the tax 

xedit study of Cxpentx and Chestx [ 1984] , the housing studies i f Crethx and Mleszkowskl 

[ 19741, Mendelsohn [ 1977], Mayx [ 1981 ] , Shex [ 1983], Pelmqulst [ 1984], and Boehm end 

Ihlenfeldt [ 1986], and the real estate valuation studies of Mxk [ 1980] , Jud [ 1980], and M x k 

and Goldberg [1981] . 

The completion time (TIME) of the project is the actual numbx of months used to 

complete the rehabilitation. This Is expected to have a positive effect on spending because the more 
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months of rehabilitation construction; the poorx the condition of the building, the more expense 

that would likely be Involved. 

The use of the completed building (USE) is divided into residential and commercial uses. 

Residential use includes apxtment buildings and houses. Commercial use includes office 

buildings and warehouses and othx uses include religious and educational uses such as churches 

and schools. Residential use Is expected to have a negative effect on spending because residential 

buildings are genxally smallx than commercial buildings [Walter, 1986,p.8] and thxefxe less 

is spent on their rehabilitation. Residential versus commercial propxty was examined by Masx 

R i k x , and Rosett [ 1977], D x r [ 1979] , and Stern [ 1979]. 

Nelghbxhood and Area Characteristics. This category is Impxtent to this study because 

the area surrounding the rehabilitated building can greatly Influence the spending on the 

rehabilitation. Also, more may be spent on buildings In px t l cu lx regions of the country. This 

category was used as a determinant In many studies including the energy tax credit study of 

Cxpentx end Chester [ 1984], the housing studies of Grethx and Mleszkowskl [ 1974] , 

Mendelsohn [ 1977], Dowel) and Landts (1982] , Shex [ 1983], Palmquist [ 1984], and Boehm 

x<d Ihlanfetdt [ 1986], and the real estate valuation studies of Masx, Rlkx, and Rosett [ 1977] 

and M x k [1980]. 

The histxic district represents whethx the rehabilitated building is p x t of a histxic 

district. The standards f x evaluation of a historic building may be different If the historic 

building Is pxt of a historic district than If It Is Individually listed in the National Reoistx. The 

building could qualify f x the HRTC If it Is of historical significance to the district. The 

requirements f x this x e genxally less strict than the standxds f x individual cx t i f ication. 

Therefore, less Is expected to be spent in genxal on buildings in historic districts because the 

HRTC Is available to histxic district rehabilitations with fewx restrictions as to amount spent. 

Stricter standards on othx buildings may force the ownxs to spend mxe. 

The region signifies in which of the five regions of the country the propxty is located: 

Nxtheast (NE), Midwest (MW), Southeast (SE), West (W) , x Alaska Appendix A lists the 
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states In each region. These are regions designated by the National Trust f x Historic 

Presxvation. Thxe x e no completed projects in the database located In Aleska and therefore four 

regions are exeminad in this study. The regions could have a varying Impact on spending due to 

varying economies of the regions, and othx factxs. Thxefore there (s no expectation as to 

direction of the effect of the regions on spending. Regions of the country were studied by 

Mendelsohn [ 1977] and Cxpentx and Chester [ 1984]. 

Process of Selecting Prolecte from the Detabase 

At the time the authx visited the National Trust In mid-1986 and selected projects f x 

use in this stud/, there were 11,313 projects in the PRIME database. This included some projects 

that were denied the HRTC, projects that were Incomplete, and othx projects that received the 

HRTC. 8,613 of these projects were coded as approved cxt i f led rehabilitations as a result of the 

Cxtif ication Fxm the owners complete at the stxt of each project. Thxe Is no sepxate status 

coda f x projects that filed the Completion Fxm and received the HRTC howevx It is those 

projects which are of interest in this study. Therefore only those projects in the database with 

actual spending amounts from the Completion Fxm Indicating they received the pre-HRTC tax 

Incentives x the HRTC were examined. 2,504 projects were approved upon the completion of the 

project. The remalndx wxe pending epprovel end a few were denied approval. 2,103 of these 

projects had relevant infxmatlon on the dates of the projects and the numbx of square feet, both 

of which are necessary in x d x to determine the proper HRTC pxiod and spending p x square foot. 

Of those projects, 1,984 projects had no missing infxmatlon on the othx factxs of interest 

Including the financing, construction type, yex built, use, historic district, and region. These 

projects were examined In this study. The projects with missing date that were not selected were 

distributed ovx the HRTC pxlods in a way simllx to the distribution of the projects with 

complete information ovx the HRTC pxiods: e few projects in the OX HRTC pxiod, more in the 

10X HRTC pxiod, and the greatest numbx in the 25X HRTC pxiod Thxefore, the results of 

this study would not be expected to be significantly different if all of the projects with complete 
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data were examined The results would also not be expected to be different If more completed 

projects were Included in the database because there Is no evidence of bias in the Included projects. 

Table 5 - 5 presents a comparison between the numbx of completed projects examined In 

the database categxized by y e x ended and the totel numbx of completed projects by y e x compiled 

by the General Accounting Office (GAO). The latter infxmatlon is also presented In Table 2 - 2 of 

Chaptx 2 . This GAO Infxmatlon does not include projects eligible f x tax Incentives In the OX 

HRTC pxiod. The GAO information is categxized by yex ended and thxefore the projects In the 

database ere compared to the GAO Infxmatlon according to y e x ended Howevx, this study 

categxlzes projects by y e x started. Therefore, the project totals p x HRTC pxiod are different 

when categxized by yex ended In Table 5 - 5 as compared to y e x started. The third column of 

Table 5 - 5 Indicates the percentage of projects examined in the database of the total numbx of 

completed projects determined from the GAO repxt . Approximately one-third of the total 

projects are examined in the I OX and 25X HRTC pxiods. The lowest percentages occur in the 

first two years of the HRTC (1979 and 1980:20X) and last two yeers of the HRTC (1984 :21X 

and 1985:2X). The low percentages in the 10X HRTC pxiod are somewhat a function of the 

different recxdkeeping by the National P x k Sxvlce pr ix to 1982. The national office of the 

National Pxk Sxvlce In Washington D.C. collected the applications and certification f x m s pr lx 

to 1982 f x the entire country. When the regional office system was set up in 1982, the regional 

offices began the collection of the fxms and the Washington D.C. office distributed some of the 

fxms to the regionel offices. The confusion o v x these fxms may be p x t of the reason f x the low 

numbx of projects recorded in the database from the 1 OS HRTC pxiod. Also, the National Trust 

seems to be most Interested In the 25X HRTC pxiod An indication of this Is that their data 

collection did not begin until 1984. The explanation f x the low percentege of completed projects 

included in the database in 1984 and especially 1985 is due to the great time, money, and effxt 

necessary to update the database. The National Trust makes every ef fxt to update the database, 

howevx it takes time te gathx the Infxmatlon at each regional office and then code H Into the 

computer. This lag due to recordkeeping also explains why there are a great many projects 
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TABLE 5 - 5 

PROJECTS COMPLETED AND ELIGIBLE FOR THE HRTC BY YEAR ENDED 

Veer Database ORO Total" Percentage o f Database to Total 

OX HRTC: 
1975 
1977 
1078 

104 HRTC: 
1070 
1000 
1981 

23X HRTC: 
1082 
1983 
1984 
1985 

1 
2 
8 

28 
120 
290 

525 
712 
294 
38 

b b 
b b 
b b 

o e 

792° 20° 
575 43 

583 93 
1,192 00 
1.424 21 
1,735 2 

TOTALS 1,984 6,241 

0 Source of the Totals: U.S. General Recounting Office, "Tax Policy and 
Rdeinlstration, Historic Preservation Tax Incentives," August 1,1900, 
p.20. 

b Veer end totals for 1075-1978 are not available froe the ORO Total source. 

0 The 792 is the total nueber of projects coepieted in 1979 and 1980 and the 
208 is the percentage of database projects to the total projects 
coepieted in 1070 and 1000. 

NOTE: The database project nuebers do not eaten the nueber of projects 
categorized by HRTC periods f x this study because this table is 
categorized by year end not year started OB tha projects arm categorized 
for purposes of this study. 
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( 5 , 9 9 8 ) included tn the database which were approved at the start of the project but the database 

does not have the completed project infxmatlon and thxefore the projects are not Included In this 

study. While there are some limitations to using the Notional Trust database, i t must be kept In 

mind that to get Infxmatlon on a highx percentege of completed projects, one would have to visit 

each of the five regional offices and hand code e database from the certification and completion 

fxms. 

In summery, this Is the process that was used to select the HRTC projects examined In this 

study. While more Infxmatlon on the projects not chosen would be Interesting, such as 

infxmatlon on the projecte denied the HRTC and projects still pending the HRTC, that is not the 

focus of this study and Is therefore f x future resexch. All of the completed projects In the 

database which received the HRTC and have complete Infxmatlon are analyzed tn this study. 

STATISTICAL TESTING 

This second section of the methodology discusses the method which is used to test the effect 

of the HRTC x histxic rehabilitation spending. The factors (discussed in previous section), along 

with the HRTC, which affect the ownxs' spending on the projects are examined by regression 

analysis. The results of this analysis provide Insight into elasticity theory which Is discussed In 

the Regression Results and Implications (Chaptx 7). 

Hypotheses 

Based x economic theory (excise subsidy theory and elasticity of demand theory of 

Chapter 4 ) , hypotheses are fxmulated to evaluate the effectiveness of the HRTC In affecting the 

owners' spending. These thexles can not be proven but ra thx provide guidance as to the effect of 

the HRTC. These hypotheses are designed to provide evidence concerning the issue of whethx the 

HRTC Is a significant determinant of spending on historic rehabilitation projects. 

The following hypotheses are fxmulated: 

1. Ho: The HRTC did rat affect total spending p x squxe foot f x rehabilitation. 
Ha. The HRTC did. effect total spending p x square foot f x rehabilitation. 

2. Ha The HRTC did not affect private spending p x square foot f x rehabilitation. 
Ha The HRTC dJd affect private spending p x square foot f x rehabilitation. 
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Concerning the first hypothesis, the inability to reject the null would Imply that the HRTC 

was not a significant factor with respect to total spending px square foot of the rehabilitation. In 

this case, the owners' total demand (Dr in Figure 4 -1 end 4-2 ) is inelastic and not responsive to 

the HRTC. Othx factors were more Impxtent to the ownx than the price of rehabilitation. These 

othx factors could be Intangible, noneconomlc factors such as a preference f x now construction. 

Rejecting the null hypothesis concxnlng totel spending would Indicate that the HRTC was a 

significant determinant of spending p x square foot of rehabilitation projects. In this case, totel 

demand ( D T ) is elastic end responsive to the HRTC Consequently, the HRTC hed e significant effect 

on totel spending. Noneconomic factors may also have been impxtent to the ownx, howevx they 

did not counteract the effect of the HRTC. 

Concxnlng the second hypothesis on private spending, not rejecting the null would Imply 

that the HRTC was not a significant factor with respect to private spending p x square foot. The 

ownxs' private demand (Dp) was inelastic and not responsive to the HRTC. This indicates the 

HRTC was not Influential In encouraging the ownx to spend more of his own money (totel spending 

less the HRTC received) on historic rehabilitation than pr ix to the HRTC. The HRTC may be a 

significant factor in his total spending decision ( In which case the f i rst null hypothesis is 

rejected) and not a significant factor in the ownx's private spending decision. This may be 

because the noneconomlc factors x e more impxtent to the ownx with respect to his own money 

than when he spends the govxnment's money. 

Rejecting the null hypothesis would imply that the HRTC wes e significant factor with 

respect to private spending by tha rehabilitation ownx. The private demand (Dp) wes elastic and 

responsive to the HRTC. The decrease in price of histxic rehabilitation influenced the ownx to 

shift some of his spending away from othx goods and into historic rehabilitation. The ownx's 

preferences were very much affected by the price decrease In historic rehabilitation due to the 

HRTC. In this case, the amount of the ownx's own money spent was significantly influenced by the 
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HRTC. Therefore, the noneconomlc factors did not ovxrlds the impxtance of the HRTC in the 

private spending decision of the rehabilitation ownx. 

Qenxal Model 

The following genxal model is developed: 

Spending^Economic Factors, Composition Factors) 

The HRTC Is en economic factor In this modal In addition to govxnment funding end 

mxket conditions. Composition factors Include size and extorter chxactxistlcs of the building, 

condition of the building, and nelghbxhood and area chxactxistlcs. These are the factxs 

discussed In a previous section of this chaptx, most of which are in the National Trust database. 

A concxn of using this model Is that there x e a greet many historic reheollttatlon 

projects with many different attributes. These projects must be compxable In ordx to examine 

them as a group. The differences between the projects ere captured In the factors of the model. 

Varying oppxtunities x e examined by the subsidy and mxket condition factors, varying building 

sizes end types are examined by the structural chxacteristics of the building, and conditions of 

the buildings x e examined by the complexity of project factxs. In x d x to compare spending on 

an equal basis ovx an eight y e x pxiod, the spending emounts are deflated to reel terms. In ordx 

to compere many sizes of buildings, the spending Is divided by the numbx of square feet In the 

building. This technique Is used In s iml lx studies or land prices which examine the spending p x 

acre. Land, like buildings, can vary greatly In size, so it is necessary to use a common 

denominator (square feet) when examining spending. 

Rexesslon Models 

Two regression models x e used to test the effect of the HRTC on totel and private spending 

adjusted f x size. These models can be represented as follows-, 

yt-bo+bjxj+b2X2+b3X3+b4X4+b5x5+b6X6+b7x7+bBx8+boXg+b1ox1o+b, , x n • e 

y2-bo+bix )+b2X2+b3X3+b4X4+b5X5+b0x6+b7X7»b8xa+boxg+bjoX|o*bnXn*e 

y i - totel spending/squxe foot (TSFT) 

y? - private spending/square foot (PSFT) 
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X , - HRTC (TCO) (TCI) (TC2) 

x2 - govxnment funding (OF) 

X3 • mxtgage rate (MR) 

X4 « construction cost Index (CCI) 

x5-squxe feet (SOFT) 

X5 * construction type (CONS) 

x7 - age of the building (AGE) 

Xg - completion time (TIME) 

xg * use of completed building (USE) 

x ) 0 « historic district (HD) 

x n - region (NE) (MW) (SE) (W) 

Multiple regression analysis Is pxfxmed on these models. It Is appropriate In this study 

because the effects of each HRTC pxiod on spending xe the main concern and the effects of othx 

vxiables on spending x e also of Interest. Multiple regression analysts determines the positive x 

negative effect of each vxlable on spending and the extent that spending changes due to a change In 

each of the factxs. Spending px squxe foot (y j and y2) is the dependent vxiable because it is 

dependent on the othx vxiables. The othx vxiables (x's) x e indepencent vxiables. The effects 

on spending px squxe foot x e detxmined by combining complete project Infxmatlon on each 

project with Infxmatlon on all of the othx projects. Thxefxe, thxe Is s value f x each vxleble 

f x each of the 1,984 projects. The regression analysis determines the coefficients (b's) f x each 

of the vxiables. The factors elthx have a significant effect on spending x not This Is determined 

by a two-tailed test because It Is mxe consxvatlvs than a one-tailed test. Although some 

vxiables have expected signs, the effects could be In either direction. If they have a significant 

effect then their coefficient Is examined It has either a positive x negative sign and a numbx. 

These Indicate If the vxlable has a positive x negative effect on the dependent vxleble (spending) 
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and the extent an Inxease in one unit of the independent vxlable increases x decreases spending. 

The bo term is the intercept which Is the spending level with no factors considxed 

Two linex regressions are run: one f x each dependent vxleble (TSFT and PSFT). There 

Is evidence in the real estate and tax Incentive literature f x the use of logarithmic regression as 

well es l inex regression when the dependent vxlable Is total spending to detxmlne which Is the 

best fit f x the data. Total spending as the dependent vxlable Is often associated with 

heteroscedastlclty, t h x e f x e logarithmic regressions x e needed to control f x It. Howevx, when 

the dependent vxleble Is scaled by square feet, as In this study, t h x e Is no hetxcecedastlcity 

problem and thxefxe the linear fxmat Is appropriate. Linex regression allows the elasticity to 

vary with the different levels of the vxiables [ Mellela, 1980]. F x example, If completion time 

increases from six months to one yex, thxe may be a big difference in spending. Howevx, an 

Inxease in completion time from three and one-half years to four yexs (also a six month 

Inxease) may not inxease spending significantly. The Interpretation of the coefficients of the 

linex regression is In terms of dollars p x squxe foot. 

The results of this regression analysis x e presented In the Regression Results and 

Implications (Chapter 7 ) . The results include the overall explanatory powx of all of the 

irrtependent vxiables in explaining spending and the coefficients of each independent vxlable and 

thxefxe their individual effect on spending. The computer programs used to run the regression 

analysis x e SYSTAT (System Statistics) and SAS. Interesting policy Implications, Including some 

related to the economic thexles, x e discussed in Chapter 7. 

Vxlable Codification 

The codification of the vxiables f x regression is discussed tn this section. All histxic 

rehabilitation projects Included In the detabase which wxe completed by the end of 1985 with no 

missing Infxmatlon on the factors of Interest are used in this study. The total numbx of projecte 

studied Is 1,984. A thorough description of the selection process In determining the projects In 

this study Is presented In the Process of Selecting Projects from the Database section of this 

chaptx. The vxtoalesot Interest are obtained from the oatabasefx each of these projects. Next, 
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the economic vxiables of mxtgage rate and construction cost index are approximated f x each 

project. This combined date set, which Is described in the Description and Justification of Factors 

section of this chaptx, is then used f x the analysis. The expected effects of each vxlable on 

spending (the sign of the b coefficient) are mentioned in this section but they are discussed In 

mxe detail in the Description anddustifIcation of Factors section of this chapter. 

The dependent vxiables are TSFT (y j ) and PSFT isii- T h e s e vxiables are scaled by 

square feet in ordx te control f x differences In project size and deflated to real terms in x d x to 

compare sevxal years of spending. They are studied to determine if the HRTC had a significant 

effect on the project spending when all projects are equalized by size. Projects are equalized by 

size because of the large differences in project spending and size. If projecte are not equalized by 

size, these large differences would violate a statistical propxty of regression analysis, 

homoscedastlcity. This Is discussed in the following section of this chaptx, Statistical Propxtles 

of the Model. 

The HRTC (x j ) consists of two dummy vxiables which Indicate the tax xedit pxiod in 

effect when each project was begun- (TCI) 11f 10* ,0 i f0Sx2SS;end(TC2) 1 if 2 5 2 , 0 if 

OS or I OS. The OX HRTC period (TCO) is represented by a 0 value of both TCI andTC2. It is 

used as the base pxiod f x compxison purposes. Dummy vxiables are used because the area of 

interest is whethx the 10X x 251 HRTC pxlods affected spending Projects are classified Into 

one of the three pxlods by stxting date. The HRTC pxiod Is expected to affect spending positively. 

GF (x2 ) is a dummy vxlable: 1 if the project received any fedxel, state, x local 

govxnment funding, 0 if the project received no govxnment funding. A positive effect Is 

expected MR (x 3 ) is the mxtgage rate, deflated A negative effect is expected because a high 

mxtgage rate is expected to be associated with low spending as compered to a low mxtgage rate. 

CCI (x4) is the construction cost index, deflated A positive effect is expected because e high 

construction cost Index Is expected to be associated with high spending es compared with a low 

construction cost index. 
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SOFT (x5) is the actual numbx of square feet (in lOOO's) in the rehabilitated building. 

In this study, square feat of the rehabilitated building Is included as an independent vxlable and a 

negative effect is expected. Some studies that used price px square foot as the dependent vxiable 

(as this study does) also used square feet as an independent vxiable and found it to be a significant 

factor [Shonkwilx and Reynolds, 1986 and Jud, 1980]. A further justification f x the inclusion 

of squxe feet on both sides of the equation is provided by Palmquist [ 1984,p.397]: "Appraisxs 

have long known that price px square foot varies with the size of the house." 

CONS(xe) Is a dummy vxiable: I If wood construction, Olf not wood construction 

(brick, stone, etc.). A negative effect on spending is expected because wood construction Is 

expected to be associated with low spending. AGE (x7) Is the actual age of the building at the start 

of the rehabilitation. A positive effect on spending is expected beceuse the greater the age, the 

more that Is expected to be spent. TIME (xQ ) Is the numbx of months used to complete the 

histxic rehabilitation project. A positive effect is expected USE (Xg) consists of one dummy 

vxiable: 1 if residential, 0 if commxcial or othx uses. A negative effect on spending is expected 

with respect to residential projects because they x e expected to be smallx and less expensive 

than commxcial projects. HD(XJO) is a dummy vxlable; 11f p x t of a historic district, Olf not. 

A negative effect is expected 

The region (x n ) divided the country Into four regions. The three dummy vxiables are: 

(NE) 1 if Nxtheast and MioAtlantic state, 0 if not;(MW) I if Rocky Mountain and Centrel Plains 

state, 0 if not; and (SE) 1 if Southeast state, 0 if not. The remainder are Western states (W) 

which x e used as the basis f x comparison. When the three dummy vxiables have values of 0, 

this indicates a project in the Western region. No particulx positive x negative effect of the 

region vxiables is expected 

Statistical Prooxtles of tha Model 

Four impxtent statistical propxtles of regression analysis are ( I ) unbiased estimation 

ofthepxametxs;(2) nxmal distribution; ( 3 ) lackofmulticollinexity;and(4) 

homoscedasticity. Regression analysis is robust, meaning that the results are not necessxily 
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Its great resilience ,,1f the researcher sets up the problem correctly, regression will tend to the 

right answx under any reasonable practical circumstances, even if a great many of the classical 

postulates are violated [Achen, 1 9 8 2 ,p.36-37j. Howevx, evidence on these statistical propxtles 

is gethxed to determine if any of the properties x e not present, and If so if it Is a limitation of 

the study. 

Unbiased Pxameter Estimates. Ideally, in o r d x to have unbiased estimation of the 

pxameters, thxe must be an absence of specification e r r x . This means that the theoretically 

specified vxiables are included In the regression [Rao, 1971 ]. Any violation of this statistical 

propxty In this study is examined by determining if all of the theoretically specified vxiables 

x e included in the regression The theory in this tax Incentive area does not specify pxtlculx 

vxiables. Therefore, the vxiables wxe chosen f x this study after an extensive literature 

review. Because this propxty can not be formally tested, the presentation of the tests of the 

propxtles in the Regression Results and Implications (Chaptx 7) does not include this propxty 

Nxmalitv. The statistical propxty of a nxmal distribution can not be tested directly 

because the distribution of tha population of historic rehabilitation projects Is unknown. 

Howevx, the central limit theorem states that as the numbx of observations Increases, the 

distribution of the sample approaches the distribution of the population which is assumed to be e 

nxmal distribution [Glass and Stanley, 1970]. While the distribution of the population of 

histxic rehabilitation projects is not known to be necessxlly a nxmal distribution, the large 

numbx of projects examined ( 1 , 9 8 4 ) provides evidence that the historic rehabilitation project 

values In this stud/ are distributed In a similx way as all histxic rehabilitation projects. This 

then indicates that the projects examined ere representative of all completed historic 

rehabilitation projects (including those projects with missing date and therefore not Included in 
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this study). This statistical propxty also can not be fxmally tested and thxefxe Is not discussed 

in Chaptx 7. 

Multicollinexity. Multicollinexity Is a threat to the proper specification end effective 

estimation of the relationship between the vxiables. Multicollinexity exists when two 

independent vertables, such as size of the project and the age of the building, vary together and so 

are cxrelated with each othx. Thxefore each vxiable's coefficient does not indicate solely Its 

effect on spending because othx vxiables' effects are enmeshed with It and the effects of the 

vxiables con not be sepxated. Therefore, the pxameter estimates (coefficients of the regression 

model) x e unreliable [Lewis- Beck, 1983 ,p.59j and the standard x r o r s x e large 

[Kx11ngx,1973,p.443]. Pxfect multicollinexity would mean pxfect linex dependency within 

the independent vxiables which leads to a completely Indeterminate set of parameter estimates. 

The vxtances of the affected vxiables' regression coefficients become Infinite [ F x r x end 

Glaubx,J967,p.93]. 

In x d x to detxmlne If multicollinexity exists in a study, M x k [ 1980] suggests 

examining the simple cxrelatlon coefficients and if any are large (1 .0 is pxfect 

multicollinexity) then there may be multicollinexity. He also suggests regressing each of the 

Independent vxiables on the othx n-1 Independent vxiables to look f x high R2 values (1.0 Is 

pxfect explanatory powx) This takes into account the relationships among all of the Independent 

vxiables. Both of these tests are pxfxmed in this stud/ te determine If there Is any evidence of 

multicollinexity. Common solutions to multicollinexity ere to omit a vxlable or gather mxe 

date. The letter option is not available in this study because all of the available histxic 

rehabilitation projects are studied. The results of the tests of this statistical propxty of lack of 

multicollinexity x e presented In the Regression Results and Implications (Chapter 7) . 

Homoscedastlcity The statistical propxty of homoscedastlcity Is violated If the variance 

of the error term Is not constant f x all values of the independent vxiables. While the least 

squares estimates remain unbiased, the significance tests and confidence intervals could be wrong 

[Lewis-Beck, I980,p.28], F x example, nxmally as the building size (square feet) Increases, 
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there Is more variability in the spending and the assumption of homoscedastlcity is violated. This 

Is heteroscedastlctty. F x this reason, many real estate studies on spending (Including this study) 

divide the spending by the square feet of the project as a control f x heteroscedestlclty. This 

control is utilized In this study- In order to test f x hBtxoscedastlctty, each incependent vxlable 

is plotted against each of the two dependent vxiables (total spending per square foot and private 

spending p x square foot) to determine if e l thx dependent vxlable Increases as any of the 

independent vxiables Increase. If this occurs, then there may be evidence of heteroscedestlclty. 

The results of the tests of the assumptions of homoscedastlcity are presented In Chaptx 7. 

The statistical property of homoscedastlcity is not commonly tested which is evidenced by 

the fact that of all of the studies used as authxlty In this chaptx, only two studies tested f x the 

violation of this propxty. Only one of the studies Is of Interest to this dissertation in txms of the 

way It cxrected f x heterosceoastlclty. GrethxendM1eszkowskl[l974,p.136] divided the 

price of housing by the square feet of each house because the price of housing alone vxied greatly 

depending on the size of the project. Therefore, es the size and price of the house Increased, the 

x r x associated with it also increased. Therefxe their dependent vxlable was price p x square 

foot. They stated that the transformation hed virtually no effect on the estimated coefficients and 

made very little difference in the t- statistic values (significance of the vxiables) 

SUMMARY 

The two main components of the methodology were discussed In this chaptx: the 

desxiptive effects end the statistical effects of the HRTC. The database provides e great deal of 

descriptive Infxmatlon about histxic rehabilitation projects and provides p x t of the Input Into 

the statistical tests on the effects of the HRTC on spending The results of the desxiptive 

Information are presented in Chapter 6. These results provide a summary of the desxiptive 

results of each factor by HRTC pxiod and by yex . This Includes dollar figures, counts, and 

percentages pertaining to each factor. 

The results of the statistical tests are discussed (n the Regression Results and Implications 

(Chaptx 7). The actual regression models are presented and the effect of each vxiable on 
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spending compared to the expected effects. The statistical propxtles of the regression are also 

discussed 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

The desxiptive infxmatlon from the database provides interesting statistics on the 

projects rehabilitated in the HRTC periods. Desxiptive statistics regarding the spending, 

economic, and composition factors in each HRTC pxiod and in total are examined. A summary 

concludes this chapter. 

The summary infxmatlon of the descriptive statistics of each factor is presented in Table 

6-1 (spending factors), Table 6 - 2 (economicfactors), and Table 6-3 (composition factors). 

These tables are used fx purposes of the discussion in this chaptx. Mxe detailed infxmatlon on 

the factors is presented in Tables B-1 to B-16 in the Appendix. These tables contain tabulations 

of means, counts, and percentages of the database factors. The infxmatlon f x these tables is 

obtained from the database analyzed in this stud/, of which most of the information is obtained 

from the National Trust f x Historic Presxvation database. Two additional factors x e added. 

These factors x e discussed in the Methodology (Chapter 5). 

SPENDING FACTORS 

The desxiptive statistics on the spending on the histxic rehabilitation projects are 

presented in Table 6-1. Avxage total spending px project (TSP), avxage private spending px 

project (PSP), average total spending px square foot p x project (TSFT), and avxage private 

spending p x square foot px project (PSFT) are presented The nominal end deflated amounts x e 

included in the table. 

The TSP incmsed greatly, according to Table 6 - 1 , from $349,794 in the OX HRTC 

pxiod to $596,328 in the I OX HRTC pxiod. This is a 70S increase. In deflated txms, TSP 

increased 46X from $ 192,897 to $281,757. The HRTC periods, fx purposes of this stud/, 

represent infxmatlon from the projects started in these time pxlods. Many projects continue 

into the next HRTC period Moreover, it is notable that largx buildings wxe rehabilitated in the 

10X HRTC pxiod than in the OSS HRTC period. Square feet p x project increased by 23S to 
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TABLE 6-1 

SUMMARY OF SPENDING INFORMATION 

fMKR Of.fflftSCTS 

TSP noainal 

daflatad 

noainal bg region: 
HE 
Ml 
SE 
U 

GflO average" 

squora faat 

PSP noainal 

daflatad 

TSFT noainal 

daflatad 

noainal by rogion: 
HE 
Ml 
SE 
U 

PSFT noainal 

deflatod 

Of HRTC 

45 

$340,794 

$ 192,897 

$411,829 
$ 210,430 
$ 343,403 
$ 333,841 

$ 273,438 

13,511 

$322,075 

$ 178,385 

$ 25.89 

$ 14.28 

$ 30.73 
$ 19.72 
$ 25.74 
$ 20.33 

$ 23.88 

$ 13.20 

101 HRTC 

403 

$ 900,328 

$281,797 

$ 004,178 
$ 239,408 
$ 942,704 
$ 702,82ft 

$927,030 

10,592 

$ 517,880 

$ 245,901 

$ 35.94 

$ 10.98 

$ 35.89 
$20.11 
$ 39.81 
$ 40.00 

$ 31.21 

$ 14.83 

298 HRTC 

1,470 

$ 478,006 

$203,000 

$ 902,350 
$489,907 
$ 374,297 
$ 847, 177 

$731,039 

11,829 

$ 358,427 

$ 152,707 

$ 40.41 

$ 17.22 

$ 40.57 
$37 .09 
$ 42.83 
$ 43.08 

$ 30.30 

$ 12.91 

TOTAL 

1,984 

$ 502,785 

$ 221,041 

$941,029 
$423,987 
$400,108 
$ 820,079 

$ 070,013 

12,979 

$394,82? 

$ 175,101 

$38.74 

$ 17.08 

$38.20 
$39.62 
$41.09 
$41.09 

$30.42 

$ 13.49 

0 Estieated spending per approved project 

TSP • Total Spending per Square Foot 
PSP • Privata Spanding par Squora Foot 
TSFT • Total Spanding par Squora Foot 
PSFT • Private Spanding par Square Foot 
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16,592 In the 10X HRTC pxiod from 13,511 In the OX HRTC pxiod. This increased size of 

projects accounts f x p x t of the inxease in spending. 

The TSP decreased by 20X from $596,328 in the I OX HRTC pxiod to $478,066 In the 

25X HRTC pxiod In deflated txms, the decrease Is 26X from $281,757 to $203,660. The 

spending level of the 25X HRTC pxiod remained above the OX HRTC spending level. The building 

size decreased 28X from 16,592 in the 10X HRTC pxiod to 11,829 In the 25X HRTC pxiod 

Thesmallest TSP (nominal) In the OX and 10X HRTC pxlods was In the Midwest and the smallest 

TSP in tne 25X HRTC pxiod was In the Southeast. The highest TSP was In the Nxtheast In the OX 

HRTC pxiod ana In the West in the I OX and 25X HRTC pxlods. The TSP f x all regions Increased 

with the 10X HRTC. The TSP dexeased with the 25X HRTC in the Nxtheast and Southeast and 

Increased In the Midwest and West. More TSP was associated with both the 10X HRTC and 25X 

HRTC as compxed to the OX base pxiod, howevx, TSP tailed down in the 25X HRTC pxiod 

compxed to the I OX HRTC pxiod 

These results x e not wholly consistent with the GAO Infxmatlon presented in Table 2 -1 

and summxized In Table 6 - 1 . This compxison is presented as a matter of potential Interest, but 

thxe is no reason to expect that tha results would totally agree. The GAO Information (nominal) 

demonstrates an inxease In estimated spending p x approved project ovx all of the HRTC pxlods. 

The actual TSP decreased in the 25X HRTC pxiod using the database of this stud/. These 

differences x e due to different procedures used In calculating the numbers In the GAO Infxmatlon 

as compxed to the spanding of this database. The GAO expenditures x e estimated and not actual and 

x e based on approved projects at the beginning of the rehabilitation which x e not necessxlly 

completed projects eligible f x the HRTC. This study examines only actual spending of completed 

projects which received the HRTC. Therefore, the projects examined in this stud/ are a subset of 

those Included in the GAO Infxmatlon. 

Some explanation Is needed about the consequences of the computation of PSP p r i x to the 

statement of the results of this factor. Because the projects are categxized in this study, f x 
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purposes of the HRTC, by year sterted, and many projects extend beyond this Initial HRTC pxiod, 

this indicates that many projects received a combination of two HRTC percentages on their total 

spending. It is assumed ( f x lack of any othx Infxmatlon) that spending occurred evenly 

throughout the rehabilitation pxiod. Therefore, the ownxs received the stated HRTC pxcentage 

f x the pxtion of their spending in that HRTC pxiod F x example, project ownxs that began 

projects In the 10X HRTC pxiod ( t h x e f x e ere categxized In the 10X HRTC pxiod f x purposes 

of this study) received the I OX HRTC on the pxtion of their spending In the 10X HRTC pxiod. 

Howevx, projects that extended Into the 25X HRTC pxiod also received the 25X HRTC on the 

pxtion of their spending in the 25X HRTC pxiod. Thxefore, the ovxall HRTC received 1s 

between 1 OX end 25X of the total spending although the project Is categxized in the I OX HRTC 

pxiod. This Indicates an unexpected windfall f x project owners that began the project in one 

HRTC pxiod end extended it Into the next (highx pxcentage) HRTC pxiod beceuse they actually 

received a higher ovxall HRTC percentege than they expected based on the HRTC percentege In 

effect when the project begBn. Only projects begun and completed tn one HRTC pxiod received the 

exact HRTC percentege in effect at the s t x t of the projects. This Is true In this study of all 

projects begun In the 25X HRTC pxiod because no projects x e examined that were completed 

aftx December 1985. Therefore, the possibility of a windfall x highx HRTC percentege than 

stated when the project began is only possible, f x purposes of this study, with the OX and 10X 

HRTC pxlods. 

As discussed, TSP Increased by 70X with the 1 OX HRTC pxiod. Thxefxe, PSP is 

expected to Increase but to a lessx degree because the HRTC is subtracted from totel spending in 

the determ tnation cf private spending. This inxease did occur because according to Table 6 - 1 , 

PSP Increased by 60X from $322,675 in the OX HRTC pxiod to $517,880 In the 10X HRTC 

period. In deflated terms, the inxease is 38X from $ 178,386 in the OX HRTC pxiod to 

$245,981 in the 10X HRTC pxiod Therefore, with the I OX HRTC, the ownxs spent 60X mxe 

of their own money (less subsidy from the govxnment) than they did without the HRTC. 
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In the 25X HRTC pxiod, TSP Is expected to Increase by 25X as compared to the OX HRTC 

spending level x an incremental 15X ovx the l OX HRTC spending level because of the subsidy. 

Howevx, since TSP decreased with the 25X HRTC pxiod compared to the I OX HRTC pxiod, PSP 

Is expected to decrease by an even greater degree because the TSP decrease encompasses an 

Incremental inxease of 15X due to the Increased HRTC. According to Table 6 - 1 , the PSP 

decreased by 31X from $517,880 In the I OX HRTC pxiod to $358,427 in the 25X HRTC 

pxiod in deflated terms, PSP decreased by 38X from $245,981 In the 1 OX HRTC pxiod to 

$ 152,767 In the 25X HRTC pxiod In deflated txms, PSP decreased ovx the HRTC pxiods. 

Less was spent in the 25X HRTC pxiod than p r i x to the HRTC. 

TSFT InxstESti from $25.69 in the OX HRTC pxiod to $35.94 in the I OX HRTC p e r l * 

which is a 39X increase. In deflated txms, TSFT increased 19X from $ 14.28 to $ 16.98. This 

Inxease was due to the large increase in TSP which more than compensated f x the largx projects 

rehabilitated. With the 25X HRTC, the TSFT again inxeesed to $40.41 which ise I2X increase. 

The increase is 1X in deflated txms, from $ 16.98 to $ 17.22 The projects in the Midwest had 

the lowest TSFT (nominal) in all HRTC pxlods The Nxtheast had the highest TSFT in the OX 

HRTC pxiod and the West had the highest TSFT in the I OX and 25X HRTC pxlods. 

PSFT increased according to Table 6 -1 from $23.88 in the OX HRTC pxiod to $31.211n 

the t OX HRTC pxiod which is a 31X increase. In deflated txms, the increase is 12X from 

$ 13.20 to $ 14.83. The PSFT then decreased by 3 * to $30.30 In the 25X HRTC pxiod. In 

deflated txms thxe was a 13X decrease to $ 12.91. The end result is lowx PSFT (deflated 

txms) with the 25X HRTC than during the OX HRTC pxiod. This Indicates that owners spent 

less of their own money (less the HRTC) on a square foot basis dur ing the 25X HRTC pxiod than 

p r l x to the HRTC. The ownxs had the greatest PSFT on the projects rehabilitated in the I OX 

HRTC pxiod. 

In summary, the 10X HRTC is associated with relatively large Increases in spending and 

spending p x square foot compxed with the OX HRTC pxiod. The 25X HRTC Is associated with 
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decreases tn TSP, PSP, and PSFT compared to the 1 OX HRTC. The only trxreese In spending In the 

25X HRTC pxiod is with respect to TSFT. 

ECONOMIC FACTORS 

Sybslfflesy'sea: 

The two subsidy factors x e the HRTC (of which a few preliminary results with respect to 

spending were just discussed) and govxnment funding (GF). Two populx types of OF, Community 

Development Block Grants and Urban Development Action Grants, wxe available throughout the 

HRTC pxiods end were able to be used along with the HRTC. 

Only a small percentage of the projects used GF of any type, according to Table 6-2. The 

numbx of projects In each HRTC pxiod which used GF totaled 575 ovx all three HRTC pxlods. 

The percentage of projects which used GF increased with each HRTC period, beginning with 13X In 

the OX HRTC pxiod, then 27X in the 10X HRTC pxiod, end SOX 1nthe25X HRTC pxiod. 

Howevx, even the highest percentege, SOX in the 25X HRTC pxiod, is relatively low. Ovxall, 

the HRTC wes the only govxnment Incentive In 71X of the projects. The presence of GF as well es 

the HRTC In some projects makes it difficult to Isolate the effects of the HRTC. GF, es well as the 

HRTC, may contribute to Increased spending. Howevx, since OF Is not used In the majxity of 

projects, this Is not an Impxtent Issue. Table 6 - 2 presents the TSP (nominal) In each HRTC 

pxiod. The TSP on projects In the I OX and 25X HRTC periods was highx f x projects that used 

GF. The highest percentage of projects ovx all HRTC pxlods which used GF wes In the Nxtheast 

( 3 8 X ) and the lowest pxcentage was In the Southeast (1655). Thxefxe, most projects relied 

only upon private funds ( in addition to the HRTC). 

The avxage nominal MR p x project in each HRTC pxiod is presented in Table 6 -2 along 

with the avxage deflator used to deflate the nominal MR to real terms and the real MR. The 

nominal MR at the s t x t of the project Is of interest In terms of the decision making of the project 

owner because that is the MR ha faced when he needed to bxrow money f x the project. The 

calculation of the real MR is discussed in the Methodology (Chapter 5). The MR is calculated f x 
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SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC FACTOR INFORMATION 

0£ nueber of proj acts 
that usad GF 

nuabar of projects 
did not use OF 

percentage of 
projects used OF 

parcantoga of 
projects did not 

• i th in regions 
(parcantoga): 
HE 
Ifl 
8E 
H 

TSP for projects 
that used OF 

TSP f x projects 
did not use OF 

{£ noainal 

(divided) deflator 

real 

££L 
(divided) deflator 

deflated 

OS HRTC 

6 

39 

13 

87 

19 
29 
0 
0 

$ 266,269 

$362,649 

6.95 

1.61 

4.31 

173.42 

1.81 

05.81 

101 HRTC 

126 

337 

27 

73 

33 
11 
19 
34 

$ 979,222 

$453,169 

13.05 

1.99 

0.96 

190.34 

2.11 

94.00 

298 HRTC 

443 

1,093 

30 

70 

43 
29 
16 
21 

$566,503 

$ 440,140 

11.19 

2.37 

4.72 

236.25 

2.35 

100.53 

TOTAL 

979 

1,409 

29 

71 

38 
26 
16 
24 

$053,809 

$ 441,111 

11.93 

2.26 

5.14 

223.51 

2.26 

08.00 

GF • Coverneent Funding 
MR • Mortgage Rate 

CCI • Construction Cost Index 
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each project in the month the project was stxted. The MR f x each project is then avxagad f x all 

projects. The avxage nominal MR (90 day prime rate) [Survey of Current Business, 1972-

1986] Increased with the I OX HRTC from 6.95 In the OX HRTC pxiod to 13.05 In the 10X 

HRTC pxiod. It then decreased to 11.19 with the 25X HRTC. It is expected that less would be 

spent as the rate Increased and more as the rate decreased. This is the opposite c? the actual 

spending amounts. 

The avxage CCI p x project In each HRTC pxiod Is presented in Table 6 -2 along with the 

avxage deflator and deflated CCI. The CCI (not deflated) Is the Index that is relevant to the 

spending decision of the rehabilitation ownx. The Index Is the avxage of the indexes f x all 

projects ovx the months of construction. This is then avxagad ovx all projects to determine the 

Table 6 - 2 numbers. The computation of the index in deflated terms Is discussed In the 

Methodology (Chaptx 5) . The avxage CCI (E.H. Boeckh Building Cost index, 1972=100) [Survey 

of Current Business, 1972-1986] Inxeesed to 198.34 with the I OX HRTC from 173.42 in the 

OX HRTC pxiod and increased to 236.25 with the 25X HRTC. 

COMPOSITION FACTORS 

Sjffi and. Exterior Chxactxistlcs of the Building 

The avxage SOFT p x project increased, according te Table 6 - 3 , from 13,511 in the OX 

HRTC pxiod to 16,592 in the I OX HRTC pxiod which is a 23X increase. The avxage building 

size decreased by 29X to 11,829 with the 25X HRTC. The West rehabilitated the Ixgest 

buildings in all HRTC pxlods The Nxtheast and Southeast rehabilitated their lxgast buildings 

in the 10X HRTC pxiod and the smallest buildings in the 25X HRTC pxiod The Midwest 

rehabilitated its smallest buildings in the f OX HRTC pxiod and its largest buildings In the 25X 

HRTC pxiod. Thxefxe, there is no consistency in the size of projects rehabilitated in the HRTC 

periods across the regions. 

The avxagB CONS, according to Table 6 - 3 , Indicates that buildings of wood construction 

w x e In the minxtty. Approximately one-quxter of the buildings were constructed of wood and 

three-quxters of the buildings were of brick, masonry, x othx construction. The highest 
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TABLE 6 - 3 

SUMMARY OF COMPOSITION FACTOR INFORMATION 

SOB 

• i th ln regions: 
NE 
rtJ 
SE 
U 

OJKfi rtuaber ei th aood 
construction 

nuaber aith brick. 

Of HRTC 

13,511 

13,400 
10,071 
13,349 
16,410 

12 

etc. construction 33 

percentage ei th eood 
construction 

percentage ei th 
brick, etc. 
construction 

• i thin regions 
(percentage eood 
construction): 
NE 
m 
SE 
U 

WOE (gears) 

• i thin regions: 
ME 
ni 
SE 
U 

lUC(eonths) 

• i th in regions: 
NE 
MM 
SE 
11 

27 

73 

24 
13 
29 
44 

107 

131 
81 
97 
85 

27 

22 
39 
13 
41 

108 HRTC 

16,992 

18,908 
9,168 

13,600 
18,789 

103 

360 

22 

70 

15 
15 
43 
32 

100 

107 
89 
97 
71 

11 

11 
12 
11 
12 

298 HRTC 

11,829 

12,383 
12,403 
8,740 

19,666 

388 

1,088 

26 

74 

21 
17 
44 
23 

97 

105 
88 
90 
79 

8 

8 
9 
8 
8 

TOTRL 

12,979 

14,162 
11,904 
9,740 

19,888 

903 

1,481 

29 

79 

19 
16 
44 
27 

98 

105 
88 
96 
78 

9 

9 
10 
8 

11 
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TABLE 6-3 (CONTINUED) 

SUMMARY OF COMPOSITION FACTOR INFORMATION 

UjS£ percentage 
residential 

percentage 
coeearciol 

•ithin regions 
(parcantoga 
residential): 
HE 
Ml 
SE 
U 

t£ percentage in 
district 

percentage not 
in district 

•ithin regions 
(percentage in 
district): 
IE 
m SE 
H 

BEBifll nueber in NE 
nuaber in ft! 
nueber In SE 
nuaber in M 

percentage in HE 
percentage in ft! 
percentage in SE 
percentage in II 

Of HRTC 

51 

49 

52 
63 
57 
33 

56 

44 

62 
79 
97 
22 

21 
8 
7 
9 

46 
18 
16 
20 

tod HRTC 

62 

38 

72 
99 
92 
24 

70 

30 

77 
67 
64 
42 

273 
55 
97 
38 

59 
12 
21 
8 

25ff HRTC 

66 

34 

80 
61 
58 
26 

81 

19 

84 
79 
87 
49 

696 
339 
399 
84 

44 
23 
27 
6 

TOTRL 

69 

35 

77 
60 
56 
26 

78 

22 

82 
74 
82 
56 

952 
402 
499 
131 

48 
20 
25 
7 

SOFT • Square Feet 
CONS • Type of Construction 
R0E>Rgeof the Building 

TirC - Coapletion Tiee 
USE • Use on Coapletion 
HO • Historic District 
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percentage of wood buildings (445?) was in the Southeast and the lowest percentage was In the 

Midwest ( 1 6 * ) . The Southeast and West had the highest percentage of wood constructed buildings 

in ell HRTC pxlods end the Nxtheast and the Midwest had the lowest percentages. These 

pxcentages remained relatively constant ovx the HRTC pxlods. 

Condition of the Bulldlno 

According te Table 6 - 3 , the avxage AGE of the buildings became younger ovx the HRTC 

pxlods. The evxageAQE of the rehabilitated buildings was 107 ,100 , and 97 , f x projecte In the 

three respective HRTC pxlods. The oldest projects were located in the Nxtheast in all three HRTC 

pxlods end the youngest buildings were located In the Midwest In the OX HRTC pxiod and In the 

West tn the 1 OX and 25X HRTC pxlods. Thxe was not a large decrease in the ege of the buildings 

rehabilitated ovx the HRTC pxiods. 

These results are in accordance with the GAO Infxmatlon In Table 2 - 3 which states that 

the majority of projects ( 6 4 X ) rehabilitated ovx all HRTC pxlods wxe built before 1900. 

The avxage TIME to complete the historic rehabilitation projects greatly decreased ovx 

the HRTC pxlods according to Table 6 -3 . The OX credit pxiod averaged ovx two years to 

complete a project ( 2 7 months) whereas the I OX and 25X HRTC pxiods avxagad less than one 

y e x (11 months, and 8 months, respectively) to complete a project. There were big differences 

between regions in txms of completion TIME in the OX HRTC pxiod, howevx the TIME was 

relatively stable across the regions in the 1 OX and 25X HRTC pxlods. The TIME decreased ovx 

the HRTC pxiods in all regions. 

The USE of the completed building Indicates the buildings which were f x residential x 

commercial use upon completion. This may affect spending because less Is nxmally spent on 

residential use projecte [Walter, 1986,p.8l. Table 6 - 3 indicates that residential USE gradually 

Inxeesed ovx the HRTC pxlods from 51X in the OX HRTC pxiod te 62 * In the 10X HRTC 

pxiod te 66X In the 25X HRTC pxiod. Commxcial and othx uses gradually decreased ovx the 

pxiods. The West had the lowest percentege of residential projects and the highest percentage of 

commercial projects compared to the othx regions. The majxity of projects in the othx regions 
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were f x residential use. In genxal, residential use was favored ovx the yexs with prefxentlal 

tax treatment 

Table 2-4 indicates the GAO Infxmatlon repxted a slightly smallx pxcentage of 

rehabilitations f x residential use (54X) than that found in this study. 

Neiohbxhood end Area Chxactxistlcs 

More buildings were pxt of a HD as the HRTC percentage increased. According to Table 6-

3, the percentage of projects In a HD Increased from 56X In the OX HRTC pxiod to 70X In the 

10X HRTC pxiod to 81X in the 25X HRTC pxiod. A greater numbx of histxic districts wxe 

set up ovx the years and therefore mxe rehabilitated buildings were pxt of histxic districts. 

The majxity of projects in each HRTC pxiod were in a HD except In the West region. 

The GAO Infxmatlon (Table 2-3) repxts approximately the same ovxall percentage 

( 7 4 X ) of projects in a histxic district. 

The region Infxmatlon in Table 6-3 indicates that the NE had the greatest numbx of 

histxic rehabilitations in each HRTC pxiod with a total of 952 projects The pxcentage of 

projects in the NE ranged from 44X to 59X ovx the HRTC pxlods. This is expected because the 

NE has the lxgest numbx of older buildings compared to the othx regions. The percentege of 

projects in the MW and SE stayed relatively constant ovx the HRTC pxiods in the teen and twenty 

percentages. The W had 20X of the projects in the OX HRTC pxiod but had only a small 

percentage of the projects (8X and6X) in the I OX and25X HRTC pxlods. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE FACTORS 

This discussion pulls together the results of all of the factors ovx the HRTC pxiods. It is 

not meant te be an exhaustive discussion x to include implications regarding the factxs. 

Implications are discussed following the presentation of the regression results. (All amounts 

mentioned In this section x e from Tables 6 - 1 , 6 - 2 , and 6-3 unless othxwise noted.) 

The compxlson of TSP and PSP In the HRTC pxiods provides Infxmatlon on the Issue of 

the windfall some project ownxs received when the HRTC pxcentage was increased pxt way 

through their project. Projects begun and categxized in the OX HRTC pxiod received an avxage 
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of a 7.8X HRTC (pxcentage of totel spending). This Indicates that, on avxage, the projects were 

mainly under construction In the I OX HRTC pxiod This Is in accxdance with the completion 

time Infxmatlon in Table 6 - 1 which indicates that the OX HRTC pxiod projects avxagad 27 

months to complete. Projects begun end categxized In the 10X HRTC pxiod received an avxage 

of a 13.2X HRTC which indicates that they were mainly finished within the I OX HRTC pxiod. 

These projects were completed in a shxter completion time of 11 months. The 25X HRTC 

projects, by definition, w x e all completed within the 25X HRTC pxiod Therefore, the owners 

received the 25X HRTC and did not receive any unexpected windfall. 

In the 10X and 25X HRTC pxlods, a great deal more was spent on projects that used 

govxnment funding as compared with projects that did not use govxnment funding. Therefore, 

the increase in spending that has been attributed to the HRTC may be pxtially due to the use of 

govxnment funding Howevx, an examination of total spending p x square foot (deflated f x 

inflation) in Table B-2, indicetes that the projects which received govxnment funding spent less 

p x squxe foot in the 25X HRTC pxiod than those projecte which did not receive govxnment 

funding 

The increase In the mxtgage rate in the 10X HRTC pxiod does not cxrespond with the 

inxease in totel spending x total spending p x suuere foot. The inxeesed spending would have 

been encouraged by a lowx mxtgage rate rathx than a highx mxtgage rate. The mxtgage rate 

declined in the 25X HRTC pxiod which does not cxrespond with the decrease In total spending p x 

project but does cxrespond with the inxease (n totel spending p x squxe foot. 

The construction cost index In the 10X HRTC pxiod corresponds with the Increase in 

spending end spending p x square foot in the HRTC pxiods. Because the cost of materials is m x e 

expensive and a great deal of construction Is nondlscrettonary, mxe would be expected to be spent 

x the same rehabilitation. The Inxease in the CCI in the 25X HRTC pxiod does not cxrespond 

with the dexease in totel spending. Howevx, TSFT Increases with the 25X HRTC pxiod and 

thxefxe the highx CCI does cxrespond with the highx spending p x squxe foot. Thxefxe, as 

the CCI Increased, the owners spent more on their projects. They did not scale back because of the 
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highx CCI. The highx the CCI, the highx the spending and the highx the HRTC received. 

Therefore, the Increase In the CCI o v x the HRTC pxlods provided the benefit of a highx HRTC on 

the projects which were associated with Increased spending 

The square feet x sf2e of the buildings rehabilitated increased greatly with the 10X HRTC 

as did totel spending The size of the buildings and total spending decreased with the 25X HRTC. 

This Indicates that, on avxage, the largx buildings were rehabilitated first. The varying size of 

the buildings o v x the HRTC pxlods indicates the difficulty of terming conclusions based on 

avxage spending rathx than spending p x squxe foot. The use of govxnment funding increased in 

the 10X HRTC pxiod, as the size of the projects Increased. The largx buildings w x e 

rehabilitated despite the high financing and construction coste. The decrease in size In the 25X 

HRTC pxiod occurs despite the Increase In govxnment funding and the lowx mxtgage rate. 

The percentege of wood versus brick and masonry buildings stayed relatively consistent 

ovx the HRTC pxiods. These results indicate that the increesed use of govxnment funding and the 

changing mxket conditions did little to affect the choice of the building exterlx rehabilitated. It 

also Indicates that the construction type is not related to the building size since the size vxled 

greatly ovx the HRTC pxiods yet the construction type remained constant. 

The ege of the bui Iding decreased ovx the HRTC pxiods. That Indicates that, on avxage, 

the oldest buildings wxe rehabilitated first. Therefxe In the succeeding HRTC pxiods, relatively 

younger buildings were left to be rehabilitated. There does not appex to be a relationship with 

othx factors such as mxket conditions x size of the building 

The completion time decreased greatly o v x the HRTC pxiods. This decrease occurred in 

the I OX HRTC pxiod despite an increase In total spending p x project and tote) spending p x 

square foot. Also, despite a furthx decline in completion time tn the 25X HRTC pxiod, the totel 

spending p x squxe foot increased It does not appex that completion time is related to 

construction type because construction type stayed relatively constant while the completion time 

decreased. The completion time also dees not appex related to the mxket conditions because the 

mxket conditions did not Improve ovx the HRTC pxlods which would have made Increased 
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spending more feasible. There appears to be no relationship between the completion time and the 

size of the rehabilitated projixAs, at least In the 10X HRTC pxiod, because the numbx of months 

needed to complete the projects declined at the same time the building size increesed. 

Residential use projects are smallx on avxage than commercial projects 

[Walter, 1986 ,p.8] and therefore they would be expected to be less expensive and qulckx to 

complete. The Increase in buildings rehabilitated f x residential use in the 25X HRTC pxiod 

cxresponds with the decrease in spending, building size, and completion time. 

An Increasing percentage of buildings wes located In histxic districts. The increasing 

percentage of buildings in historic districts may be related to the Increase in residential use 

projects and the decrease in completion time. This may be the case In the 25X HRTC pxiod when 

the buildings rehabilitated were smallx, although more was spent p x square foot. 

The regionel statistics ere vxied. Ovxall, the greatest numbx of projects is in the 

Nxtheast with the West having the smallest numbx. Tote) spending increased with the I OX 

HRTC In all regions and continued to increase with the 2 5 X HRTC In the Midwest and West. 

Spending decreased with the 2 5 X HRTC period in the Nxtheast and Southeast. Totel spending p x 

square foot increesed in all regions ovx the HRTC periods. Table 6 -2 Indicates f x each HRTC 

period, the percentage of projects In each region which used government funding F x example, in 

the OX HRTC period, f x the Northeast region, 19X of the projects used govxnment funding The 

Midwest had the highest percentage of projects which used govxnment funding in the OX HRTC 

pxiod, the West had the highest percentage In the 10X HRTC pxiod, and the Nxtheast had the 

highest percentage In the 2 5 X HRTC period However, the use of govxnment funding seems to be 

fairly evenly spread o v x the regions. Building size, according to Table 6 - 3 , Increased greatly In 

the 10X HRTC period In the Northeast and West, Increased slightly in the Southeast, and dexeased 

in the Midwest. The building size in the 25X HRTC per led continued to Increase In the West, 

inxeesed greatly in the Midwest and decreased greatly in the Nxtheast and Southeast. 

Construction type stayed relatively constant within the regions ovx the HRTC pxiods with the 

Southeast having the greatest percentege of wood buildings in the 10X end 25X HRTC pxiods. The 

~i 
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age was also relatively constant across regions with the Nxtheast having the oldest buildings 

rehabilitated on avxage and the West, the newest buildings. The completion time decreased axoss 

the pxiods in each region with the most notable regions in the OX HRTC pxiod being the 

Southeast with the shxtest completion time end the West with the longest completion time. Thxe 

is some vxfation in ths percentage of residential use after completion but the greatest difference 

Is that all regions but the West have the majxity of bulldtno3 of residential use after 

rehabilitation. The pxcentage of projects In histxic districte increased In each HRTC pxiod with 

the exception of a decrease in the Midwest with the I OX HRTC. All conclusions regarding the West 

must be guarded because of the relatively small numbx of projects on which these emounts are 

based. 

SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 

Ovxall , with the 10X HRTC, more was spent In totel and privately p x project on more 

buildings than in the OX HRTC pxiod More projects used govxnment funding in the 10X HRTC 

pxiod than previously The buildings w x e largx and built a few years later than In the OX 

HRTC pxiod The time to complete the projects decreased greatly as compared with the OX HRTC. 

The 25X HRTC is associated with a dexease in svxage totel and private spending p x 

project as compared with the I OX HRTC. Howevx, the numbx of projects greatly Increased A 

slightly highx percentage of projects used govxnment funding than In the 10X HRTC pxiod The 

buildings were smallx and built a few yexs later than In the I OX HRTC pxiod The completion 

time decreased even furthx than In the I OX HRTC pxiod. 

In ell HRTC pxiods, the e x t x l x construction was mainly brick x masonry. Most of the 

buildings were rehabilitated f x residential use and located in a histxic district. The Nxtheast 

hed the greatest numbx of projects In all HRTC pxlods. 

The statistical effect of the HRTC end othx factors on spending (s tested in the regression 

analysis. Those results and Implications of the regression analysis are discussed in the next 

chaptx. 
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CHAPTER 7 

REGRESSION RESULTSAND IMPLICATIONS 

The results of the regression analysis concxnlng the effect of the HRTC and othx factxs 

on the spending px squxe foot on histxic rehabilitation are discussed In this chapter. Before the 

results can be presented, howevx, some preliminary infxmatlon on the regression models must 

be discussed. Then, the effect of economic and composition factors on spending as detxmined by 

the regression results is discussed, followed by the results of the tests of the statistical propxtles 

of the regress!on models. Then, the implications of these results are discussed A summary 

concludes this chaptx. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

There x e a few issues that ere necessary to discuss as background prlx to the discussion 

of the regression resulte. The first Is simply to Identify the relevant tables. The second is the 

presentation of the model. Lastly, the explanatory powx of the regression models is discussed 

The summary of the results of the linex regressions are presented in Table 7 - 1 . The 

results of the regression are presented f x each of the two dependent vxiables, TSFT and PSFT. 

The detailed results of the regression analysis are presented In the Appendix In Table C-1. 

The models which result from the regression analysis, including the coefficients which 

x e presented in Table 7 - 1 , are the following 

TSFT= 17.73+3.33TCI +3.91 TC2-. 160F-.23MR-.0 ICCI-.02SQFT-2.32C0NS+ .04AQE 

• 07TIME-2.01USE-2.15HD-2.65NE-3.30MW-2.72SE 

PSFT= 19.06+ I.35TCI- 44TC2-.070F- 22MR-.02CCI-.02SQFT-I 89C0NS+.O3AGE 

+.04TIME- I.4IUSE- I.67HD-2.28NE-2.96MW-2.43SE 

The first numbx in each model Is the Intercept (17.73 In the TSFT model and 19.06 in 

the PSFT model) which Is the spending px square foot when the othx vxiables are equal to zero. 

Many of the factors are not significant detxminants of spending p x square foot. The significance 
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TABLE 7-1 

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

TCI 
TC2 
OF 

If) 
CCI 

SOFT 
CONS 

ROE 
TINE 
USE 

HD 
HE 
m 
SE 

Expected 
Sign 

+ 
• 

+ 

-

+ 
+ 

" 

TSFT 

Coefficient 

3.33 
3.91 

_ .16 

- .23 
- .01 

- .02 
-2.32 

.04 

.07 
-2.01 

-2.19 
-2.69 
-3.30 
-2.72 

Significance 
Level 

.1939 

.1376 

.8308 

.3106 

.9570 

.0966* 

.0040*** 

.0001*** 

.1874 

.0075*** 

.0108** 

.0708* 

.0290** 

.0676* 

PSFT 

Coefficient 

1.35 
- .44 
- .07 

- .22 
- .02 

- .02 
-1.89 

.03 

.04 
-1.41 

-1.67 
-2.28 
-2.06 
-2.43 

Significance 
Level 

.9091 

.8327 

.9091 

.4220 

.8456 

.0822* 

.0029*** 

.0001*** 

.3303 

.0170** 

.0123** 

.0492** 

.0128** 

.0391** 

Intercept 17.73 .2842 19.06 1443 

ft-Squar* 

Adjusted It-Square 

F-8tati*tic 

.0254 

.0185 

3.668 .00014 

.0319 

.0250 

4.632 .0001*** 

TSFT • Total Spending per Square Foot 
PSFT » Private Spending per Square Foot 

* Significant at .10 level (too-tail test) 
Significant at .09 level (teo-tall test) 
Significant at .01 level (too-tail test) 

Note: For test statistics and other details see Appendix C. 
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of the factors is discussed in the following sections. The dependent vxiables can be stated as 

functions of the significant factors: 

TSFT= f( SOFT, CONS, AOE, USE, HD, NE, MW, SE) 

PSFT= f( SOFT, CONS, AOE, USE, HD, NE, MW, SE) 

Before discussing the regression results, it Is Impxtent to know how effective the 

regression motels x e In explaining the vxlation In the dependent vxiables (histxic 

rehabilitation spending on a square foot basis). The explanatory powx of the regression models, 

R-Square (R 2 ) is low: 2 .52 with the dependent vxiable of TSFT and 3 * with the dependent 

vxiable of PSFT (presented at the base of Table 7 - 1 , R-5quare».0254 and R-Souare*.0319). 

The adjusted R2 Is also presented which adjusts f x the degrees of freedom (R 2 - .0185 and 

R2- .0250). The low R2s mean that the regression models using the economic and composition 

factors, based on the theory and literature, explain only 2% to 3 * of the total vxlation in 

spending p x squxe foot on histxic rehabilitation projects. While highx explanatory powx of 

the regression motels would have been desirable, there Is precedence In s iml lx studies on 

rehabilitation and home Improvement f x low explanatory powx. No R2 was stated in three of the 

studies exam ined [ Mentelsohn, 1977, Mayx, 1981 , Shex, 1963], presumably because it was 

small. TheonestudytBoehmxdlhlxfeldt,1986]thatrepxtedxR2wasalowvalueof20X. It 

stated that one cause of the low explanatory powx may have been that the expenditures had a large 

intrinsically stochastic component: what homeowners decided to do with their propxty reflected 

diverse preferences. The low explanatory powx Is an Indication from the outset of this discussion 

of the results that the factors Included In the regression analysis do not explain all of histxic 

rehabilitation spending 

Now that the motels x e stated and the explanatory powx of the regression models is 

discussed, the detailed results of the regression analysis can be presented. The significance of the 

economic and composition factors on spending Is discussed next. 

F 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF FACTORS ON SPENDING 

This part of the chapter discusses the effects of the factors of Interest tn this study on 

histxic rehabilitation spending. This differs from the resulte presented in Chapter 6. Howevx, 

this does not alter the desxiptive Infxmatlon presented In Chaptx 6 but ra thx complements it. 

The descriptive effects are known and In this section evidence Is provided as to the effects of the 

factors on spending. The results of the significance of the economic and composition factors on 

spending p x squxe foot x e discussed. The Implications are reserved until the end of the chapter. 

The regression results of Table 7-1 are used In this discussion. These results are the 

output of a regression computer program which processed the date on the 1,984 historic 

rehabilitation projecte. SYSTAT (System Statistics) was used f x the preliminary analysts In 

Washington D.C. and SAS programs were used f x the full enalysls. Appendix Table C-1 provides 

the detailed infxmatlon on these results. 

Some furthx explanation of the pxameter estimates, the coefficients of the regression 

models, is needed. F x the independent vxiables that are used to explain the dependent vxiables 

of spending p x squxe foot, the coefficient Indicates the Increase x decrease in spending p x 

squxe foot that Is associated with a one unit Increase in the Iridependent vxlable. F x the 

continuous Independent vxiables, the one unit refers to the mote of measuring the vxiables: 

mxtgage rate, I * ; construction cost Index, I index unit; square feet, 1,000 square feet; age, 1 

y e x ; and completion time, 1 month. F x the dummy x attribute vxiables, the one unit Is In 

compxison to the base pxiod that Is excluded x to the absence of the attribute. HRTC, projects in 

the 0% pxiod; govxnment funding, projects without funding; wood construction, projects 

without wood construction; residential use, projects not completed f x residential use; historic 

district, projects not located In historic districts; and regions, projects in the Western region. 

The asterisks next to the significance levels of each factor indicate the factxs with 

acceptable significance levels. No conclusions x Inferences can be drawn concxnlng the actual 

directional effects x the coefficients of the Insignificant vxiables. 
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Swrorcto factors. 

Subsidies Used A positive effect Is expected of the 10* HRTC (TCI ) and the 25X HRTC 

(TC2) x histxic rehabilitation spending es discussed in the Methodology (Chaptx 5) and noted in 

Table 6-4. The effect of both HRTC percentages on TSFT Is an Insignificant effect as noted in Table 

7 - 1 This conclusion is based on the lack of significance of the coefficients at the. 10 level. This 

means that it can not be stated with at least 9 0 S confidence that the coefficients ere significantly 

different from zero. The coefficient of the 10X HRTC (TCI) of 3.33 Is Insignificant at the. 1935 

level. The coefficient of the 25X HRTC (TC2) of 3.91 is insignificant at the. 1376 level. 

Therefore, due to the insignificant effects, the null hypothesis of no effect of the 10X HRTC and 

2 5 X HRTC on TSFT Is not rejected The l OX HRTC end 25X HRTC were not significant 

determinants of totel spending px square foot on histxic rehabilitation projects. Although ft Is 

known that total spending p x square foot increesed, this indicates that the HRTC is not a 

significant factor in that Increase. 

There Is also no significant effect of the HRTC on private spending p x squxe foot The 

coefficients of 1 35 with the I OX HRTC pxiod and - .44 with the 25X HRTC pxiod x e not 

significant at the I OX level (the significance levels are .5051 f x the 10X HRTC pxiod end 

. 6 3 2 7 f x the 25X HRTC pxiod) ocordfng to Teble 7 - 1 . This is pxt lcu lx ly interesting since 

in the majxity of projects the HRTC was the only incentive received due to the low amount of 

government funding. The null hypothesis of no effect of the HRTC on private spending p x square 

foot is therefxe not rejected The HRTC is not a significant determinant of the ownxs* private 

spending decision. The implications of these spending results In terms of elasticity theory x e 

discussed in a following section. 

The use of government funding (OF) is insignificant in the regressions. A positive effect 

is expected because en ownx may have spent more if he received govxnment funding. Howevx, 

the Insignificance of the coefficient (change in spending associated with the use of govxnment 

funding as compxed to projects which dtd not use govxnment funding) of -. 16 in the TSFT mote) 

at the 8308 significance level and the pxameter estimate of - .07 in the PSFT model at the 
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significance level of .9051 indicates that govxnment funding received by en ownx doss not 

significantly affect spending on the project. Because the significance levels ere high numbers, no 

conclusions x interpretations can be made with respect to the coefficients becmm thxe Is no 

confidence In the results. 

In summary, the subsidies used do not have a statistically significant effect on spending 

p x squxe foot. The 10X HRTC and 25X HRTC are not significant detxminants of TSFT and PSFT 

Tha^xe,thenullnyp(rthesesofnoeffectoftheHRTCxercti^ectel This has impxtent 

implications with respect to the theory which ere discussed in a following section. Govxnment 

funding has an Insignificant effect on total spending p x square foot. The only study which used 

regression analysis In this historic rehabilitation tax incentive area [Feigenbaum and 

Jenkinson, 1984} found the HRTC to be significant with respect to totel spending. Howevx, there 

wxe many differences es compxed with this study because the HRTC was combined with funding, 

defined differently, and sampled ovx a limited time px iod 

Mxket Conditions The mxtgage rate (MR) should have a negative effect on spending, 

howevx, Its effxt Is insignificant The coefficient indicates the change in spending associated 

with a 1X Increase in the mxtgage rate. In the TSFT motel, the coefficient is - .23 which is 

insignificant at the .5106 level and in the PSFT motel, the coefficient is - . 2 2 which is 

insignificant at the 4220 level. 

The construction cost Index (CCI) should have e positive effect on sfjeiidlng, howevx, Its 

effect is also insignificant. The coefficient indicates the change in spending associated with en 

Increase of I point in the index. The coefficient of - .011s Insignificant at the significance level of 

.9570 in the TSFT moteJ and the coefficient of - .02 is insignificant at the significance level of 

8456 in the PSFT motel. 

In summary, the mxket conditions of mxtgage rate and construction cost Index are 

insignificant. As Is discussed in the next section, there is evidence of multicollinexity between 

these mxket condition vxiables. Howevx, after testing, It is determined that these vxiables 

would not have been significant even without the multicollinexity. S iml lx vxiables were found 
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to be significant in DotfandAd1b1[ 1985]. Howevx, Masx, Rtkx, and Rosett [ 1977], Dowall 

and Landis [ 1982], and Boehm and Ihlenfeldt [ 1986] found mixed results. 

The economic factors examined In this study were not found to be significant determinants 

of historic rehabilitation spending on a square foot basis. This ovxall lack of significance of 

economic factxs Is not expected because of the emphasis on economic factors In the tax incentive 

literature. While many othx factors are impxtent in the rehabilitation decision, the decision is 

a business decision with a profit motive. There has been a large emphasis on economic factors 

when examining tax incentives (Chapter 3) . These results Indicate that the economic factors may 

not be as Impxtent as previously thought. 

Composition Factor? 

The noneconomlc x composition factors provide Interesting Infxmatlon on the historic 

rehabilitation projects. They are all significant in the regresslx with one exception. This 

demonstrates the impxtance of these factors in histxic rehabilitation spending decisions They 

x e often omitted from tax incentive studies. These results provide strong suppxt f x the 

inclusion of these factors tn future tax Incentive studies. 

Size and E x t x i x Chxactxistlcs of the Building The squxe feet (SOFT) ma building is a 

significant detxminant of the money spent p x square foot. The coefficient is - 02 in both models 

with the significance level of .0966 in the TSFT motel and the significance level of 0822 in the 

PSFT motel. The coefficient is expected to be negative because of economies of scale, which it is in 

both regressions. The coefficient indicates the change In spending p x square foot due to a one-

thousand foot change In the total square feet of a rehabilitation project. Because the numbx of 

square feet is large in the rehabilitation projects, a one- thousand foot change results in 8 small 

change in spending p x squxe foot. Severe feet had mixed significance in othx studies, it was 

significant in Jud [ 1980], Mxk [ 1980 ] , Mxk and Goldberg [ 1981 ] , and Palmquist [ 1984] and 

Insignificant in Grethx and Mieszkowskl 11977], Mayx [ 1981 ] , Dowall andLandlsI 1982], end 

Shonkwf 1x and Reynolds [ 1986]. 
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Wood construction (CONS) significantly decreases construction costs compared to brick, 

masonry, x othx types of construction. The coefficient of -2.32 Is significant at the .0040 level 

in the TSFT model. The coefficient of -1 .89 is significant at the .0029 level in the PSFT model. 

This indicates that buildings of wood construction (as compered with brick) ore associated with 

lower TSFT of $2.32 and lowx PSFT of % 1.89. The negative effect Is expected This gives an 

Indication of the type of building e x t x i x (e.g brick, masonry) which requires more spending to 

rehabilitate adequately. The type of construction was significant In all of the studies examined: 

Grethx and Mleszkowskl [ 1977], Jud [ 1980], M x k and Goldberg [ 1981 ] , Cxpentx and 

Chester [ 1984], and Palmquist [ 1984). 

In summary, both of the size and ex tx ix chxactxlstlc factors of square feet and wood 

construction x e significant determinants of spending. The chxactxistlcs of the rehabilitated 

buildings may directly affect the histxic rehabilitation spending which provides an indication of 

the type of buildings which x e costly to rehabilitate. 

Condition of the Building The age of the building (AGE) has the expected significant 

positive coefficient. This means that the older a building is, the more costly It is to rehabilitate. 

The coefficients of .04 In the TSFT motel and 03 in the PSFT model are significant at the 0 0 0 1 

level in both regression motels. This indicates the strong impxtance of the building's age In each 

ownx's spending decision. Because the coefficients are nex zxo, the change in one year only Is 

not associated with more x less spending. Howevx, e sevxal yex change In the age would be 

associated with a noticeable Changs in spending. This positive effect is expected with regard to 

total spending p x square foot because highx spending would be expected on older buildings. This 

was found to be significant In all of the studies that used it: Mendelsohn [ 1977], Grethx and 

Mleszkowskl [ 1977], Jud [ 1980], M x k [ 1980], M x k and Goldberg 11981 ] , Mayer 11981 ] , 

Shex [ 1983], Cxpentx and Chestx [ 1984], Palmquist [ 1984], and Boehm and Ihlanfeldt 

[1966] . 

The time to complete (TIME) e histxic rehabilitation project is not a significant 

determinant of spending p x square foot. A positive effxt is expected. A significant coefficient 
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would Indicate the change in spending p x square foot associated with e one month increase in 

completion time. The TSFT motel's coefficient of .07 has a significance level of. 1874 and the 

PSFT model's coefficient of .04 has a significance level of .3303. Therefore, the length of 

construction time does not have a significant Impact on the amount of spending. 

The use of the building (USE) has a significant negative coefficient In both motels which 

means that residential use has a negative effect on spending and commercial use Increases 

spending. This negative effect of residential use is expected The coefficient of -2 .01 In the TSFT 

motel is significant at the .0075 level and the coefficient of the PSFT motel is -1.41 which is 

significant at the .0170 level. Therefore, the residential use on completion (compxed to 

commercial and othx uses) Is associated with lowx TSFT of $2.01 and lowx PSFT of $ 1.41. 

Studies that used this category such as Masx, Rlkx and Rosett [ 1977] found the effects vxled 

greatly depending on the uses examined 

In summary, two of the three vxiables in this category have e significant effect on 

spending: building age end use of the building on completion of the project. This Indicates the 

condition of the building is often an Impxtent detxminant of spending. All of the studies examined 

that used the condition vxlable found It to be significant: Grethx and Mleszkowskl [ 1977], 

Mayx {1981], M x k and Goldberg [ 1981] , Shex [ 1983], Palmquist [ 1984] , and Boehm and 

Ihlenfeldt [ 1986]. 

Neighbor hood and Area Chxactxistlcs The historic district (HD) vxlable has the 

expected significant negative sign meaning that less is spent on buildings which are pxt of a 

histxic district. The coefficient of - 2.15 In the TSFT model is significant at the .0108 level and 

the coefficient of - 1 . 6 7 In the PSFT motel Is significant at the .0123 level. This indicates that 

TSFT is lowx by $2.15 f x buildings located in histxic districts as compared with buildings not 

located in histxic districts and that PSFT is lowx by $ 1.67 f x buildings located in histxic 

districts. Ownxs of buildings of histxic significance based strictly on their own mxi t and not in 

a district spent m x e on rehabilitations than owners of buildings tn historic districts. This 

provides insight into the location of buildings that are associated with highx spending. 
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The region vxiables. Nxtheast (NE), Midwest ( M W ) , end Southeast (SE) all have a 

significant negative effect on spending. This is because the Western region ( W ) is the basis f x 

cftnp&rlson of the othx regions in the regression analysis. The projects a r e all contained in one of 

the four regions and therefore if spending Increases overall and three of the regions (NE, MW, SE) 

have lowx spending then there must be highx spending in the fourth region (W). The 

significance levels are listed In Table 7 - 1 and range from .0128 to .0708. An example of the 

Interpretation of the meaning of one of the coefficients is the following: the coefficient f x NE 

Indicates that projects in the Nxtheast spend $2.65 less In total spending per square foot on 

avxage than projects In the West. 

In summary, these nelghbxhood and area chxactxistlcs are all significant determinants 

of spending. These chxacteristics were genxally found to have mixed results In previous studies 

including Grethx and Mleszkowskl [ 1977] , Masx, Rtker and Rosett [ 1 9 7 7 ] , Mendelsohn 

[ 1977], Mxk [ 1980] , Dowall and Landis [ 1962], Shear [ 1983], Palmquist [ 1984], Cxpenter 

and Chester [ 1984] , and Boehrn and Ihlenfeldt [ 1986]. 

The noneconomlc x composition factors provide interesting Infxmatlon on the historic 

rehabilitation projects. They are ell significant in the regression with one exception. This 

demonstrates the impxtance of these factors in historic rehabilitation. They are often omitted 

from simllx studies. These results provide strong support f x the inclusion of these factors in 

future tax incentive studies. 

RESULTS OF TESTS OF STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL 

In the Methodology (Chaptx 5 ) , It Is pointed out that it Is riaijessary to test two common 

statistical propxtles of regression analysis: lack of multicolllnearlty end homoscedesticlty. The 

results of the testing are included in this section. Two o t h x statistical properties of regression 

analysis are discussed in the Methodology (Chaptx 5 ) . Because they can not be formally tested, 

they x e not included in this section. 

Multicollinexity threatens the specification and estimation of the relationship between 

the vxiables. It is tested by examining the simple (Pearson) correlation coefficients between 

r 
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each pair of Independent vxiables. These cxrelatlon coefficients between all of the vxiables are 

presented In Table 7 -2 along with their level of significance. These coefficients Indicate the 

degree of relationship between the two vxiables. If any of the cxrelatlon coefficients are close to 

1.0 x -1 .0 , this indicates that the two Independent vxiables are close to perfectly cxrelated and 

their effects are combined and can not be separated It also would indicate that the vxiables 

explain some of the same effects of spending. 

The simple cxrelatlon coefficient between TC 1 and TC2 (according to Table 7 -2 ) is - .94 

which is due to the method of categorization of the historic rehabilitation projects Into one of the 

HRTC vxiables. The majxity of histxic rehabilitation projects are classified in elthx the 10X 

x 25X HRTC pxiod Very few projects are classified in the OX HRTC period The solution to 

this multicollinexity would be to eliminate one of these vxiables. Howevx this is not possible 

because the three HRTC pxiods ere the focus of this study. 

The othx potential multicollinexity problem, which Is evident from Table 7 -2 , Is 

between the mxket condition vxiables. This is also expected because many economic conditions 

x e captured In each vxiable, some of which x e repeated In the othx mxket condition vxiables. 

The simple cxrelatlon coefficient between the mxtgage rate and construction cost index is - .695 

which indicates that there is negative cxrelatlon between these vxiables. This is because they 

encompass some of the same mxket conditions. 

The possibility of dropping one of these vxiables from the regression motel Is considered 

because the vxiables measure some of the same effects. Therefore, the second test of 

multicollinexity Is pxfxmed which is to regress each of the multtcoltlnex vxiables on the 

othx n-11ndependent vxiables to determine if there Is a high R2 value In each of the teste, the 

R2 is relatively high although not close to 1.0 (dependent vxlable of MR:.5310 and dependent 

vxlable of CCI:.7015). This Indicates a potential, although not severe, multicollinexity 

problem. These mxket condition vxiables are justified by previous literature in this area and 
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TABLE 7 - 2 

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

TSFT PSFT TCI TC2 OF NR CCI SOFT CONS 

TSFT 1 .0 

PSFT .982 1.0 
(.0001) 

TCI -.003 .075 1.0 
(.8866) (.0008) 

TC2 .005 -.003 -.940 1.0 
(.8007) (.0002) (.0001) 

OF -.020 -.021 -.022 .039 1.0 
(.3037) (.3549) (.3385) (.0843) 

m -.011 .029 .589 -.519 .027 1.0 
(.6230) (.2013) (.0001) (.0001) (.2375) 

CCI .007 -.099 -.733 .754 -.003 -.695 1.0 
(.7400) (.0087) (.0001) (.0001) (.9079) (.0001) 

SOFT-.023 -.019 .081 -.080 .104 .090 -.100 1.0 
(.3005) (.3948) (.0003) (.0004) (.0001) (.0001) (.0001) 

CONS-.050 -.060 -.039 .037 -.081 .018 -.001 -.191 1.0 
(.0132) (.0075) (.0793) (.1030) (.0003) (.4357) (.9471) (.0001) 

ROE .080 .080 .037 -.051 -.044 .010 -.040 -.212 .112 
(.0004) (.0001) (.1019) (.0219) (.0517) (.4693) (.0774) (.0001) (.0001) 

TINE .013 .035 .156 -.282 .057 .154 -.171 .169 .000 
(.5505) (.1191) (.0001) (.0001) (.0110) (.0001) (.0001) (.0001) (.9905) 

USE -.077 -.075 -.038 .052 .205 -.074 .084 -.093 .099 
(.0006) (.0009) (.0801) (.0203) (.0001) (.0010) (.0002) (.0001) (.0001) 

HD -.068 -.078 -.101 .126 .042 -.076 .112 -.203 .024 
(.0023) (.0005) (.0001) (.0001) (.0046) (.0007) (.0001) (.0001) (.2883) 

HE .005 .021 .121 -.116 .180 -.004 -.008 .046 -.135 
(.8295) (.3438) (.0001) (.0001) (.0001) (.8553) (.0025) (.0391) (.0001) 

tti -.020 -.030 -.115 .115 -.031 -.022 .001 -.022 -.104 
(.3735) (.1063) (.0001) (.0001) (.1967) (.3240) (.0001) (.3261) (.0001) 

SE -.017 -.026 -.093 .063 -.160 -.014 .036 -.076 .244 
(.4442) (.2495) (.0173) (.0048) (.0001) (.5376) (.1050) (.0007) (.0001) 
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TABLE 7 - 2 (CONTINUED) 

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

ME TINE USE HD IE W C 

ROE 1.0 

TINE .003 1.0 
(.8869) 

USE .098 .004 1.0 
(.0001) (.8474) 

HD .050 -.071 .200 1.0 
(.0269) (.0017) (.0001) 

HE .234 .017 .240 .093 1.0 
(.0001) (.4626) (.0001) (.0001) 

HU -.190 .021 -.092 -.049 -.484 t.O 
(.0001) (.3490) (.0207) (.0460) (.0001) 

SE -.031 -.003 -.104 .33! -.557 -.289 1.0 
(.1696) (.0002) (.0001) (.0070) (.0001) (.0001) 

( > • Significance Lev*I* 
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proxy f x different mxket conditions. They are impxtent to this model and can not be dropped 

from It. Accordingly, the mxket condition vxiables remain tn the motel. 

There Is also relatively high cxrelatlon between the mar'Ket condition vxiables and the 

HRTC variables. The cxrelatlon ranges frcm-". 735 to .754 end Is presented In detell In Table 7 -

2. This correlation between the mxket condition vxiables and the HRTC vxiables is beceuse 

these vxiables all represent a time component and economic conditions. The MR, CCI, and HRTC 

ere also all dependent on the date the projects stxted. As previously mentioned, the HRTC and 

mxket condition vxiables can not be eliminated from the model as a solution te the relatively 

high cxrelatlon with the mxket condition vxiables. 

The cxrelatlon of the othx factors, including govxnment funding and the composition 

factxs, with the economic factxs and othx composition factxs is small The largest cxrelatlon 

coefficients of these vxiables are between R1 and R2 and also between R1 and R3. This, tike the 

cxrelatlon between TC I and TC2, is due to the method of categorizing projects into regions. 

Because almost all of the projects are categxized Into one of these three regions, the cxrelot ix 

coefficients x e relatively high. The cxrelatlon is not high enough, howevx, te cause a 

multicollinexity problem Therefxe, the govxnment funding end composition factors x e not 

associated with a multicollinexity problem The cxrelatlon of the independent vxiables with the 

dependent vxiables is presented in Table 7-2 f x infxmational purposes. 

The statistical propxty of homoscedastlcity is violated if the vxiance of the x r x term is 

not constant f x all values of the Independent vxiables. The violation of this propxty is 

heteroscedastictty This is controlled f x by the division of spending by squxe feet (dependent 

vxiable). Following the Implementation of this control, the violation of homoscedasticity is 

tested by plotting, through a computer program, each independent vxlable against the dependent 

vxiables to determine if the dependent vxiables increase as any of the Independent vxiables 

Inxease. This would Indicate that the vxiance of the x r x term is not constant but rathx 

increases as the Independent vxiable increases. The result of this testing is 22 graphs. They 

have not been reproduced as a p x t of this study, but would be available to any interested reader. 
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The result of these plots Is that none of the Independent vxiables Increase as the dependent 

vxiable increases. This indicates that the control was effective In avoiding any violation of 

nomoscedestlclty. Therefore, this propxty Is upheld 

In summary, the statistical propxty of lack of multicollinexity Is upheld, In genxal. 

Howevx, there (s relatively high cxrelatlon between a few pairs of Independent vxiables. These 

vxiables, howevx, can not be dropped from the motel. The statistical propxty of 

homoscedastlcity is upheld 

IMPLICATIONS OF FACTORS 

The implications of the HRTC are impxtent f x tax policy because its effects must be 

detxmined so that an assessment can be mate by policy makers as to the effectiveness of the 

different percentages of the credit. The 1OS HRTC and 258 HRTC w x e found to be Insignificant 

detxminants of spending p x square foot. There is no statistically significant evidence that the 

HRTC induced the ownxs to spend mxe. This implies an inelastic demand curve f x histxic 

rehabilitation of the ownxs. The implications of the HRTC regarding the theory x e discussed in 

the next section. 

On avxage, the 10X HRTC is associated with the rehabilitation of largx, older buildings 

which may have been most in need of rehabilitation. Marginal projects (smallx, younger, less 

costly) may have been encouraged by the 2 5 * HRTC because less was spent on more recent 

buildings In less time. Howevx, the most was spent In totel on a square foot basts In the 25X 

HRTC pxiod which may Indicate highx quality rehabilitations. The HRTC Is not a significant 

detxminant of spending p x square foot and therefore no conclusions can be mate as to the HRTC on 

the quality of the historic rehabilitations. 

The HRTC policy wes meant to take the place of much govxnment funding [Feigenbaum and 

Jenkinson, 1984,p. 114] , howevx, this does not seem to have occurred since the pxcentegB of 

projects which used govxnment funding Increased throughout the HRTC pxlods. Howevx, the 

Insignificance of the government funding vxiable on spending Indicates that govxnment money 
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paid to owners does not encourage any more spending and therefore the policy to continue 

govxnment funding may need to be reevaluated 

The insignificance of the mxket condition variables, mxtgage rate and construction cost 

index, implies that these factors are not of great impxtance to the ownxs' spending decision. 

Histxic rehabilitation spending seems fairly oblivious to adverse mxket conditions on the supply 

side. This may be because the owners did not borrow heavily, possibly because of the use of 

govxnment funding, x It may be because these vxiables are not appropriate proxies f x the 

actual mxket conditions. 

As a whole, the econom 1c factors did not significantly affect the owners' spending. This 

indicates that these factors which are used extensively in tax Incentive studies do not provite much 

of x explanation of owners' spending That makes the examination cf the noneconomlc factors, the 

composition factors, all the more Impxtent 

The size and e x t x i x chxactxistlcs of the building, square feet and construction type, 

significantly effected spending. Because builcfiing size increased greatly with the 10% HRTC, tfiese 

buildings may not have been profitable without the subsidy. The smallx buildings rehabillteted in 

the 2 5 2 HRTC pxiod may be because these smallx buildings were what was left after the I OS 

HRTC pxiod. The buildings may have been more costly, as evidenced by the highx CCI during this 

pxiod On avxage, these rehabillteted buildings were newer than the buildings rehabilitated In 

the e x l i x HRTC periods but f x othx reasons they may have needed the highx credit to be 

profitable 

The vxiables age and use en completion, which represent the condition of the building, are 

significant determinants of spending. The decrease in age ovx the HRTC pxiods, may be because 

the oldest buildings were of the most interest x most profitable and thxefore w x e rehabilitated 

first. The newer buildings were left f x later HRTC pxiods. The time to complete the projects is 

not a significant factor although the completion time decreased a great deal ovx the HRTC pxiods. 

The decrease in completion time may be due in p x t to the rehabilitation of newx buildings which 

w x e in better condition and did not require as much labx to rehabilitate. Or pxheps the 
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laborers became faster w x k x s through experience. A reason that this decrease did not affect 

spending may be because the long time to complete projects tn the OX HRTC pxiod did not result 

!r. increased spending but rathx the projects wxe stalled in x d x to eventually receive the I OX 

HRTC x a pxtion of the expenditures. The s h x t x completion time In the 25X HRTC pxiod may 

be due to owners' speeding up the projects because of concxn that the HRTC would be revoked 

The increased residential use may be because of the need f x housing in urban areas where 

many histxic buildings are located The increase In spending on commercial projects may have 

been due partly to adaptive use projects In which offices and shops wxe built into f x m x 

apxtment houses and schools. This seems to confirm assxtlons such as the following: "The 

incentives are bringing new investment te low- Income and mlnxlty netghbxhoods. They are 

creating new uses f x surplus schools, govxnment buildings, Industrial facilities and aging 

waterfronts. They ere, In shxt , successfully bringing mxket forces to hex on our stock of old 

buildings." [Welter,1986,p.5] 

The significance of these condition vxiables Implies the impxtence of considering the 

building condition in spending decisions. Oldx buildings and buildings which are rehabilitated f x 

commxcial use have a relatively high cost associated with them. 

The nelghbxhood and area chxacteristics of location in a historic district and in specific 

regions of the country significantly affected spending. The HRTC brought increased awareness of 

histxic buildings and their surrounding areas which led to the formation of more historic 

districts. These buildings often had more profit potential because they ere grouped with othx 

historic buildings f x purposes such as tourism and shopping. This increase In historic districts 

occurred at the same time many urban areas increased their numbx of residences in downtown 

xeas. Location In a histxic district and In a! i regions but the West ere associated with lowx 

spending. This indicates that the building locations which are the most costly to rehabilitate are 

those not located In historic districts and those located In the West. 

On the whole, the composition factors significantly affected spending. This indicates the 

impxtance of these fectors in the owners' spending decision. A thorough knowledge of the building 
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Itself is Impxtent In determining the amount of money that should be spent on a rehabilitation. It 

also Indicates the serious omission In studies which do not consldx the noneconomlc factors. The 

low explanatory powx of the regression models, howevx, implies that there are more rectors 

which affect the ownx's spending decision than those exam Ined In this study. Nonquantlf lable 

factxs such as a desire to presxve a p x t of history and pxhaps the challenge of rehabilitating a 

200 y e x old building to its xlglnal appearance are most likely Impxtent to some owners. The 

Inclusion of the composition factors Is an impxtent addition as compared with othx studies. 

Unfxtunately, othx such factors are not available to be Included In the regression motels because 

they undoubtedly would Improve the explanatory powx. 

OVERALL IMPLICATIONS 

The implications of the desxiptive statistics and regression results provide insight into 

externality theory, "coupon effects" and cost effectiveness of the HRTC They also provite insight 

into the ownxs' responsiveness to the HRTC. 

Descriptive Statistics 

P r i x to the enactment of the HRTC, rehabilitation owners did not have any economic 

Incentive to take the extxnal benefits of others Into account tn their spending decisions. The 

historic rehabilitation mxket did not finance the external benefits of others. Excise subsidies, In 

theory, should cause the fulfillment of extxnal benefits and increase output. Therefore, in ordx 

to Induce owners to take external benefits into account through their historic rehabilitation 

spending, the 1OS HRTC was enacted and the percentage was later increased to 25%. The 

fulfillment of any external benefits means the benefits must have been brought Into the price 

system through HRTC policy. This can not be tested directly. Howevx, since the numbx of 

projects increesed greatly o v x the HRTC pxiods, many extxnal benefits w x e likely fulfilled 

during the HRTC pxiods. The rehabilitated buildings may have been destroyed without the HRTC 

policy but now they can be enjoyed by future generations. The HRTC policy appears to have mate 

people, In genxal, and especially investxs aware of historic presxvation and thxe fxe the 

numbx of rehabilitated buildings increased. During the HRTC pxiods, othx positive indications 
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of the fulfillment of external benefits are the Increase in aggregate total spending on historic 

rehabilitation projects and the increase in total spending p x squxe foot. Howevx, caution must 

be exxcised with respect te the interpretation of these resulte because the regressim analysis did 

not find statistical significance f x the effect of the HRTC on spending p x squxe foot. 

The "coupon effect" refers to increesed spending on an item after subtracting the cost 

reduction of the coupon from the spending. The coupon may stimulate not only the use of the 

coupon but more spending on the item (less the coupon amount) than p r l x to the coupon. The 

HRTC is an analogy to this. The avxage private spending of the ownxs p x project (totel spending 

less the HRTC) (nominal) Increesed with the IOX HRTC(0X:$322,675, 10X:$517,680) by 

60X and the private spending p x squxe foot tr icreasedfOX^.BB, IOX:$31.2i) by 3 I X . 

This Indicates that the "coupon effect" was present with the 10X HRTC because the owners spent 

more of their own money p x project than p r l x to the 1 OX HRTC. While these amounts are 

nominal, Teble 6 - 1 indicetes that the deflated ( f x Inflation) amounts also indicate increases, 

howevx, not as large The ownxs may have spent mxe in the 10X HRTC pxiod than in the OX 

HRTC pxiod because they knew they would receive a credit of 1 OX on their total spending. They 

also iiiay have redirected spending away from othx Investments and into histxic rehabilitation. 

This "coupon effect" seems to have been a bonus of the 10X HRTC. Howevx, again the regression 

analysis does not suppxt a cause and effect conclusion. 

The nominal private spending (25X:$358,427) and private spending p x square foot 

(25X430 .30 ) did not increase with the 25X HRTC es compxed to the I OX HRTC. Private 

spending end private spending p x square foot did increase tn the 25X HRTC pxiod as compared to 

the OX HRTC px fud Howevx, accxdlng to Table 6 - 1 , when these amounts are deflated f x 

Inflation, there Is actually a decrease in the private spending and private spending p x square foot 

amounts as compared with the OX HRTC px iod Thxefxe, thxe appears to have been no "coupon 

effect" of the 2 5 X HRTC as compared with the OX and 1 OX HRTC pxlods. 

A couple of cautionary notes should be mate, howevx, with regard to these Implications of 

the "coupon effect". The HRTC amount subtracted from the total spending in the determination of 
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private spending Is not iwcessxlly the actual HRTC received by the project owners. The 

assumption is mate, which may not be accurate, that spending was evenly distributed throughout 

the rehabilitation projecte. This is discussed In the pxagraph immediately following. Also, since 

the HRTC was found not to be a statistically significant determinant of private spending p x squxe 

foot, no cause and effect relationship can be claimed 

Cost effectiveness Involves the compxison between the cost to the govxnment from the 

revenue loss and the increase In total spending (nominal) on historic rehabilitation. With respect 

to the I OX HRTC, the cost to the govxnment p x project is the difference between the total 

spending and private spending which is $78,446 (13X of totel spending). This difference Is not 

10X because some projects extended into the 25X HRTC pxiod and thxefore received an ovxall 

HRTC of ovx I OX of total spending. This occurs because spending Is assumed te be distributed 

equally ovx the rehabilitation pxiod of the projecte. The totel spending p x project Increased by 

$246 ,534 (70X) from the OX HRTC period. It should be noted that this Inxease might have 

been even greater because the OX HRTC spending level might have been lowx without some of the 

projects qualifying f x the 10X HRTC and possibly increasing their spending as a result of that 

windfall Thxefore, the I OX HRTC seems te have been cost effective In txms of spending because 

It cost the govxnment less than the Increase tn spending These results, based on totel spending, 

x e confounded by the varying sizes of the projecte. Thxefore, a more useful Insight into the cost 

effectiveness of the HRTC may be provided by examining total spending p x square foot, i n txms 

of spending p x square foot, the cost te the govxnment of the 10X HRTC is the difference between 

total spending p x square foot and private spending p x squxe foot of $4.73 p x squxe foot. This 

is an Increase of 13X of totel spending p x square foot. Totel spending p x square foot increased 

by $ 10.05 (39X) from the OX HRTC pxiod Therefore, the 10X HRTC appears te have been cost 

effective in terms of spending p x squxe foot. 

The 25X HRTC also seems to have been cost effective as compared with the OX HRTC 

spending level because it cost the government the difference ( 2 5 X ) between totel and private 

spending of $ 119,639 p x project while total spending inxeesed by $ 128,272 ( 3 7 X ) from the 
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OX HRTC. In txms of spending p x squxe foot, the cost to the govxnment of the 25X HRTC Is the 

difference between total and private spending p x square foot of $ 10.11 which Is 25X of totel 

spending p x squxe foot. The total spending p x squxe foot Increased by $ 14.52, a 56X Increase 

from the OX HRTC pxiod. Therefore, the 25X HRTC seems to have been cost effective In txms of 

spending p x squxe foot. In terms of both spending and spending p x square foot, the 10X HRTC 

end 25X HRTC appex cost effective In compxison with the OX HRTC pxiod. Howevx, the 25X 

HRTC did not encourage an increase propxtlonately as large as the 10X HRTC. 

Repression Results 

The regression analysis provides a statistical signlf icanco test of the owners' 

responsiveness to the HRTC: their elesticity of demand f x histxic rehabilitation. Since the HRTC 

is not e significant determinant of spending p x square foot (hypotheses of no effect are not 

rejected), the tests did not confirm that the owners were responsive. This Indicates that the 

ownxs' demand f x historic rehabilitation is inelastic. This (s an Indication that those to whom 

the tax xedit policy was targeted were not receptive to the policy. Noneconomlc factxs may have 

overridden the Impxtance of the price decrease In historic rehabilitation due to the HRTC. 

SUMMARY 

In summery, the desxiptive statistics In Chaptx 6 Indicate that the lxge increase in the 

quantity of buildings rehabilitated and aggregate totel spendirig and totel speiidlngpxsoAJxe foot 

ovx the HRTC pxlods suggest that extxnal benefits may have been fulfilled with the HRTC policy. 

It also appears that the HRTC Increased awareness of histxic preservation. The 10X HRTC seems 

to have had a "coupon effect" and seemed cost effective. The 25X HRTC appexed cost effective but 

did not have a "coupon effect". Howevx, these results x e not confirmed when controlling f x the 

othx economic end composition factxs in the regression motels. The HRTC Is not a significant 

factor In affecting spending p x square foot. On the othx hand, noneconomlc factors were found to 

be significant. This leads to the Implication that the owners were not responsive to the HRTC in 

txms of spending p x squxe foot because of their Inelastic demand. Thxefore, the results of the 

HRTC w x e mixed 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summxizes the dissxtation along with its contribution te the literature. It 

also discusses potential future research possibilities in the historic rehabilitation tax incentive 

x e a . in addition, it discusses the policy implications f x tax incentives In genxal which result 

from this study. 

SUMMARY OF THE DISSERTATION 

The HRTC wes designed to encourage the rehabilitation of historic propxty. This study 

provides evidence as to whethx this has been accomplished. The f irst step was an examination of 

the background of the eligibility f x the HRTC and the relevant tax laws (Chapter 2). Summary 

statistics on the HRTC program w x e also presented The literature tn the tax Incentive area was 

reviewed including the areas of h is tx ic presxvation, reel estate, and othx tax incentive areas 

(Chapter 3). Extxnallty theory, excise subsidy theory and elasticity theory wxe discussed with 

reference to the HRTC (Chaptx 4 ) The factors of interest in this study were summarized and 

regressim analysis was p x f x m e d concerning the effect of the HRTC and othx factxs on spending 

p x square foot (Chaptx 5 ) . 

Thxe were many Interesting results (Chapter 6 ) from the desxiptive information 

Including an Increase in the quantity of projects and In the avxage totel spending p x square foot 

o v x the HRTC pxiods. The avxage spending p x project and avxage spending p x square foot 

increased with the I OX HRTC. O v x the HRTC pxlods, most projects did not use govxnment 

funding, were of brick x masonry constructim, were rehabilitated f x residential use, and were 

located in a histxic district. 

The results of the regression analysis (Chapter 7 ) indicate that the I OX HRTC and 2 5 X 

HRTC w x e not significant determinants of spending p x square foot on historic rehabilitation 

projects. Significant determinants of spending wxe the size of the building, constructim type, 

age of the building, use after rehabilitation, location In e historic district, and region. 
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In txms of descriptive statistics (Chapter 6 ) , the increase In the numbx of projects 

rehabilitated and total spending during the HRTC pxlods Indicates that extxnal benefits may have 

been fulfilled due to the HRTC. The 10X and 25X HRTC appeared to be cost effective (less cost to 

the govxnmmt thm spending m historic rehabtlitatim) in compxism with the OX HRTC pxiod 

The I OX HRTC appeared to be associated with a "coupon effect" due to the Increase in private 

spending during the HRTC pxlods. Howevx, the regressim analysis (Chaptx 7) does not suppxt 

a cause and effect conclusion. The insignificance of the HRTC In explaining spending limits the 

conclusions that cm be reached Moreover, the apparent unresponsiveness of the owners to the 

HRTC Indicates Inelasticity of demand 

The tiofieconomtc x compositim factors provided Impxtent insights Into historic 

rehabtlitatim. They were genxally found to be statistically significant detxminants of spending. 

There is a strong indicatim, howevx, that Intangible, unmeasurabte factxs also affected historic 

rehabllltatim. An example is ownxs who rehabilitate historic buildings in ordx to preserve e 

p x t of history. This reason can not be quantified and thxefxe was not able to be Included in this 

study. This and othx such noneconomlc factxs may have been Impxtent determinants of the 

owners' spending decisions. 

This study contributes both date end analysis toward the understanding of the historic 

rehabilitation tax Incentive as well as to the tax incentive area, in genxal. The use of e project-

based database that has not previously been used enabled the project-based approach and provided 

new Infxmatim m actual historic rehabilitations. The database also enabled the use of 

noneconomlc x compositim factors which were impxtent detxminants of histxic rehabllltatim 

spending. The study discussed many policy implications of the HRTC which cm be viewed es an 

effective tax policy These are summxfzed in a following section. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

There are many research possibilities In this historic rehabllltatim tax Incentive xea. 

Because few research studies have been done in this area and because there is a need f x f u r t h x 

infxmatim as to the effectiveness of this tax Incentive, there is great potential f x research. 
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There x e many details of histxic rehabilitetim projects that were not available f x use In this 

study. Resexch m any of these areas would provite a contribution to the histxic rehabilitetim 

tax Incentive literature. 

Infxmatim as to the owners' reasons f x deciding whethx x not to rehabilitate a histxic 

building would provite insight into the rehabllltatim decision that was not available f x this 

study. The reasons may be largely nonquantlffable. The ownership fxmat, such as whethx the 

ownx is an individual, pxtnxship, x cxpxation would provide an interesting Insight Into the 

effects of ownership m historic rehabllltatim spending. M x e Infxmatim m the cost of 

bxrowlng and cost of constructim throughout the projects may provide insight into these mxket 

conditions, beyond the insight provided by the proxies used in this study. Infxmatim as to the 

type of financing used in the projects and the Impact of changes in the vxious financing options 

available to owners would provide insight into the types of financing that pxtlculxly encourage 

historic rehabilitetim. The effxt m spending of projections f x the rental x othx use of the 

completed rehabilitated buildings would also be interesting te determine. Issues such as the 

Influence of vacancy rates and the local economic conditions in the area of the historic building on 

the histxic rehabilitetim decision would be Interesting to investigate. Any benefits the histxic 

rehabilitetim building provides to the city, such as tourism, x benefits the building receives 

from the city, such as relief from local taxes, would provide insight Into the effect of local 

incentives on spending. 

The condition of the buildings pr lx to the rehabilitation and the appraisal value before 

and a f tx the rehabilitetim would provide infxmatim as to the extent of the rehabllltatim and the 

Increase In value es e result of it. Studies m adaptive use projects would provite insight Into the 

differmt concxns of these pxt icu lx histxic rehabilitetim projects. Research Into the varying 

Impxtance of factxs in small versus large projects would provide insight into the effects of 

differmt size projects. 

The Impact of additional spending m the histxic rehabllltatim projects would be valuable 

infxmatim This additional spending Is due to costs of the projects which do not qualify f x the 
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HRTC such as spending m a pxklng lot x on addition to a histxic building. Further examples of 

these additional costs which te not effect the HRTC amount are the initial costs of the land and 

building. Infxmatim m these additional costs would be helpful in determining how the level of 

these costs affects spending that Is eligible f x the HRTC. 

More extensive Infxmatim on projects in the OX HRTC pxiod and Infxmatim m 

projects in the current 20X HRTC pxiod would provite additional infxmatim m the 

effectiveness of vxious HRTC percentages. F x compxism purposes, Infxmatim m 

rehabilitations which did not apply f x the HRTC would be interesting. Resexch Into the tax 

incmtives f x the rehabilitetim of nmhistxic propxty would also provide a useful compxison to 

the effects of the tax xedit f x historic propxty. 

Resexch into & specific category of histxic rehabilitetim, facades, would provide a 

valuable insight into a controversial area of historic preservation. The tax incmtives f x the 

preservation of building facades are intended to presxve the frmt e x t x i x of a building while the 

remainder Is often destroyed and rebuilt. The rebuilt pxtion of the building is often a differmt 

style thm the facade and the xlglnal building. 

The realization of many of these resexch ideas m a national basis would require the 

cmtinuatim and possible expanslm of the National Trust database x the developmmt of a s iml lx 

database. An alternative to research m a national basis Is field studies m historic rehabilitetim 

projects within a region, state, x city. This would provite Insight into many aspects of the 

histxic rehabilitatim projects that would not be available from a database. 

In summary, research Into any of these historic rehabllltatim areas would provide 

additional Insight into the HRTC and histxic preservation in general. This resexch could also 

provite a broader look at the genxal area of tax incentives and further the knowledge in that area. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX INCENTIVES 

The xlglnal I OX HRTC and the Increased HRTC of 25X appex to have been effective In 

stimulating historic rehabllltatim spending and the numbx of histxic rehabllltatim projects. 

Although the Increase in the HRTC percentage to 25X seems to have been cost effective, it did not 

f 
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have a propxtional cost effectiveness x a "coupon effect" compxable to the xlglnal I OX HRTC. 

Thxefore, this Implies that when the govxnmmt wanted to continue to stimulate historic 

rehabilitatim, it is questionable whethx m Increased HRTC pxcentage was necessary. Perhaps 

m extension of the xlglnal I OX HRTC ( x a 1SX HRTC x a 20X HRTC) rathx thm the 25X 

HRTC would have increased histxic rehabilitatim to a simllx extent and at a lowx cost to the 

govxnmmt. Howevx, since the 10X HRTC was not extended, this Is not possible to know. 

Moreovx .this degree of responsiveness seems to Indicate that there should be careful 

consideration as te the length of time a tax credit x incentive should be available. It may be 

effective to grant an initial tax incentive f x a limited pxiod of time. At the end of the time 

pxiod, it should be determined whethx the cmtinuatim of the policy would be justified x 

whethx a greater incentive would be more effective Depending on the objective, a greater 

incentive may x may not be justified. The govxnmmt should not necessxily expect the high 

degree of effectiveness of m Initial tax incentive with the cmtinuatim of an existing incentive. 

Because (based on the desxiptive statistics in Chapter 6 ) the HRTC policy appexs to have 

bem successful to some degree in encouraging the rehabilitetim owners to take extxnal benefits 

Into account In their spending decisions, this indicates that tax credits may possibly be used 

successfully in many othx applications to bring externalities into the mxket system. The HRTC 

policy appears to have bem cost effective because it cost the govxnmmt less thm the Increase in 

spending. Therefore, It should not be essumed necessxily that a tax credit program would be more 

costly to the govxnmmt thm a direct subsidy. 

On the othx hand, the regressim analysis (Chaptx 7) Indicates that the rehabllltatim 

owners, the people to whom the tax incentive policy was aimed, w x e not responsive to the HRTC 

policy in terms of spending p x squxe foot. They had an inelastic demand curve in txms of 

economic factors. They did, nonetheless, respond to noneconomlc factors it is impxtent to any 

tax incentive policy that the targeted group is responsive to the Incentive. Therefore, resexch 

into their potential responsiveness is critical p r l x to the Issuance of an Incentive. The 

regressim analysis results indicate that the HRTC did not effect spending p x square foot. The 
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desxiptive statistics demonstrate some positive results. Therefore, the results of this study as to 

the HRTC policy are mixed 

This study Is not meant to provite all of the answers In the tax Incentive area. These 

results cm not be generalized to othx subsidies. Additional research is nested pr ix to any action 

with respect to tax Incmtives. There has rnt bem much evidence about the effects of tax credits x 

incmtives. This study provides some positive, some negative, end some inconclusive evidence 

concxnlng one tax credit. On the one hand, many buildings cm be enjoyed by future genxatlons 

that most likely would l w e bem destroyed without the cost effective HRTC. On the othx hand, the 

reclplmts of the credit, rehabilitetim owners, did not not seem to respond as expected te economic 

stimuli, Including the HRTC. Rathx, noneconomlc factors seemed to be very impxtent. 

In conclusion, this dissxtation provided some new insights Into the effects of the HRTC. 

The Insights led to Impxtent policy implications In the HRTC area. These Insights and 

implications with respect to histxic rehabilitatim may x may not apply In othx tax Incentive 

areas Resexch must be initiated in the tax Incentive xees of interest. This future resexch 

might seek to Incxpxate some of the insights gained from viewing spending m a project level. 

The positive results of the HRTC are an indicatim that the research Into othx tax incmtives may 

have simllx positive results. 
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STATES WITHIN EACH REGION 

Nxtheast Reglm Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Indiana, Maine, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jxsey, 

New Yxk , Ohio, Pmnsylvmia, Rhote Island, Vxmmt , Virginia, 

West Virginia 

Midwest Regim Colxate, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Mmtana, 

Nebraska, New Mexico, N x t h Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, 

Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, Wyoming 

Southeast Reglm Alabama, Arkansas, Flxida, Oexgta, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, Nxth Cxolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 

West Regim Arizona, Califxnia, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, 

Washington 
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APPENDIX B 

TABLES ACCOMPANYINO DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (CHAPTER 6 ) 

r 
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TABLE B-1 

PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD 

TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daf la tad 

PSP daf la tad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf la tad 

PSFT daf la tad 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

AGE 

TINE 

m 

CCI 

Of HRTC 

$349,794 

1322,075 

$ 192,897 

$ 178,396 

$29.89 

$23.89 

$ 14.28 

$ 13.20 

13,511 

107 

27 

0.95 

173.42 

101 HRTC 

$ 590,328 

$ 517,880 

$ 281,757 

f 245,981 

$ 35.94 

$ 31.21 

$ 16.98 

$ 14.83 

10,592 

100 

11 

13.05 

198.34 

258 HRTC 

* 478,005 

f 358,427 

* 203,000 

$ 152,757 

$ 40.41 

8 30.30 

* 17.22 

$ 12.91 

11,829 

97 

8 

11.19 

235.25 

TOTAL 

$ 502,785 

$ 394,827 

$ 221,541 

$ 175,101 

$38.74 

$ 30.42 

$ 17.08 

$ 13.49 

12,979 

98 

9 

11.53 

223.51 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 45 463 1,476 1,984 
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PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD (WITHOUT GOVERNMENT FUNDfNO) 

SEBBUfi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daf latad 

PSP daflatad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daflatad 

PSFT d«f latad 

QJJ£RjS_ 
SOFT 

ROE 

TINE 

MR 

CCI 

08 HRTC 

f 362,645 

$ 334,805 

$ 200,427 

$ 185,545 

$25.88 

$ 23.89 

$ 14.30 

$ 13.24 

14,013 

103 

27 

6.89 

173.58 

10* HRTC 

$453,109 

$ 390,839 

$ 213,881 

$ 185,017 

$34.21 

$29.51 

$ 16.15 

$ 14.04 

13,245 

100 

11 

13.15 

198.51 

258 HRTC 

$440,140 

$329,777 

$ 187,085 

$ 140,431 

$41.42 

$ 31.03 

$ 17.61 

$ 13.22 

10,626 

98 

8 

11.04 

236.39 

TOTAL 

$441,111 

$ 344,320 

$ 193,864 

$ 152,559 

$38.88 

$30.36 

$ 17.09 

$ 13.45 

11,346 

90 

9 

11.57 

223.54 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 39 337 1,033 1,409 
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TABLE B - 2 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD (WITH GOVERNMENT FUNDINO) 

SfEJfiltffi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TOP daf la tad 

PSP daf la tad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf la tad 

PSFT daf la tad 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

ROE 

TINE 

Iff) 

CCI 

Of HRTC 

$ 266,265 

$243,833 

$ 143,950 

$ 131,851 

$25.99 

$ 23.80 

$ 14.05 

$ 12.87 

10,246 

134 

29 

7.29 

176.19 

108 HRTC 

$ 979,222 

$857,064 

$463,301 

$400,627 

$38.34 

$33.58 

$ 18.14 

$ 15.92 

25,543 

08 

12 

12.78 

197.90 

298 HRTC 

$506,503 

$425,235 

$ 242,310 

$ 181,531 

$38.71 

$29.06 

$ 16.56 

$ 12.40 

14,635 

95 

9 

11.52 

234.89 

TOTRL 

$653,809 

$ 518,101 

$ 289,709 

$ 230,338 

$38.50 

$30.51 

$ 17.06 

$ 13.57 

16,980 

07 

10 

11.75 

223.47 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 126 443 575 
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PROJECT MEANS BY REGION 
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NORTHEAST niOHEST SOUTHEAST NEST 

SQEHLUfi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daf la tad 

PSP daf latad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf latad 

PSFT daf latad 

OTHERS 
SOJT 

AGE 

TINE 

m 

CCI 

$541,020 

$ 430,933 

$240,286 

$ 192,654 

$38.20 

$ 30.43 

$ 16.97 

$ 13.60 

14,162 

106 

9 

11.62 

220.95 

$423,987 

$321,782 

$ 182,331 

$ 138,632 

$35.62 

$ 27.03 

$ 15.32 

$ 11.65 

11,904 

88 

10 

11.48 

230.98 

$406,108 

$ 315,907 

$ 178,680 

$ 139,767 

$ 4 1 . 0 9 

$32 .43 

$ 18.34 

$ 14.35 

9,740 

96 

8 

11.55 

224.03 

$ 829,079 

$652,931 

$368,087 

$292,112 

$41.69 

$32.83 

$ 18.51 

$ 14.69 

19,898 

78 

11 

12.38 

219.27 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 952 402 499 131 
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TABLE B - 4 

PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

SEBBllfi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daf la tad 

PSP daf la tad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf latad 

PSFT def lated 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

ROE 

TINE 

HR 

CCI 

NORTHEAST 

$ 411,829 

$383,894 

$ 228,738 

$ 198,518 

$30.73 

$ 28.65 

$ 17.07 

$ 14.81 

13,400 

131 

22 

7.05 

173.58 

WJflTC 

mOUEST 

$ 210,438 

$ 193,169 

$ 112,710 

$ 105,408 

$ 19.72 

$ 18.10 

$ 10.56 

$ 9.89 

10,671 

81 

39 

6.54 

176.80 

SOUTHEAST 

$343,463 

$ 320,387 

$ 193,506 

$ 182,549 

$25.74 

$24.01 

$ 14.50 

$ 13.68 

13,345 

9? 

13 

7.71 

169.56 

UE8T 

$ 333,841 

$ 295,729 

$ 177,000 

$ 157,894 

$20.33 

$ 18.07 

$ 10.78 

$ 9.62 

16,419 

85 

41 

6.44 

179.35 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 21 8 
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TABLE B-4 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

sssum 
TSP nominal 

PSP noainal 

TSP d a f l a t a d 

PSP d a f l a t a d 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT d a f l a t a d 

PSFT d a f l a t a d 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

AGE 

THE 

HA 

CCI 

NORTHEAST 

$ 664,178 

$ 564,448 

$ 303,758 

$268,245 

$ 35.89 

$ 30.50 

$ 16.41 

$ 14.50 

18,508 

107 

11 

12.86 

198.02 

JOJJDK 

HI0UE8T 

$ 238,408 

$ 202,555 

$ 111,828 

$ 94,919 

$ 26.11 

$22.09 

$ 12.20 

$ 10.35 

9,168 

89 

12 

13.97 

202.06 

SOUTHEAST 

$542,764 

8 480,642 

$ 257,443 

$ 219,606 

$ 39.91 

$ 34.09 

$ 18.93 

$ 16.16 

13,600 

97 

11 

12.92 

198.00 

HEST 

$762,825 

$648,285 

$350,641 

$306,140 

$ 40.60 

$ 34.50 

$ 19.14 

$ 16.29 

18,789 

71 

12 

12.76 

195.08 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 273 55 97 38 
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TABLE B - 4 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT MEANS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

aEsnufi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP deflated 

PSP deflated 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daflatad 

PSFT def lated 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

ABE 

TINE 

MR 

CCI 

NORTHEAST 

$ 502,356 

$ 377,041 

$ 214,321 

$ 160,625 

$ 40.57 

$ 30.45 

$ 17.31 

$ 12.97 

12,383 

105 

8 

10.93 

235.66 

2SJfiT_£ 

HIOHEST 

$459,967 

$ 344,906 

$ 195,788 

$ 146,824 

$ 37.09 

$ 27.81 

$ 15.79 

$ 11.84 

12,403 

88 

9 

11.35 

235.99 

SOUTHEAST 

$ 374,297 

$ 280,024 

$ 159,294 

$ 119,557 

$42.83 

$ 32.04 

$ 18.23 

$ 13.68 

8,740 

96 

8 

11.33 

236.13 

WEST 

$ 847,177 

$ 634,690 

$359,873 

$ 270,837 

$43.00 

$ 32.7/ 

$ 18.30 

$ 13.77 

19,866 

79 

8 

12.02 

234.46 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 658 338 394 85 
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TABLE B-5 

PROJECT MEANS BY YEAR STARTED 

SfQUlflfi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daflatad 

PSP daflatad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daflatad 

PSFT daflatad 

OJHERS. 
SOFT 

AGE 

TINE 

MR 

CCI 

1976 

$ 191,250 

$ 188,631 

$ 119,659 

$ 118,045 

$21.87 

$ 21.57 

$ 13.68 

$ 13.50 

8,745 

78 

31 

5.31 

156.45 

1977 

$242,294 

$222,168 

$ 134,815 

$ 124,142 

$23.14 

$ 21.22 

$ 12.88 

$ 11.86 

10,470 

109 

36 

5.59 

172.14 

1978 

$ 519,608 

$458,435 

$ 283,485 

$ 250,313 

$31 .28 

$ 27.60 

$ 17.07 

$ 15.07 

16,611 

108 

21 

8.12 

174.27 

1979 

$ 918,485 

$ 821,428 

$456,344 

$408,135 

$31.58 

$28.24 

$ 15.69 

$ 14.03 

29,086 

92 

15 

11.04 

189.32 

1980 

$646,620 

$567,786 

$ 302,415 

$ 266,135 

$37.50 

$32.93 

$ 17.54 

$ 15.43 

17,244 

98 

I I 

12.78 

200.00 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 28 83 217 
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TABLE B -5 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT MEANS BY YEAR STARTED 

SBfiUfi 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daflatad 

PSP daflatad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daflatad 

PSFT daflatad 

OJJERS. 
SOFT 

ADE 

TINE 

MR 

CCI 

1981 

$474,980 

$ 370,778 

$209,468 

$ 165,168 

$37.97 

$29.64 

$ 16.75 

$ 13.20 

12,508 

103 

10 

15.32 

215.15 

1982 

$561,750 

$ 421,353 

$240,988 

$ 180,766 

$39.69 

$29.77 

$ 17.02 

$ 12.77 

14,155 

96 

9 

11.89 

230.86 

1983 

$ 379,541 

$ 284,672 

$ 160,110 

$ 120,091 

$43.47 

$ 32.60 

8 18.34 

$ 13.75 

8,731 

99 

7 

8.90 

242.48 

1984 

$260,107 

$ 195,068 

$ 106,021 

$ 80,151 

$40 .10 

$30 .07 

$ 19.34 

$ 12.36 

6,487 

96 

6 

10.15 

252.69 

1983 

$ 761,718 

$571,288 

$ 309,782 

$ 232,336 

$37.64 

$28.23 

$ 15.31 

$ 11.48 

20,239 

90 

6 

8.08 

254.93 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 239 733 479 172 13 
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TABLEB-6 

PROJECT MEANS BY YEAR ENDED 

SfQfUKJI 
TSP noainal 

PSP noainal 

T9P daflatad 

PSP daflatad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf latad 

(PSFT daflatad 

OTHERS 
SOFT 

ABE 

TIME 

MR 

CCI 

1976 

$80,000 

$ 80,000 

$56,338 

$56,338 

$ 10.00 

$ 10.00 

$ 7.04 

$ 7.04 

8,000 

74 

5 

5.77 

139.76 

1977 

$42,500 

$ 42,500 

* 27,961 

$27,961 

$ 18.26 

$ 18.26 

8 12.02 

$ 12.02 

2,327 

106 

5 

5.06 

149.74 

1978 

$ 170,166 

$ 177,641 

$ 196,155 

$ 105,258 

$ 24.18 

t 23.97 

$ 14.33 

$ 14.20 

7,410 

113 

11 

6.39 

163.90 

1979 

$ 417,403 

$364,566 

$231,895 

$ 202,909 

$41.68 

$36.41 

$23.16 

$ 20.26 

10,014 

107 

11 

9.83 

172.06 

1980 

$ 519,458 

$467,784 

$ 261,918 

$ 235,908 

$31.88 

$ 28.71 

$ 16.00 

$ 14.48 

16,293 

00 

10 

12.07 

185.13 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 28 126 
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TABLE B-6 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT MEANS BY YEAR ENDED 

SSHUIfi 
T8P noainal 

PSP noainal 

TSP daf la tad 

P8P daf la tad 

TSFT noainal 

PSFT noainal 

TSFT daf la tad 

PSFT daf la tad 

QJHERS 
SOFT 

AOE 

TINE 

MR 

CCI 

1981 

$ 587,297 

$ 5 ^ 390 

$275,498 

$ 243,309 

$34.61 

$30.59 

$ 16.23 

$ 14.34 

16,971 

100 

10 

14.09 

199.03 

1982 

$ 330,166 

$ 404,322 

$ 231,035 

$ 177,203 

$ 39.00 

$ 29.74 

$ 17.00 

$ 13.04 

13,594 

95 

8 

13.07 

223.23 

1983 

$ 513,842 

$ 385,965 

$ 219,219 

$ 164,616 

$42 .63 

$32 .02 

$ 18.19 

$ 13.66 

12,054 

98 

9 

9.53 

235.92 

1964 

$ 366,385 

$274,865 

$ 152,128 

$ 114,492 

$38.68 

$29.02 

$ 16.06 

$ 12.09 

9,472 

96 

9 

9.82 

247.97 

1985 

$526,135 

$397,854 

$ 218,506 

$ 165,564 

$33 .49 

$ 25.32 

$ 13.91 

$ 10.54 

15,711 

04 

15 

8.80 

247.94 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 250 525 712 294 38 
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TABLE B - 7 

PROJECT COUNT BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD 

GOVERNMENT FUNDIND 
Used 

Old not use 

C0H6TBUCTIOM TVPC 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

U K ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coaaarcial,Othar 

HISTORIC DISTAICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

QEBJOJl 
Northeast 

Mideast 

Southeast 

Uest 

Of HRTC 

6 

39 

12 

33 

23 

22 

25 

20 

21 

8 

7 

9 

108 HRTC 

126 

337 

103 

360 

285 

178 

325 

138 

273 

55 

97 

36 

258 HRTC 

443 

1,033 

388 

1,088 

979 

497 

1,194 

282 

658 

339 

395 

84 

TOTAL 

575 

1,409 

503 

1,481 

1,287 

697 

1,544 

440 

952 

402 

499 

131 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 45 463 1,476 1,984 
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TABLE B - 8 

PROJECT COUNT BY REGION 

NORTHEAST MIDWEST SOUTHEAST MEST 

(Mvawtwr niflujtt 
Used 

Did not use 

HtfiJhVCTJW.TiR 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

»« w CTrrvETtfli 
Residential 

Coaaerclal, Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

TOTAL 

357 

595 

183 

769 

731 

221 

779 

173 

21 

273 

658 

952 

105 

297 

66 

336 

241 

161 

298 

104 

8 

55 

339 

402 

82 

417 

218 

281 

281 

218 

410 

89 

7 

97 

395 

499 

31 

100 

36 

95 

34 

97 

57 

74 

9 

38 

84 

131 
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TABLE 6 - 9 

PROJECT COUNT SY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

ojjffm 
NORTHEAST HIGHEST SOUTHEAST WEST 

Used 

Old not use 

CONSTRUCTION TYPE 
Mood 

Brick, E t c . 

USE OH COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coeeerciol, O t h e r 

HISTORIC OISTBICT 
Located in 

Not located i n 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 

4 

1? 

5 

10 

11 

10 

13 

8 

21 

2 

6 

1 

7 

5 

3 

6 

2 

8 

0 0 

7 9 

2 4 

5 5 

4 3 

3 6 

4 2 

3 7 

7 9 
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TABLE B-9 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT COUNT BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

OOUERrtHHT FUHDINQ 
Used 

Old not use 

CONSTMJCTION TYPE 
Hood 

Brick, JEtc. 

Residential 

Coeaercial, Other 

HISTORIC OISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

NORTHEAST 

89 

184 

41 

232 

196 

77 

210 

63 

1WHRTC 

MIDWEST 

6 

49 

8 

47 

30 

25 

37 

18 

SOUTHEAST 

18 

79 

42 

53 

50 

47 

62 

35 

(EST 

13 

25 

12 

26 

9 

29 

16 

22 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 273 55 97 38 
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TABLE B-9 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT COUNT BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

QPKntfBIT FWPUBB 
Used 

Did not use 

ntffmfCTtm TYPE 
Uood 

Brick, Etc. 

WE OH CTfflETIJM 
Residential 

Coaserc i a 1 , Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

NORTHEAST 

264 

394 

137 

521 

524 

134 

556 

102 

asjflE 
MIDWEST SOUTHEAST 

9? 

241 

57 

281 

206 

132 

235 

83 

64 

330 

174 

220 

227 

167 

344 

50 

MEST 

18 

68 

20 

66 

22 

64 

39 

47 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 658 338 394 86 
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TABLE B-10 

PROJECT COUNT BY YEAR STARTED 

Used 

Did not use " 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Mood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coeaercial, Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

BESIJU 
Northeast 

Mideast 

Southeast 

West 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
08 HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

25* HRTC Period 

TOTAL 

1970 

0 

4 

0 

4 

1 

3 

2 

2 

0 

1 

2 

1 

4 

0 

0 

4 

1977 

2 

H 

4 

12 

12 

4 

6 

10 

8 

4 

0 

4 

16 

0 

0 

16 

1978 

4 

24 

8 

20 

12 

16 

19 

9 

15 

3 

6 

4 

25 

3 

0 

28 

1979 

19 

64 

21 

62 

52 

31 

47 

36 

50 

6 

14 

13 

0 

82 

1 

83 

1960 

73 

144 

43 

174 

141 

76 

162 

55 

135 

17 

51 

14 

0 

216 

1 

217 
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TABLE B - 1 0 (CONTINUED) 

PROJECT COUNT BY YEAR STARTED 

OOUEWtffJNT FUNDINO 
Used 

Did not use 

CMFRVPI.I.W TVJS 
Mood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Cceaercial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

REGION 
Northeast 

Mideast 

Southeast 

Hest 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

25f HRTC Period 

TOTAL 

1981 

57 

182 

54 

185 

128 

111 

174 

65 

123 

50 

47 

19 

0 

162 

77 

239 

1982 

263 

470 

210 

523 

478 

255 

578 

155 

302 

173 

209 

49 

0 

0 

733 

733 

1983 

113 

366 

115 

364 

332 

147 

400 

79 

232 

109 

120 

18 

0 

0 

479 

479 

1984 

41 

131 

46 

126 

122 

50 

147 

25 

87 

28 

50 

7 

0 

0 

172 

172 

1985 

3 

10 

2 

11 

9 

4 

9 

4 

0 

11 

0 

2 

0 

0 

13 

13 
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TABLED - 1 1 

PROJECT COUNT BY YEAR ENDED 

OOUEPMCNT FUNDING 
Used 

Did not use 

CONJTflWTMJW TYPE 
Mood 

Brick, Etc, 

U^m«m£I10Jl 
Rtsidential 

Coeaercial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

REQIOH 
Northeast 

Hldecst 

Southeast 

West 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

(Of HRTC Period 

251 HRTC Period 

TOTAL 

1976 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1977 

0 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

1978 

0 

8 

4 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

5 

1 

1 

1 

8 

0 

0 

8 

1978 

4 

24 

3 

25 

16 

12 

16 , 

12 

17 

1 

8 

2 

12 

16 

0 

28 

1980 

31 

95 

34 

92 

78 

48 

89 

3? 

76 

10 

24 

16 

10 

116 

0 

126 
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TABLE B -iKcoh ITINUED) 

PROJECT COUNT BY YEAR ENDED 

flOUFJMCNT FUNDINO 
Used 

Did not use 

«H5TflUCTIQH TYPE 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coeeerclal, Other 

HISTORIC DISTAICT 
Located in 

Not located In 

REGION 
Northeast 

Hideest 

Southeast 

Uest 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

25f HRTC Period 

TOTAL 

1981 

74 

176 

58 

192 

150 

100 

174 

76 

147 

33 

53 

17 

7 

235 

8 

250 

1982 

125 

400 

116 

409 

293 

232 

401 

124 

197 

130 

143 

53 

1 

82 

442 

525 

1983 

258 

454 

200 

512 

519 

193 

388 

124 

357 

142 

194 

19 

3 

12 

697 

712 

1984 

75 

219 

75 

219 

201 

93 

246 

48 

147 

61 

70 

15 

0 

1 

293 

294 

1989 

8 

30 

13 

25 

24 

14 

25 

13 

5 

23 

5 

5 

1 

1 

36 

38 
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TABLE B-12 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY TAX CREDIT PERIOD 

onuBHBtr FUNDING 
Used 

Did not use 

LWRinuui IDn Trrc 
Mood 

Brick, Etc. 

MftWCOTLEJJfl! 
Residential 

Coaaercial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Hot located in 

REGION 
Northeast 

Mideast 

Southeast 

Uest 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 

Of HRTC 

13 

87 

27 

73 

51 

49 

56 

44 

46 

18 

16 

20 

45 

108 HRTC 

27 

79 

22 

76 

62 

38 

70 

30 

59 

12 

21 

8 

463 

298 HRTC 

30 

70 

26 

74 

66 

34 

81 

19 

44 

23 

27 

6 

1,476 

TOTAL 

29 

71 

25 

75 

65 

35 

78 

22 

48 

20 

25 

7 

1,984 
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TABLE B - 1 3 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY REGION 

nwwfhT njwirfi 
Usad 

Did not use 

Htfi]rWCIiff1 .TYCS 
Uood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Aasidentiol 

Coaaarcial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located In 

PEACU1TH9E UF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

lOf HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

nunincmi 

30 

62 

19 

81 

77 

23 

82 

18 

2 

29 

69 

niDHEST 

26 

74 

16 

84 

60 

40 

74 

26 

2 

14 

84 

SOUTHEAST 

16 

84 

44 

56 

56 

44 

82 

16 

2 

19 

79 

HEST 

24 

76 

27 

73 

26 

74 

56 

44 

7 

29 

64 
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TABLE B - 1 4 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS IN EACH TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

Used 

Old not use 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Mood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coaaarcial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

NORTHEAST 

19 

81 

24 

76 

52 

48 

62 

38 

QfJHBE 

HIGHEST SOUTHEAST 

25 

75 

13 

87 

63 

37 

75 

25 

0 

too 

29 

71 

57 

43 

57 

43 

NEST 

0 

100 

44 

56 

33 

67 

22 

78 

NUHBER OF PROJECTS 21 8 
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TABLE B-14 (CONTINUED) 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS IN EACH TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

PPUEnTfthT n/NDJM 
Used 

Did not use 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

ugSMWtnETtgi 
Residential 

Cosaarcial,Other 

HISTORIC gfsmiCT 
Located in 

Not located in 

NORTHEAST 

33 

67 

15 

85 

72 

28 

77 

23 

108 HRTC 

MIDWEST 

11 

89 

15 

85 

55 

45 

67 

33 

SOUTHEAST 

19 

81 

43 

57 

52 

48 

64 

36 

WEST 

34 

66 

32 

68 

24 

76 

42 

58 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 273 55 97 38 
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TABLE B-14 (CONTINUED) 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS IN EACH TAX CREDIT PERIOD BY REGION 

Used 

Old not use 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Mood 

Brick, Etc . 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coaaercial,Othar 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not locatad i n 

NORTHEAST 

40 

60 

21 

79 

80 

20 

84 

16 

2$JLffi]£ 

HIDUEST 

29 

71 

17 

83 

61 

39 

75 

25 

SOUTHEAST 

16 

84 

44 

56 

SB 

42 

87 

13 

WEST 

21 

79 

23 

77 

26 

74 

45 

55 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 658 338 394 86 
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TABLE B - 1 5 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY YEAR STARTED 

OOUERNHENT FUNDING 
Used 

Did not use 

CTTtPTWCTIffl TYPE 
Uood 

Brick, Etc. 

WE OH. amJETIttl 
Residential 

Coeaercial,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

nSMflN, 
Northsast 

Mideast 

Southeast 

Mast 

PEACENTAOE OF PROJECTS 
08 HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

1976 

0 

100 

23 

77 

25 

75 

50 

50 

0 

25 

50 

25 

100 

0 

0 

1977 

13 

87 

27 

73 

75 

25 

38 

62 

50 

25 

0 

25 

100 

0 

0 

1978 

14 

86 

24 

76 

43 

57 

68 

32 

54 

11 

21 

14 

89 

11 

0 

1979 

23 

77 

27 

73 

63 

37 

57 

43 

60 

7 

17 

16 

0 

90 

1 

1988 

34 

66 

15 

85 

65 

35 

75 

32 

62 

8 

24 

6 

0 

99 

1 
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TABLE B - 1 5 (CONTINUED) 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY YEAR STARTED 

GOUEANMENT FUNDINO 
Used 

Did not use 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

W E OH MffrUTIOM 
Residential 

Coaaerclal,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

REOiOJl 
Northeast 

Hidoest 

Southeast 

Uest 

PEACENTAOE OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

1981 

24 

76 

23 

75 

54 

46 

73 

27 

51 

21 

20 

8 

0 

68 

32 

1982 

36 

64 

75 

25 

65 

35 

79 

21 

41 

24 

29 

6 

0 

0 

100 

1983 

24 

76 

43 

57 

69 

31 

84 

16 

48 

23 

25 

4 

0 

0 

100 

1984 

24 

76 

63 

37 

77 

23 

85 

15 

51 

16 

29 

4 

0 

0 

100 

1985 

23 

77 

65 

35 

69 

31 

69 

31 

0 

85 

0 

15 

0 

0 

100 
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TABLE B - 1 6 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY YEAR ENDED 

" 

GOUFJtttCNT FimiNG 
Usad 

Did not use 

CONSTRUCTION TVPE 
Hood 

Brick, Etc. 

USE ON COMPLETION 
Residential 

Coaaerclal,Other 

HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located in 

HEGfON 
ftarthaast 

Nidaast 

Southeast 

Uest 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS 
Of KRTC Period 

108 HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

1976 

0 

100 

0 

100 

0 

100 

0 

100 

0 

0 

100 

0 

100 

0 

0 

1977 

0 

100 

0 

100 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

0 

0 

100 

0 

0 

1978 

0 

100 

50 

50 

63 

37 

50 

50 

63 

13 

13 

11 

100 

0 

0 

1979 

14 

86 

11 

89 

57 

43 

57 

43 

01 

4 

29 

6 

43 

57 

0 

1960 

25 

75 

27 

73 

62 

38 

71 

29 

60 

8 

19 

13 

8 

92 

0 
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TABLE B - 1 6 (CONTINUED) 

PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS BY YEAR ENDED 

GOUERNHFJNT FUNDINO 
Used 

Did not use 

CTffSTRVPTION TVPE 
Mood 

Brick, Etc. 

WE on comETtai 
Residential 

Coaaerclal,Other 

HISTORIC OISTRICT 
Located in 

Not located In 

REGION 
Northeast 

Nidaast 

Southeast 

Uest 

PERCENTAOE OF PROJECTS 
Of HRTC Period 

lOf HRTC Period 

258 HRTC Period 

1981 

30 

70 

4ft 

54 

60 

40 

70 

30 

59 

13 

21 

7 

3 

94 

3 

1982 

24 

76 

22 

78 

56 

44 

76 

24 

38 

25 

27 

10 

0 

16 

84 

1983 

36 

64 

28 

72 

73 

27 

83 

17 

50 

20 

27 

3 

0 

2 

98 

1984 

26 

74 

26 

74 

69 

32 

84 

16 

50 

21 

24 

5 

0 

1 

99 

1985 

21 

79 

34 

66 

63 

37 

66 

34 

13 

61 

13 

13 

4 

1 

95 
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APPENDIX C 

TABLE ACCOMPANYING REGRESSION RESULTSAND IMPLICATIONS (CHAPTER 7 ) 
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TABLE C - 1 

DETAILS OF REGRESSION RESULTS 

variable 

TCI 
TC2 
OF 

MR 
CCI 

SOFT 
CONS 

ROE 
TINE 
USE 

HD 
NE 
MM 
SE 

Intercept 

A-8quare 

Expactad 
Sign 

4 
• 

* 

-

+ 

Adjusted R-Sauara 

F-3tatistic 

.0254 

.0185 

Trial Spending fltr 

Coefficient 

3.33 
3.91 

- .16 

- .23 
- .01 

- .02 
-2.32 

.04 

.07 
-2.01 

-2.15 
-2.65 
-3.30 
-2.72 

17.73 

3.668*** 

Degrees of Freedoa 

* Significant at 
* * Significant a t 

* * * Significant at 

1,983 

.10 level ( tao-tai l 

.05 level (too-tail 

.01 level ( tao-tai l 

vianaara 
Error 

2.56 
2.63 

.76 

.35 

.16 

.02 

.81 

.01 

.05 

.75 

.84 
1.47 
1.5! 
1.49 

16.54 

tast) 
tast) 
tast) 

Smart Fn\ 

t -stat ist ic 

1.30 
1.49 

- .21 

- .66 
- .05 

-1.66 
-2.88 

4.00 
1.32 

-2.68 

-2.55 
-1.81 
-2.19 
-1.83 

1.07 

Significance 
Level 

.1935 

.1376 

.8308 

.5106 

.9570 

.0966* 

.0040*** 

.0001*** 

.1874 

.0075*** 

.0108** 

.0708* 

.0290** 

.0676* 

.2842 
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TABLE C-1 (CONTINUED) 

DETAILS OF REGRESSION RESULTS 

Prlvati feirrdlrrc nr taiari FwV 

Expected Standard Significance 
Uariabla Sign Coefficient Error t-stotistic Laval 

TCI 
TC2 
OF 

MR 
CCI 

SOFT 
CONS 

AGE 
TIME 
USE 

HD 
NE 
MM 
SE 

+ 
+ 
• 

+ 

-

+ 
4 

" 

1.35 
- .44 
- .07 

- .22 
- .02 

- .02 
-1.89 

.03 

.04 
-1.41 

-1.67 
-2.28 
-2.96 
-2.43 

2.02 
2.08 
.60 

.28 

.13 

.01 

.64 

.01 

.04 

.59 

.66 
1.16 
1.19 
1.17 

.67 
- .21 
- .12 

- .80 
- .20 

-1.74 
-2.98 

4.00 
.97 

-2.30 

-2.52 
-1.98 
-2.49 
-2.07 

.5051 

.8327 

.9851 

.4220 

.8456 

.0822* 

.0029*** 

.0001*** 

.3303 

.0170** 

.0123** 

.0492** 

.0128** 

.0301** 

Intercept 10.06 13.05 1.46 .1443 

R-Sauora .0319 

Adjusted R-Squore .0250 

F-Statistic 4.632*** 

Degrees of Freedoe 1,983 

• Significant at .10 level (tao-tail test) 
** Significant at .05 level (tao-tail test) 

* • * Significant at .01 level (teo-taii test) 
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